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conspired to rob him of his property, causing his wife’s death and the
working up of public sentiment to the
point of lynching himself.The government lightship No. do, used ou the Fire
Island station, left the Bath Iron Works
Friday afternoon for Staten Island, where
it will be turned over to the lighthouse
board—The Massachusetts Benefit Association which has proved a financial
wreck held $205,000 in Maine policies. A
good part of these are said to have been
held by Bangor men and it is understood
that there is a small chance of their being
able to recover any part of the claims.
From reports received at Ellsworth from
surrounding towns, it appears that a hail
storm which passed over that section Friday was one of the most severe in many
years. Torrents of rain fell for two hours,
interspersed with hail, which beat down
crops, broke windows and caused considerable damage to fruit trees.
The lightumg crippled the telephone lines, and the
excessive rain washed the roads badly.
Brookliu, Bluehill, Franklin and othei
places in Hancock county suffered severely.The farm buildings of Frank
Douglass of Foxcroft were set on fire by
lightning Sunday and Mr. Douglass
mother, Mrs. Irene Douglass, aged 5(1, was
burned to death in the barn in view of
her neighbors and relatives.
She went
into the burning building to rescue the
cattle and tin* lire surrounded her....Hon.
1
11. McFadden of Waterville, well
known in Uuiversalist circles of New England, is dead, after a long illness, at the
He has held every office
age of 77 years.
that the city could give, and he has served as sheriff of Kennebec county two
11c was a Koyal Arch Mason.
terms.
A
widow, daughter and one son, A. L. McFadden, now- sheriff of Kennebec county,
survive him.The foundation for the
Maine festival building in front of Maplewood Park, Bangor, is rapidly
nearing
completion and in a short time work upon
the wooden structure will begin.
The
foundation is a very solid one and care
will be taken with the building that it may
also be so strong and substantial that it
will easily support any crowd which may
assemble there either during the festival
or after.
The exact date for the festival
has not yet been decided upon, but it will
occur sometime early in October as now
planned....A terrific thunder storm destroyed several barns and telegraph poles
at West Old Town, Aug. 9th, the wind
blowing a gale and heavy rain falling.
and high<'apt. Cyrus Chadwick,
ly respected citizen of Cushing, while
tending his lobster traps at Burnt Island
(one of Georges Island group) on Saturday morning, Aug. 7th. fell overboard
from|some cause unknown and was drownHis body was recovered.
ed.
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\V. Carr lias admitted the t'oi-
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do business in Maine:
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a

.nsurance

company of London:
company of New

Casualty

imaged

fd Mates Fidelity and Guranof Baltimore, Md.. National
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...ociation of Boston.Urof.
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Rogers,
the Azores tor nis health.
ii to the Babcock professor<0 University of New York
> .t
professorship of physics
name from a rich gentleman
ity w ho has recently en••'.icge with *100,000 for this
:
Bogers will remain with
March next when he will go
.At an adjourned meet'ck-holders «»i the *ebasti-brad railroad held, at l’ittsii. the i>-llowing directors
: < carlo 1>. Haines. Mepheii
ram McGnm-gal of New York
»
This
Lancaster of Maine.
will assume control of the
c-i.mm- railroad at an early
mature. t!:e roads becoming
uttit of the \Yisj.id is to at once
niie'oec Steamboat
-ii it» new boat, the
to pl\ between WisThe Lincoln is a pr<>*"u tous, has 05 state
Hill, the assistant
,i.i of the Department of
reports that already five
,ivr been engaged for those
attend t lie encampment in
Ua n ar will accowmoThe party will
pel sons.
mi >aiurday :norniug. Aug.
icd arrive in Buffalo, Mmday
i he mice a Boss a Terrill
busiest places in Bangor now
>t biancli log drive i< in.
The
paidt uti and this year about
It
me employed on the drive.
over
>o,oo(j to pay all hands,
iville widow has been sued by
■setts woman for alienating her
trteetions.
Usually such cases
•Mier way, the man is sued for
•..e woman’s affections, but as
•me the woman has property, she
is the one at fault, and must
ci the man, who is a drummer,
allegiance.The shipment of
ss mail matter from the Augusa. ,-e for the month of July was
There were ls,tremendous.
to
■

In Biiikk.
The Seattle chamber of
commerce asks the government to abolish
ilie privileges
heretofore extended to
( anadians of
bonding goods in shipment
to American territoiy, and also to rescind
the action establishing sub-ports of entry
at Dyea.
Skaguay and Circle City, on account of the action of Canada in
proposing
to put a duty on personal effects of miners
going tu the Klondike.The steamer
Olympia arrived at Tacoma from the
Client, brings news that the Japanese
government is seriously embarrassed finaut-ialh >wing to the rapid pace at which
tin1 nation has been going since the war
witli China.The mounted police of the
Northwest Territory are meeting all people hound for the Yukon county at the
British line and compelling all who have
not a year’s
supply of provisions to return to the coast.All mint records were
broken by the receipts Aug. 3d at San
b rancisoo, when sd,7~>0,000 in gold was
deposited for coinage. Of this amount
"7-‘.(»,<_m>0 was the property of the Alaska
< ’omnicrcial
company and the balance was
dtp«.»sited by various miners and smelting
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oj.it, weighing 502,574
The average is very much above
he year 1 s'.'0, which was 500,000
.Last
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Steamship Co. of New York,
> no
van, general freight agent of
»n
A Maine, I). C. Prescott,
Height agent of the Maine Cen: Calvin
Austin, general superin*
tan

•f the Boston A Bangor Steamin a runaway at Waterville
Mrs. A. B. Fletcher and Mrs.
mall of China village were thrown
■i
carriage. Mrs. Fletcher susve fractures of
right arm, bad
.:sesand possible internal injuries.
..ill had the right side of skull
in, eye torn out, shoulder broken
ibly internal injuries.Acto the August bulletin of the
ird of Agriculture the fruit is 44
grain ^4 per cent; hoed crops, 74
Slight indications of rust on
with a very limited amount of
x
mixture being used.lion.
\ ebb, a well known corporation
states there will be trouble from
tors elected by the stockholders
oasticook and Moosehead Railing to the majority of the men
■•u-residents of Maine,
lie cites
•iws of Maine
chapter 84, secwhich is substance call for at least
hi eetors of the railroad and that the
v shall be citizens of
Maine.
The
barter in question calls furtive diwho are C. D. Ilaines, Stephen D.
.d Hiram McGonegal of New York
Moses T. Sterns of Massachusetts,
D. Lancaster of Maine, which
but one resident.At the reunion
-'4th Maine Regiment held Ln FarmThursday these officers were
President, Llewellyn Libby of
first vice president, Isaac B.
Farmington; second vice presi1
apt. Hiram C. Vaughan, Foxcroft;
vice president, Hon. William Smith;
my and treasurer, O. L. Basford of
"e. The next reunion will be held the
4
August, 1898, in Lewiston_J. D.
-’ Ut.
who was recently reported lyncli“ear Jackson’s
Hole, Wyo., but has
to his former home in
-v
i.ias, has issued a lengthy statement
ruing the charges that have been
against him. He alleges that W. I.
,rBp8on and D. C. Nowlin of Jackson’s
■
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tr-'ui Canea, Island of Crete, the admirals
of the international lleet have decided to
oppose by force, if necessary, the entry
of the Turkish squadron iuto Cretan
waters.Dr. Albion \Y. Small of the
University of Chicago, with his wife and
daughter, sailed on the steamer Vancouver
from Montreal Aug. 14th.
They will remain abroad until the end of December,
and expect to spend most of the time in
Germany. Dr. Small’s multiplied duties
in connection with the University have
made unusual demands upon his strength
in the past few years.Permission was
granted by the Governor General of Canada to companies F. and K. of the Second
Regiment Maine National Guard, to proceed under arms over the Canadian Pacific railroad from St. Andrews and St.
Stephen’s to Vanceboro on the 7th iust.
to return on the 14th.Five hundred
reported killed up to July 1st is the
record of the terrible outbreak of the
great volcano of Mayon on the island of
Luson, one of the Phillippiue group. All
night of June 24th this volcano was
throwing up ashes in immense quantities
and flames were thrown upward considerably over 100 feet above the crater.The
New York World'says that John Jacob
Astor nas aonatea 8f8,uoo to purcnase
[
Elmwood, the Cambridge, Mass., home of
James Lowell, which will now be turned
into a memorial park and be thrown open
to the public_F. 1. Smith of Oakland,
Calif., the ‘’borax KiDg,” will establish
a million dollar refinery near New York
to employ 200 men.
The Dingley tariff
bill placed a duty of SO a ton on imported
borax giving Mr. Smith an opportunity to
compete in New York with borax imported from Turkey and South America.
Capt. Win. T. Swain of Nantucket, Mass.,
has bought the schooner Wm. O. Nettleton with a view of fitting her out for an
expedition to the Klondike gold fields.
The Nettleton is a two-masted schooner
of about 50 tons burden.
Capt. Swain’s
aim is to form a stock company of 20 who
wish to get there.
Each will subscribe
8500 and own his share of the vessel and
outfit.
The vessel will leave Nantucket
in time to reach Alaska about next April.
.The third annual convention of the
National Apple Shippers’ Association j
convened at buffalo, N. Y., Aug. 5th.
About 00 delegates were in attendance, i
representing every State east of the Mississippi. It is said that members of the
association handled two-thirds of last
year’s crop, estimated at 75,000,000 barrels.
Delegates from the eastern States
report that the crop will be but one-fourth
to one-third of the usual output, while
those from the South and West report a
full crop.According to a story printed
in the Chicago Times-Herald the efforts
of leading distillers and distributors to
form a combination to control the production and price of spirits have at last
been successsful. ...It is semi-officially announced that Japan has suggested that
belgium be selected to act as arbitrator
in the questions in dispute between Hawaii and the Japanese government_The
Union Pacific officials are pluming themselves on a new long-distance record.
Engineer Thomas Grogan with engine 89,
pulled a special from Evanston, Wyoming, to Omaha, 955 miles, in 24 hours, including all stops. This is claimed as the
The
record long run for a single engine.
distance from North Platte to Omaha,
291 miles, was covered in 279 minutes at
the rate of H3.49 miles per hour.The
British government has informed the
American bi-metallic commission that it

will probably reply to the
proposals of
the commissioners on behalf of the
United
States in October.The Canadian Pacific has a plan to open a road from Edmonton to the Klondike to afford winter
communication.The Dutch are fighting the natives of Sumatra. Iu a battle
Friday they killed 111 of the natives, the
Dutch loss being one man killed and 22
wounded.A water spout struck the
town of Hot Springs, S.
D., Friday night.
One life is reported lost.
Four bridges
were carried away.Edward H. Ten
Eyck, wiuner of the diamond sculls, was
IS years old Saturday.The
Cologne
Gazette says that Germany’s proposal for
control
of
Greek
European
finances has
been accepted by the Powers.Senor
Canovas del Castillo, the prime minister
of Spain, was assassinated
Aug. 8, at
Santa Agueda, by an anarchist.
The
murderer fired three shots, two
taking
eff ect iu the head and another in the chest.
The wounded man fell dying at the feet of
his wife, lingering iu agony for two hours
and then passing away with the
cry of
•‘Long Live Spain.” The assassin was
arrested.
He
is
a
immediately
Neapolitan:
his name is Michele Augino Golli.
The
murderer declares that he killed Senor
Canovas “in accomplishment of a just
vengeance,” and that he has avenged the
anarchists who were executed in Montjuich, the fortress of Barcelona. He was
ordered to kill Canovas by a society of

anarchists.

and revised from year to year according to
agreements between the sardine packers of
east of the Penobscot and the fish oil manufacturers west of the Penobscot. It is claimed that by some manipulation the porgy
fishermen‘succeeded in having substituted
in the law the word “mainland” for “land,”
so that as the law read it prohibited seine
fishing in any bay east of the Penobscot, the
entrance of which was less than three miles
wide “from mainland to mainland,” instead
of “from laud to land.” By this
change,
many bays and waters along the island-dotted coast of Hancock county were thrown
open to the porgy fishermen, and ihe intent
of the law circumvented.
The case was, therefore, one of vital interest to the porgy fishermen on the one hand
and the sardine fishermen on the other. The
porgy fishermen evidently combined to defend the case, so that it assumed more importance thau a case simply against the captain of the steamer.
A number of men from
Round Pond accompanied Capt. Gray, the
to
Ellsworth.
defendant,
At the opening of the case, Lawyer Hilton
asked for dismissal on the ground that the
section of the act under which the action
was brought stated that tine should be collected by action for debt, not by criminal
action. Counsel for State submitted another section of the same act that
provided
that criminal could be brought. The court
denied motion to dismiss.
Judge Chase, in opening the case for State,
spoke briefly of the damage which had been
done to the Ashing industry of Hancock
county by the porgy fishermen. He then
recited briefly tlie facts of the present case
as he knew them.
lie said he would pass over the evident
intent of the law to prohibit entirely the
seine fishing in Blueliill bay, which had
been avoided by the substitution in the law of
the word “mainland” for “land,” ami would
prove simply that the defendant had illegal-

12,

1897.

Yachts

NUMBER 32.

and

Boats.

PERSONAL.

L. R. Coombs of Vinalhaven has completed the knockabout built for his own use.
a

C. F. Brown of Pulpit Harbor has bought
small gasolene engine for use in his boat

shop.
The Marjorie, with her owner, Chas. A
Pilsbury, and C. W. Coombs on board sailed Monday for Bar Harbor to attend the

yacht

races.

Commodore Merriam of the Manchester,
Mass., Yacht Club, was in the Bay last
Thursday, in his flagship, the yawl yacht
Micco. He had his wife and son on board.
The Bangor sloop Golden Rod in coming
port last week claimed to have outrun the Edna of the local fleet.
A day or
two later the Edna fell in with the Golden
Rod in the bay and sailed around her, going
two feet to the Baugor craft’s one.
into this

The August number of The Rudder is out
and as usual is full of interest and contains
many fine illustrations of yachts and yachtOne view shows Booth bay haring scenes.
bor from the anchorage, and another Portland harbor. Every yachtsman and yacht
builder should have this publication. It is
published monthly at $2 a year by the Rudder Publishing Company, 55 Dey street, New
York.

Country. More Trials Coming.
last week the result of the trial
of a porgy fisherman at Ellsworth; and the
following details from the Ellsworth American of Aug. 5th will interest mauy of our
readers:
Sheriff Hooper returned ta Ellsworth last
Wednesday afternoon, after an interesting
little experience with porgy steamers which
it is alleged, have been illegally taking fish
in Hancock county bays.
Bluehill bay has been full of porgies, and
three porgy steamers, it is said, disregarding the law, have been netting them well up
in the bay.
Deputy Sheriff Osgood of Bluehill boarded the steamer “Seaconnet,” Capt.
H.
Gray, and charged the captain
Philip
with violating the law.
It is said that the
captain admitted he had been taking fish iland
would
legally,
pay the tine of S300
if the deputy sheriff
would accompany
him to Hound Pond, the hailing port
of the Seaconnet.
The other two fishing steamers in the bay were the George
Church, Capt. Dan Mason, and the Curtis,
Capt. R. E. Mason. Deputy Sheriff Osgood
consented, but when he arrived at Round
Pond, he says he found himself in the land
of the enemy, and the captain refused to
Fishermen’s

We gave

setue.

This was the situation when Sheriff Hoopleft here Friday, July 23d, going to Bluewhere he was joined by Judge E. E.
Chase, and thence to Brooklin, where they
boarded the Brooklin Packing Co.’s tug, H.
E. Hamlin, and went to Rockland.
From
Rockland they went by rail and team to
Round Pond on the Muscongus sound, Lincoln county.
They arrived at Round Pond Saturday
morning, accompanied by a deputy sheriff
of Lincoln county.
They found the three
steamers and seized one of them with the
rish on board. Sheriff Hooper’s visit was
not unexpected, but he was not expected to
arrive so soon, and haste was being made to
get the lish off the steamer and steam away
er

hill

to

sea.

After seizing the steamer Sheriff Hooper
tried to get an attachment served on her.
He says he was unable to get the officers of
Lincoln county to hell) him, as they, on
some technical ground, refused to act.
The captains of the three steamers, who
had remained in hiding, sent word to
Sheriff Hooper at his hotel that if he would
not arrest them, they would like to talk
with him. When they learned that he was
without authority to arrest them there,.they
come to him and offered 8200 in settlement,
if he would give a written agreement not to
seize the steamers for rish illegally taken up
to this time. This Sheriff Hooper refused
to do, but offered to settle on the steamers
The
seized for 8J00 each, and expenses.
fishermen would not consent to this.
In the meantime the man who had been
left in charge of the seized steamer had gone
ashore for his dinner, and the steamer had
unconcernedly cast off from the wharf and
steamed away to sea without discharging
her rish. To add to the interest of the situation, Sheriff Hooper was notified that he
was to be arrested, but this did not cause
him much alarm. He promised the officers
of Lincoln county some very interesting developments if any attempt to arrest him was
made.
Sheriff Hooper’s next step was to go to
Portland to seek legal advice, as a result of
which he came home to get warrents for the
arrest of the captains of the three steamers.
The warrants were sent on to Round Pond.
ONE

CAPTAIN

FOUND GUILTY.

Monday Capt. Gray, of the “Seacounet,” was brought to Elisworth, and
turned over to Sheriff Hooper. The trial
took place before Judge Peters in the municipal court Tuesday. Judge E. E. Chase of
Bluehill, the principal complainant in the
case, appeared for the people, and William
On

H. Hilton of Damariscotta, for the defendant.
The case involved the law which has been
the subject of considerable wrangling in
several legislatures, and has been amended

practiced successfully

for

many

years.

After the war he removed to Cambridge,
Mass., where he is now a practicing attorney.
At

the business meeting the records of the
last annual meeting were read and approved. The deaths of C. F. Stevens of Somerville, Me., and N. P. Moultou of Centre

Montville, Me., were reported ami a committee appointed to prepare resolutions.

The report of the treasurer showed the receipts for the year as $76.25 and the expenditures, $52.80, leaving a balance of $20 45 on
hand. The uext in order was the election
of officers.
Comrades Wedgewood, Stearns
and Dolloff were appointed as tellers to preside over the election which resulted in the
choice of the following:
President, Gen. F. S. Nickerson, Somerville, Mass.
First Vice President, Enoch Adams, M.
D., Litchfield, Me.
Second Vice President, William M. Perkins, Mechanic Falls.
Third Vice President, E. A. Loud, Ilox-

bury, Mass.
Secretary and treasurer, R. D. Kilgore,
Melrose, Mass.
Executive committee, the president and
secretary ex-otficio, and Comrades Stewart
Wooster, Woodfords, chairman; E. L.
Clark, Chelsea, Mass.; F. D. Mixer, West
Auourn.

Finance committee, L. J. Morton, Mechanic Falls; W. Carver, South Livermore;
Dr. N. J. Wedgewood, Lewiston.
As Gen. Nickerson accepted the position
of president he thanked the comrades for
the honor conferred and assured them that
he should labor for the furtherat.ee of the
The thanks of
best ends of the association.
the association were extended to the retiring secretary, S. J. Gallagher, for services
during the past year; the retiring board of
officers and to Comrade E. L. Clark for the
gift of a small held rifle which has been in
use during the week in the tiring of salutes,
etc.

It was unanimously voted that the sons
and daughters of the members of the association could become associate members of
the organization upon the payment of the
annual dues of $1 and signing their names
to the list prepared for the signatures of
pucli members.
As soon as it became known that the sons
and daughters of the comrades were eligible
to honorary membership, Gen. F. S. Nickerson’s sons, William P. and Jean P. Nickerson, having accompanied their father on the
trip to the reunion, stepped forward and
upon the payment of the required fee had
the honor of becoming the first signers to
the honorary list of members. Gen. Nickerson’s sous are enthusiastic supporters of the
Sons of Veterans and have held several
positions of honor in the camps of which
they are members.
The following is the list of the comrades
present: John J. Gallagher, Dorchester,
Mass.; Winthrop A. Gates, Needham, Mass.;
Levi W. Stearns, Augusta; Alonzo Stillings,
Somerville, Mass.; Calvin S. Gordon, Roslindale, Mass.; J. M. Wiswell, South Farmingdale, Mass., Enos P. Noyes, Norway; Arthur Wight, East Poland; Theodore R. Holbrook, Waltham, Mass., Rufus D. Kilgore,
Whitman, Mass.; W. L. Dolloff, Iioxbury,
Mass.; F. D. Mixer, North Auburn; R. N.
Pitts, Vassal boro; William M. Perkins, Auburn; Newton J. Wedgewood, M. D.,Lewiston ; James Weston, North Auburn; F. M.
Noble, Norway; Enoch Adams, M. D.,
Litchfield; L. T. Mason, Howland ; John O.
Sullivan, Fayette; John S. Maxfield, Edes
Falls; Wiliard Carver, Auburn; Irving
Morse, Chelsea, Mass.; E. L. Clark, E. A.
Lord, F. S. Nickerson, Boston; Lewis J.
Morton, Mechanic Falls; Michael Shea,
Portland; Newton E. Stone, Mechanic Falls ;
Stewart Worster, Woodfords; J. M. Day,
Geo. F. Tibbetts, Berwick; Jacob B.
Stevens, Somerswortli, N. H.; L. C. Cousens,
Westbrook.
At the close of the business session the
comrades and their wives were grouped in
front of their hall where they were photo-

graphed.

Miss Georgia S. Pratt is taking
in Montville.

a

Milton Priest of Boston is visiting friends
in Belfast.

vacation

Mrs. G. G. Winslow visited friends in Bangor last week.

George W. Burgess is confined
house by illness.

A. A. Carleton spent Sunday with friends
in Rockland.

brother, Clias. H. Walden.

Joel E. Dodge of Boston arrived Sunday
for a short visit.

visiting

Miss Flora Burgess is taking
Moosehead Lake.

yesterday

au

outing

Miss Nellie Walker of

visiting friends

in

Lynn, Mass.,

Mrs. R. L. Kittredge and two children
at W. H. Clifford’s.

rnaue

ai- me

j.ne

grounus.

marvel

or

uie

century, the horseless wagon race, between
three or more electric carriages will be a
novelty not to be lost by any. Tbe great
list of prizes for amateur photographs pleases
the kodak lovers everywhere, who should
secure a list and make a full exhibit. Something new and startling is promised in the
line of attractions, both for the grounds and
City Hall. If you are going to any fair you
surely will not want to miss the old Maine
State, where you take the whole family and
all have a grand time. Take your vacation
Aug. 30, 31, Sept. 1, 2 and 3 and meet all your
friends at Lewiston. Special trains and
rates from everywhere.
Eutries close Saturday, the 14. Don’t get left.
The

Farmer.

Maine

The change of ownership of the Maine
Farmer will cause a number of changes in
the editorial and other departments of the
paper, it is said. Dr. George M. Twitehell,
one of the owners, will be the active manaHe has been connected with the
ger.
Farmer since 1878, and since 1882 with the
editorial department.
He will have charge
of the business department, formerly managed by the late \V. S. Badger. lie wiil
also have entire charge of the editorial
management, succeeding Howard Owen,
Esq., who retires, the retirement to take
effect October 1. Mr. Owen has been connected with newspaper work for over 43
years, 25 years of which were passed on the
Keuuebee. Journal, and 1(1 years he. has been
editor of the Maine Farmer.
It is understood that Miss Marion Harlow will act as
book-keeper and stenographer in the place
of Miss Annie Fuller, who has been with
the Farmer a number of years. [Kennebec
Journal.
Mr.

Owen, although

young to retire

and

we

again.

grandfather, is too
from the profession he adorns,
a

expect to hear of him in the business

Chas. F. Robinson of Somerville, Mass.,
arrived Tuesday to visit friends.
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Dorman went to Freedom Tuesday for/a visit of a few days.

is

Belfast.

Mrs. John H. Burke went to Brownville
last Friday to visit friends.

L. H. Stevens returned to Lynn, Mass.,
a visit to friends in Be'fast.

Tuesday from

Mrs. Carrie Patterson went to Brunswick
to visit her sister.

Miss Jennie Pillsbury of Baltimore visited
her cousin, Mrs. \V. K, Keene, last week.

Mrs. Lucy A. Woods of Bridgeport, Ct., is
guest of Mrs. David Peirce.

Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Howard left Friday
for Sebec Lake to spend a week.

Miss Lucy Cochran went to Fryeburg
Tuesday to attend the Clia.itaugua assembly.
Mrs. A. C. Mosman and daughter Ethel
are speeding the week at Windermere dark.

Chas. F. Parks of Waltham, Mass.,
Belfast last Friday on business.

day

Thursday
a

was

Mrs. Emma Gray weut to Boston
week for treatment at a hospital.
from

a

in

Robert Curtis is at home for

Westhoro, Mass., where

and

Mrs.

John

Sylvester

to visit

went

to

Beckwith’s.
Mrs. Albert Peirce and children of Frankfort are visiting Mrs. P.'s father, Joseph

Mrs. Georgia Erskine and daughter Carrie
went to Stetson Monday to visit relatives.

Williamson, Esq.

Mrs. W. H. Hatch returned home last Fria visit to relatives in Massachu-

Mrs. Byron Wilson of Lynn arrived
terday to visit Mr. W.'s parents, Mr.
Mrs. Joseph B. Wilson.

day from
setts.

Isabel

F.

Robbins

of

O. H. Dilwortli and Miss Emma Knautf
of Waterville are visiting Mr. D.’s parents,
Mr. and Mrs. M. C. Dilwortli.

Lawrence,

Mr. and Mrs. Joshua Farrow of Winchester, Mass., returned home Tuesday from a
visit in Belfast and Islesboro.

aunt, Mrs. Evelyn

and Mrs. Wm, E. Bowler went to Dexlast week to visit their daughter, who is
quite ill.
Mr,

Joseph B. Pendleton, wife and daughter
of Newton, Mass., are visiting Mr. Pendleton's father, Capt. E. E. Pendleton.

ter

Miss Helen Sheldon arrived from Boston
Thursday to visit her mother, Mrs. Rose
Sheldon.

Mrs. Thomas Carter has rented her lcu-e
High St., and leaves to-day to live in
Malden, Mass., with her son, Wa ter P.
Carter.

last

on

Miss Elizabeth A. Kelley arrived Saturday
from a visit to her brother, Walter B. Kelley,
of Minneapolis.

Mrs. D.

from

returned

horn-

Saturday

Woodcock and his sun Faunce went
Criehaven last week, where Mr. Woodcock will spend .1 few weeks in sket -lung.
H. L.

fast.

nurse

at

Keating

South Shore, North port.

J. G. Brooks, w ho has been confined
the house many months by illness, is
uow able to go out, and drove down town
Monday to attend to business.
Dr.

to

Lizzie Roberts of Lynn, Mass., who
has been visiting in Belfast, returned home
Saturday. She was quite ill and her grandMiss

mother,

Mrs.

Cynthia Clements,

accompa-

nied her.
Mr. and Mrs. M. G. Prentiss and daughter
Mildred of Brewer visited their son, II. M.
Eli
Prentiss, a few days the past week.
Merriman of the Boston and Bangor run
took Harry’s place in the postal car during
their visit.

Mr. and Mrs. Chas. H. Cole, Mrs. F. B
Willson and daughter Emily arrived last
Saturday as guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. C.
Mr. Cole, president of the Globe
Burgess.
National Bank of Boston, was obliged to return home Monday on account of business.
M. J. Wentworth of Knox was iu
and Saturday, ou her way to
Verona Park to attend the Spiritualist campmeeting. She is also to address the meetMrs.

town

Friday

at Temple Heights and Etna, and the
National Spiritualist Association at Portland Sept. 15th and ltith.

ings

Capt. Pendleton of the schooner Menewa,
and Mrs. Pendleton, who accompanies him
on his trips, have found time enough ashore
to become expert bicyclists. Last week while
the Menewa was loading in Bangor Capt. and
Mrs. Pendleton made a wheeling tour of
Waldo county, visiting Belfast and Isles*
boro. Returning to Bangor, they sailed last
Thursday on the Menewa for New York with
a cargo of lumber.
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The Churches.
Kev. J. M. Leighton of rm- l uitniuuu
church preached in Casrine last Snn-la\ in
exchange with Kev. W H. W. ude.

Mrs. C. W. Mason of Ellsworth returned
last week from Temple Heights, where she
has been stopping, to visit her sister, Mrs.
Charles E. Stevens.

stopping

take

i «'cinr.

friends in Wa

Kev. Fred L. Pay son., wU*
dr t-u < i Lisbon Fails arrived

Maude.

A. W.

Bark*-

at

kei

Bai

visiting

.-s

M

i’.'th to

Mr. and Mrs. Wm. T. Pierce and Mr. W.
lv. Williams of Bangui’ were in. Belfast hist
f Mrs.
Thursday to attend the funeral

with Mr. and Mrs.

Inez 1

Miss

has been

J. W. lv.novvltou and n:e >-, Mim Fh m
Sherman of Liberty, spent Sunda> n Fa rtieid with Mr. K.’s son, Dr. F A. Km>'v. m.

Mr. and Mrs. Ira M. Cube of Chicago and
Mr. and Mrs. Julian Frank of Boston are

as -mar
-t

are a score

Dr. .J. M. Fletcher and son Kd.LBoston last Thursday. Dr. F art
some official business as Mayor and
eil Saturday, hut Ins -on rem tine!
friends n Boston and vnunity.

of

to

sister

old, hut appears

many who

Kev. Theodore Gerrish, former! y 1 i upL •.
has for some time been i >■ 11• <i
don as representative of certa.” Am.
enterprises for which an e: 1 r 1;.-.
i:
made to enlist English capital.
pi
Press.

visit to fiieuds in Belfast.

a

years

as

ask-

W. Maiuuner

land,

Mrs. Eliza A. Hopkins and daughter, Miss
Fannie Hopkins, arrived Saturday from a
visit in Boston and Newton.

Waltham, Mass.,

is S'.'

and lively
younger.

Charles A. Godfrey of Auburn was in Belfast last week to attend the funeral of his
mother, Mrs. Annie L. Darby.

sun

Eliza Donnell of Searsmont

Mrs.

ing her daughter. Mrs. Henry

Mr. and Mrs. Frank I. Wilson and son
Everard went to Bangor last Saturday for a
visit of a few days.

Mrs. Edw. Goodwin and

a

Belfast.

Gilmore.

Mr. and

yesand

Alice and Rlioda Sprague leave tovisit to relatives ami friends at
[Rockland Star.

Misses
for

| day

Mrs. W. E. Jones of New York is visiting
her husband’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Francis Jones.
Mias

employ-

Mrs. Jennie Lassell and niece, Miss Jennie
Brown of Rockland, are visiting at Alonzo

Miss Mabel
Webber went to Monroe
Centre Thursday to spend her vacation.

Mass., is visiting her

from

isit

a \

has

lie

Mrs. Annie M. Pierce of Washington, D.
C., arrived Tuesday and is a guest of T. W.
Pitcher.

relatives.

Mrs, S. P. Smalley and daughter Goldie
of Nashua, N. H., are visiting relatives in
Belfast.

-rta

ment.

Melviua Toothaker of Lynn, Mass.,
arrived last Friday to visit relatives.
Mrs.

Mr.

to

Mace.

Isa Walton returned home Saturday
visit in Baugor and vicinity.

Bucksport Saturday

Carrie Stover w-jnt to Aurora yes
visit her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Is

Mrs.

last

Monkoe. Mrs. Mary Moore has returned
from her visit at Gardiner with Mrs. E. M.
Messrs. Calvin Austin of the Boston &
Dolloff. Mrs. D. returned with her to visit
her parents, Capt. and Mrs. Tolford Dur- Bangor S. S. Co., R. T. Haskins of the
ham....Mrs. Alice Palmer is spending a
Co., M. T.
week at Northport-Drs. Cole, and Holt Metropolitan Transportation
Donovan of the Boston & Maine and D. C.
tapped B. A. Curtis for dropsy. Five quarts
Prescott of the Maine Central were on the
ot water were taken from him recently_
Our Sunday school is buying a new library. steamer City of Bangor last
Thursday on an
.Master Charlie Mayo spent last week in
excursion to Bangor and Northern Maine.
Bangor-Mrs. Walter Nealley and her son !
Dana from Minneapolis, Minn., have arriv- Gen. Manager Cram of the Bangor and
ed on a visit. They are at Jefferson Neal- Aroostook offered the party the use of a
ley’s. The young man will stay a year if l special car iu which they made the trip to
Aroostook.
he likes on a farm.
...

are

Sarah H. Fletcher went to Madison
to visit a classmate.

Miss

at

thoroughly enjoyable one. Stops were
made at Belfast, Northport, Camden, Rockland, Eagle Island, Mark Island Ledge,
.Southwest Harbor, Isle au Haul, Islesboro Darby.
and Castine. There were three banjos and
Miss Eglantine Miller of Augusta visited
one guitar in the party, and there was no
ber sister, Miss Flora Sherman, last week.
lack of music throughout the trip. At Isles*
bpro they met \ ice-Oommodore Lansing of She returned Thursday and Miss S. accomthe South Boston Yacht Club and were inpanied her.
vited on hoard his line craft, a large schoonMr. and Mrs. Charles F. Shaw spent a few
er yacht, which by a singular coincidence
bore the same name as their own.
Vice- days the past week with friends in Bangui-.
Commodore Lansing was in Bangor harbor
Charles Dickerson took Mr. S.'s place on the
yesterday and has taken down river with
him a party of prominent Bangor citizens. locomotive.
[Industrial Journal.
Miss Lena Mathews arrived Sunday morning from Winchendon, Mass., to visit her
The Old and Ever Reliable State Fair.
mother, Mrs. Carrie M. Mathews and her
Others may make greater claims, but no
society comes nearer representing the best
of Maine’s stock, crops and manufactured
products than the old State Fair which
opens at Lewiston Aug. 80th to close Sept.
3d.
Instead of paying three quarters of its
awards for races it distributes the greater
bulk among exhibitors. At the same time
no fair is better patronized by horsemen
than this, as they know they cau have their
earnings as soon as the race closes. The assurances of
larger horse, stock, poultry,
sheep and crop exhibits, this year pleases
the officers. Great improvement has been

the

to

W. L. Walden of New York is visiting his

W. B. Snow, U. S. Postoflice Inspector,
spent Sunday in Belfast.

Miss

Washington Whisperings.
The sloop yacht Josephine of Stamford,
AssistSecretary Howell has made a decision
Ct., arrived Saturday with her owner, S. W.
regarding the duty on calfskins, ruling
Lockwood, on board. She left Stamford
that they were dutiable as hides at 15 per
taken porgies in the waters of Blueliill
ly
July Kith, and has been cruising on the New
cent, ad valorem, and a general letter to
bay within a line three miles long drawn England coast since. She sailed Sunday
that effect has been sent to the collectors from mainland to mainland.
down the bay with a party of friends of Mr.
of customs.The Uuited States has a
Lawyer Hilton here made another arguclaim against Turkey for 8125,000 arising ment for dismissal on the ground that L. and returned at night. During his stay
here Mr. Lockwood was a guest of Mrs.
from the massacres iu Armenia.
Minister “three miles from mainland to maiuland”
Crosby and Mrs. Burdette. The yacht sailreferred only to the entrance of bays and
has
been
instructed
to
demand
of
Angell
ed for Stamford Tuesday.
the Sultau the immediate payment of this not to coves within bays. The court ruled
in favor of the prosecution’s interpretation
The cat yacht Clarence of Portland was in
claim, but unless strong pressure is ap- of the law.
last Thursday night, with her owner
plied, the wily individual is likely to use
The case was then placed on trial. The I port
to good effect, in this as in other pending
State called about ten witnesses, who testi- Capt. B. W. Jones and two friends on board.
matters, his customary “stand off” poli- fied to have seen the steamer “Seaconnet” The same party makes an annual cruise to
fish in a cove inside a line three
cy.President McKinley has modified taking
Penobscot Bay about this time, but this was
President Cleveland’s recent order cutting miles ioug from mainland to maiuland. The their first visit to Belfast. The Clarence
defence was a simple denial of the allegedown the fees of certain consuls abroad,
what is known as a “summer cabin.”
has
tions.
The deck over the cabin is removable, and
but has judiciously made his modification
Judge Peters found the defendant guilty, when in port in pleasant weather
is raised
apply only to those consuls whose salary aud imposed a fine of 8200 and costs, about 18 inches and the sides
hung with curis 82,000 per annum or less. The fact that which amounts to something like 8100 more.
tains which can be wholly or partially furlthis order applies oniy to the smaller con- Defendant appealed, and furnished bonds in ed as desired.
sulates and not those already receiving the sum of 8500 to appear at the supreme
court in October.
Col. Sinclair’s yacht Siesta, which ran on
large salaries will greatly distress the [ It is expected
that the captains of the
the rocks at Grindstone ledge Aug. 4th and
Democrats who had expected to make
Church and Curtis will be arrested withtilled, was raised Friday by tug Ralph Ross
political capital out of the order, had it ! in a week and brought here for trial.
applied, as they supposed it would, to the
of Bangor, and towed to Sorrento. As the
well
as
as
the
small ones_The
1 he Fourteenth
large places
Maine Reunion.
weather conditions were very favorable she
government has again entered a formal
was
not so much damaged as expected.
The
tne
annual
to
reunion
of
the
members
of
uerman
the
protest against
appucariun
There are three holes in the bottom. It is
of
section
5
of
the
uew
tariff
act
14th
Maine
sugar
by
Regiment Association with their hoped to patch her up so she cau be taken to
which such sugar would be taxed with a
Boston for repairs. The Siesta was built at
wives and families was held last week at
Herresboff’s works, Bristol, R. I., in 1884,
higher duty than that from other coun- Mariner's lauding,
Portland
Island,
Long
and
was lengthened iu 1894.
She is a comtries.The treasury department has received an intimation from the Spanish harbor. The Portland Press says in its re- posite vessel; length, 107 feet, breadth of
17 feet; depth of hold, 9 feet.
beam,
Of
the
several
members
that
are
held
port:
minister that a cargo of arms and ammu- |
At Newport, R. I., Aug. 5tli,the
nition has been shipped from New York dear in the esteem and affection of the “boys
auxiliary
to Bridgeport, Ct., whence it is said it is ; in blue,” that made up this regiment, none
Wild Duck, owned by Hon. J. M.
yacht
received a more cordial reception than Gen.
to be transferred to a vessel, supposed to !
F. S. Nickerson of Somerville, Mass.
Gen. Forbes of Boston, ran into the steam yacht
be the Douglass, for shipment to the CuNickerson has been unable to meet with his Susquehanna, the property of Mr. Joseph
ban insurgents. The custom olhcers have comrades for
nearly 10 years now, but he asand the Almy, owned by Fredbeen instructed to see to it that the laws of sured the members of the association that it Stickuey,
the United States are not violated.The afforded him much pleasure to be with them erick Gallatin. The Wild Duck steaming
! under one bell crashed into the Susquehanna,
United States pension roll has almost on this occasion.
When President Lincoln issued his call carrying away her bowsprit, figurehead and
reached the million mark.
Commissioner
for troops Gen. Nickerson was among the
headgear, and afterward drifted down upon
Evans has just issued a statement showfirst to answer the call and went out iu the Almy, tearing away the latter’s staring that at the beginning of the fiscal year company 1, of the 4th Maine regiment from board gangway and part of her bridge. The
the pensioners numbered 1)85,528, an in- the town of
Sear&porr, the r -ament leaving Wild Duck and Susquehanna are well
crease of 12,850 for the past year.
known in these waters.
During from Rockland where it was mustered in.
that year 50,101 new pensions were grantSoon after his arrival at tne front he was
The sloop yacht Thelma returned to Baued and 3,701 persons were restored to the commissioned as major and later was elected i
gor Saturday evening from a fortnight’s
rolls.
Old age and disease, however, are j lieutenant colonel of the regiment, and serv- ! cruise iu Penobscot
bay and along the
ed in that capacity until December MO, 1801,
Maine coast.
The party included Frank B.
working great inroads into the lists, for when he was
promoted to colonel. He was Marsh, John Higgins
there were 41.000 deaths during the year.
and Frank M< Wain,
then commissioned to recruit a new regiall of Boston and four Baugoreans, as folOther marriage of widows; 1,845 orphans ment ami
accordingly went to Augusta lows. W. J.
Young, John E. Holt, James
attained majority; 2,085 failures to claim
where through his iuliuenee the 14th Maine
Dunning and Geo. S. Lowe, the latter superpensions and 5,500 losses from unrecord- regiment was organized and at once sent to intendent of the mechanical
department of
The front. Soon after this Col. Nickerson
ed causes.
The Journal establishment. The Thelma is
received promotion to the rank of general
a staunch craft, 42 feet in length and regiswhich he now holds. Gen. Nickerson was a
tering eight tons, and under the general
Forgy Fisherman Fined.
native of Searsport and prior to the war was
of Commodore Holt she acquitted
admitted to the bar at Waldo county, where charge
, herself
admirably, the outing being a
Sheriff Hooper’s Interesting Experience In the
he
ant

PERSONAL.

The Baptist pulpit wil he oc -upied
Sunday morning by Pnd. G. K. Herr;.
uiiion prayer meeting will
h*-ib in

|

w

\
i.c

evening.
The Methodist loir ha- --»en n.—■•rgui: /•••.
follows: Emery Wind*-, n r. ■.
tdt
I
>1.»
Maurice Davidson, bass
Sai.Thborn, soprano: Miss IsubG G nu. t'tas

music

next

Sunday forenoon

w..

happy Land." soprano -1
quartette; solo, selected, Miss Petting! 1

“There is

a

and

Meetings will he held weekly in P. pie’s
Mission, 58 High street, every evening xcept M >nday ami Friday evenings
o’clock, also on Sunday at _' •<> and 7 p n
Sunday school at p. m. The meetings art
conducted hy Mrs. M. C. Clapp of Boston
and are undenominational. All are we! mne.
There will be a
the M.
and the same order
weeks. At 7.15 p.
service followed by
under the direction
services at

change

in the

evening

E. church next Sunday
will he continued a few

there will be a song
union prayer meeting
of the Epworth League.
MissMilly Beverage will lead the meeting
next Sunday, and the subject vv;.l he “The
prayer at the shipwreck,” A* ts. 27
All singers are cordially invited
L *•
other services Sunday and during the week
will be as usual.
m.
a

Next Sunday, Aug. 15, there will
Unusual services at the Congregation.!
h.;r< h
I’ev. L, G. Harbutt of Searsport will p: u-h
at Id.45 a. m. in exchange with tie- pastor
Sunday school at 12 m Prayer meeting at
7.15 p. in., in the vestry. Please bring Bibles
for responsive reading. Let each one come
prepared to repeat a verse of a favorite
hymn, and give the name of the author.
The topic of the prayer meeting this, Thurs-

day, evening will be “Victories of Faith”
Judges 7 : 9 21; 1 Sam. 17 : 40 51; 1 Sam. 14
1-10; Heb. 11: 32-40; 1 John 5: 4.
Gift to Vinalhaven historical

Society.

be recalled that, at the last session
of the Legislature, Hon. Fred S. Walls,
Senator from Knox county, was instrumental in the presenting and passing of the law
establishing the weight of a bushel of parsIt will

souvenir of that law, Hon. A. 1.
Belfast has obtained the pen with
which the bill was signed by Governor Powers and lias forwarded it properly inscribed
to Mr. Walls to be presented to the Vinalhaven Historical Society, to keep forever.
[Kennebec Journal.

nips.

As

Brown of

a

Editorial Notes.1

The

silver bullion fell to the lowest price
known last week.

shape,

ow-

to

down,

de-

last fall that these two commodities
pace iu the markets of the world.

one

and silver coin

kept

■'The House sugar rate is written in the
tariff bill, not the corruptly purchased
It is a great victory for
Senate rate.

manner

or

coined

at

that either

all,

one or

an

unlimited

The

to

Fur-Seal’s

of

Experience,
Capital,
Facilities.
Honest in

It occurs in Mr. Munroe’s story, “SnowShoes and Sledges,” a sequel to “The

Congress the power to determine what the
coinage of the United States shall be, both

product
Skill,

boys, who visited them about four years
ago, is of particular interest at this time.

both shall be

specifically gives

but

IVER JOHNSON
CYCLES

Few of these travellers, however, have
put their experiences into writing; so the
account of the mining districts given by
Kirk Munroe, the well-known writer for

gold

a

shall both be coined in

been

the “finds” of the more fortunate miners.

Quality
and Price.
Send for Catalogue.
Iver Johnson’s Arms & Cycle
Works, Fitchburg. Mass.

Tooth,” both of which, pubthe Harpers, are narratives of

right, for justice, aud for the people.” as to the metals used and their relations,
lished by
[New York World (Democratic).
by saying in explicit terms in section 8:
As the book apadventure in Alaska.
“The Congress shall have power to coin
be
Made in New England.
"The new tariff cuts very severely into money and regulate the value thereof.” peared in 1895, Mr. Munroe cannot
his account
protection granted the sugar refiners It does not “name silver and gold to- suspected of having colored
the present eagerness of newsunder the Wilson hill.”
[From the Sugar gether” as the platform says, but names to gratify
paper readers for glowing descriptions of
of
the
Trade Journal, (official organ
gold and silver together, pointedly giving the gold fields.
the preference to gold by saying in section
American sugar interests.)
“To begin with,” he says, in the chap“Xo State shall make anything but ter entitled, “A Yukon Mining Camp,”
10:
it is at the junction of Forty
"If the promise of the harvest fields is gold and silver coin a payment for debts.” although
Mile Creek and the Yukon River, it is not
fulfilled It will be hard for theorists to per- If anything is to be inferred as to the re- in
Alaska, but about twenty miles east of
suade a thriving people that they need lation which it intended that the two the boundary in Northwest Territory,
the subdivisions of Canada. so, after being many months on the way,
montenary panaceas to keep them out of metals should bear it is clearly that gold which is one of
The most recent name of this camp is finally reach their destination.
By this
was to be preferred, since it is first named
the poor house.”
time their value has become so enhanced
[New York World.
or
in the only place where the metals are
‘enchanted,’ as the miners say, that
Phil Ryder found flour selling for 8:10 petIf the framers of the platform
The last week iuJtdy, 1807, will long be mentioned.
barrel, bacon at 35 cents per pound, beans
■remembered as the first one under the new wanted to he frank, why did they not
at 25 cents per pound, canned fruit at liO
follow
the
of
the
constitution
in
from
direction
tariff law.
wording
cents per pound, coarse flannel shirts at
Keports
every
88 each, rubber boots at 818 per pair, and
show that the effect lias been instantly their statement and say “gold and silver”
all other goods at proportionate rates.
offv ciive, both in manufacturing aud busi- instead of reversing it and saying “silver
Even sledge dogs, such as he had purand gold."
ness circles.
chased at Anvik for 85 or 8'i each, were
The solid business

Iy.!

of the

west

e

depressed

“The lirst coinage law passed by Congress
constitution made 'lie silver dolnet unit and admitted gold to free
a ratio based upon the silver dollar unit.

Mississippi

greatly

arc

the failure of the Trans-

over

coins
of

u ii

>

fineiies and factories will

i«

aitcK"

over

sippi Valley in
r.k
-i

n

the prairies of the Missisway which promises to

a

extremely

the sugar trust

weary,
i:«i:y ii. view of the fart that it lias
a«ly lost the advantage which it enjoyed

«ndei the Wilsf

to

If the advocates of silver insist

of the Diugley bill in the
"id 'ij
b\ ti:i1 Deinoernts and Populists is
■:

.a
a

i!m light reeeij»ts which may
measure in its tirst

US'

under that

vi'.

•«■

:rw

I

11s.»i

by

s

of the

reason

interpreted

grains of

enormous

claim is
tion

on

interprepatf >n of the constitupiovides that ‘every

pounds’ weight of pure silver shall
equal value in all payments with one !
pound weight of pure gold.” If this is
an interpretation of the constitution
why
be of

••The case of the farmers has certainly
It has
been bard foi several years past.

piiueip.d

b»-en

a

the

fruitful

cause

mother

discontent,

of

wild

of

j

and

financial

With that betterment which is

schemes.

do these sticklers for its observance purpose to violate it by saying that every six-

teen pounds weight of silver shall now be
surely approaching, theoccupatiou
to one pound of gold? Would there
equal
of the demagogue and the Utopian dreamnot he equal authority for saying that
York
World.
oi will be gone.’’
[New
every sixteen or eighteen or twenty or
thirty
pounds’ weight of silver shall equal
Australia, which last year produced
one pound weight of
gold? By their own
»;
000,000 pounds of wool, is likely to
to change the ratio they admit
proposition
half
in
no
than
the
more
coming
produce
i.i• w so

Her

season.

sheep

are

dying by

thou-

that neither the constitution

passed

nor

the first

under it is

on

account

of short-

w

the

work

Congress

hile the national organization is pushing
from its national headquarters in j
Now Y-uk and will aid with speakers and |
othci means wherever there are.State !
a

<

u

increased

Lit

>

was

alleged

and whose report to
the basis of this act said of
unit, the .Spanish dolla./,

“that species of coin has never had any
settled or standard value
while gold
has a fixed price by weight with an eye to
■*

mpaigns.
The

the

constitution

gold developments,

its fineness.

This greater stability of the
coins is an argument of force

in Alaska, but in fhe increased \alue of
gold
I
everywhere, is a hard | for regarding the money unit as having
theorists, and, when been hitherto virtually attached to gold
oil pled with the fact that the
prices of rather than silver.”
tarn) pH ducts have advanced and that
it the trainers ot this
insist

•.m

amne

miiucth'ii of mines
blow to the into 1

1

crops

plentiful

are

and that farmers

paying off their mortgages,

are

must

prove
very depressing to those who have insisted
that prosperity could alone come through
I

he

adoptiou

of free silver.

platform
that the first coinage act passed under the
constitution is an exact interpretation of
of the meaning of that instrument, why
have they and their party always insisted
that

a

protective tariff is

constitution when
N'ow that the country has had time to
examine the charges of the Democrats who
were

saying that

the

Diugley

bill was ad-

violation of the
know

that the

very first act passed under that constitution declared that the tariff duties which

were

deprives the trust of the

Regimental Reunions.

vantageous to the sugar trust, it is quite

advantages

a

it levied were “for the support of government and the encouragement and
protection of manufactures?”

apparent that the charges
without foundation.
It is
ceded that tlie bill

they

entirely
generally con-

which it had under the Wilson

law, and is less advantageous

trusts

The 23d annual reunion of the Third Maine

Regiment Association will be held in G. A.
generally than its predecessor which was R. hall, Gardiner, Wednesday, August 18th.
The 21st Maine Regiment Association
framed by the very men who were foremost
meets in reunion in Bath Sept. 10th. This
in the charge against the Dingley bill.
being the second reunion of this regiment
since the close of the war a large
gathering
of the survivors is anticipated.
Hundreds of millions of dollars of the

profits

of farmers

through the increased
being received for
productions are being devoted to the

juices which
their

to

are

now

payment of mortgages upon their farms.
A

leceut

canvass

Ti mes-Ilerald

fully

made

by

coiucides

tire
w

Chicago

ith the de-

of the democratic New York
Sun referred to last week, these and other
canvasses of this kind showing that farm-

velopments

in every partof the country are reducing their mortgaged indebtedness with
these first fruits of the McKinley jrrosers

perity.

The 12tli annual reunion of the 26th Maine
Regimental association will he held at
Hampden, Me., Tuesday, Aug. 17, rain or
shine. All comrades together with their
wives or daughters are invited to be present
and remain over night.
A line program has
been arranged and a grand time may be expected.
The 0th annual reunion of the 22d Maine
Regiment Association will be held at Dexter
on Thursday. August 12th.
Business meeting at 10 a. m. Maj. Gen. J. L. Chamberof
“Little
Round
lain,
Top” fame, is among
the speakers on the programme. The Maine
Central and Bangor & Aroostook railroads
will sell tickets for one fare the round
trip.
Tickets good from August 11 to August 13,
inclusive.
The annual reunion of the 6th Maine Regi-

will be held at Bluehill Aug. 17th, 18th
McKinley evidently knew ment
and 19th. Oue fare from all stations on
John Sherman a good deal better than Maine Central R.
R., on sale Monday, Aug.
tiiose croakers who have been trying to 16th, good to return Friday, Aug. 20th. Col.
Charles A. Clark formerly adjutant of the
make the people believe that Mr. Sherman
sixth will be present and read his celebrat-

President

had readied the end of his career of useThe Secretary of State is show-

fulness.

ing himself still possessed of those faculties and methods which have made him so
useful aud successful a man in his service
in tlie Senate and in

a

former cabinet.

His ringing letter to Ambassador Hay on
tlie Behring Sea question lias just been
su

pplemented by a

series of

vigorous

frank interviews in the Sew York

and

news-

papers which show that the head of the
State Department is all that any citizen of
the United States need expect or desire for
an
occupant of that position and that liis
vi ews on international questions are such
that

no

American need fee) any
or them.

about him

anxiety

ed war papev, entitled: “Campaigning with
the Sixth Maine.” Alexander M. Robinson,
Jr., of Bangor is president of the Sixth
Maine Veteran Association. All members
who desire free entertainment will write to
Stephen W. Wescott, Bluehill.

Tommy Said.
Uncle John—Well, what do you mean to
be when you get to be a man ?
Little Tommy (promptly)—A doctor, like
pa.
Uncle John—(quizzically)—Indeed; and
which do you intend to be, an allopath or
homceopath ?
Little Tommy—I don’t know what them
awful big words mean, Uncle John; but
that don’t make no difference, ’cause I ain’t
goin’ to b„e either of ’em. I’m just goin’ to
be a family doctor an’ give all my patients
Hood’s Sarsaparilla, ’cause my pa says that
if he is a doctor, he’s ’bliged to own up that
Hood’s Sarsaparilla is the best family medicine he ever saw in his life.
What

NO-TO-BACTHF

Over 1,000.000 bores sold. 300.000 cures proto Its power to destroy the desire for tobacco iu any
toriu. No-to-bac is the greatest nerve-food in the world.
Many gain 1" pound.- n 10 da\ and
Jus' try a b->r
fails to make the weak impotent man strong, vigorous and magnetic
Y-uw
lighted. We expect you to believe what we say. for a cure is absolutely guaranteed 1 y drugg:
writ mi cuara.
where. Send tor our booklet "Don'tTobacco Spit and Smoke Your Life A»
tree sample- AddressTUE 8T£KLl.\ti KEMED1 CO., Chicago or Mew York.
s

■

Sold and Guaranteed l»v RICHARD 11. WOODY, Belfast, >1>

\
i
\

two hundred miles of these difficulties have been passed, trees must be felled, lumber sawed out, and boats constructed for the remaining five hundred
miles of the weary journey.
“As it would not pay to transport
freight by this route, all provisions and
other supplies for the diggings are shipped from San Francisco by sea to St.
Michaels, where they are transferred to
small river steamers like the Chimo, and
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miners, who had lauded above the city and
making their way silong shore. A
company of Mexicans surprised them, killing
Dr wounding nearly every one of them.
Sherwood was shot through the femur of
his right leg and taken prisoner. The next
day the Mexican surgeons amputated his
leg above the knee, aud he was compelled
to remain iu the hospital until Gen. Scott
had captured Vera Cruz, after which he was
sent home, bringing an liouorable discharge.
He got an artificial leg, aud from the close
Df the Mexican war until the outbreak of

a
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you must begin at the
foundation. It is so with the
L. F.” Atwood’s Bitters.
They make stomach and digestion right, and thus furnish
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build. You will have a good
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if you use L. F.”
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Notice of Foreclosure.

BROS

ainl|

catalogue and

particulars.

Avoid Imitations.

VT7HEREAS WILLIA M H. BAKER of Montville'
V ? in the County of Waldo and State of Maine,
by his mortgage deed dated March 2, 1894, and
recorded in the Waldo Registry of Deed-. Book
235, Page 458, conveyed to Henry N. Brown of
Searsmont, in said County, a certain parcel of real
estate, situated in Montville, hounded and described as follows : Bounded on the south, by land of
Charles Tanner; on the west and north, by land of
C. P. Walker, and on the northeast by the road
leading from Cooper’s Corner to Liberty, being the
same conveyed to said Baker by Leonard Cooper,
by his deed dated dune 22. 18K<>, and the same on
which the said Baker then lived, containing six
mil one-half acres, more or less, with buildings
thereon standing.
Ami whereas Otis D. Wilson, administrator of
the estate of said Henry N. Brown, by his deed of
issigninenr, dated dune 20, 1895, recorded In the
Waldo Registry of Deeds. Yol. 242. Page, 495,
conveyed to me, the undersigned, the above deicribed mortgage deed and the debt thereby secured. Ami whereas the conditions of said liiort;age have been broken, now therefore, by reason
>f the breach of the conditions thereof,*! claim
foreclosure of said mortgage.
Dated at Searsmont, this twentv-first dav of
LOUISE M. BR OWN.
July, 1897.
By O. D. Wilson, her attorney.
3w29
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For several hours after sunrise everyin the landscape seems dull and uncommunicative.
The clouds fade, the
islands and the mountains, with ruffs of
mist about them, cast ill-defined shadows,
and the whole firmament changes to pale
pearl-gray with just a trace of purple in
it.
But toward noon there is a glorious
awakening. The cool haziness of the air
vanishes and the richer sunbeams, pouring from on high, make all the bays and
channels shine.
Brightly now play the
round-topped ripples about the edges of
the islands, and over many a plumeshaped streak between them, where the
water is stirred by some passing breeze.
On the mountains of the mainland, and
months of winter when the mercury in the high-walled fiords that fringe the
thinks nothing of dropping to sixty or coast, still finer is the work of the sunshine.
The broad white bosoms of the
seventy degrees below zero, and the whole j
glow like silver, and their crystal
world seems made of ice.
Strange as it glaciersand
the multitude of icebergs that
may appear, the summer weather of this j fronts,
region is very hot, eighty-live degrees in j linger about them, drifting, swirling,
the shade and one hundred and twelve de- turning their myriad angles to the sun.
are kindled into a
perfect blaze of irised
grees in the sun being frequently reached j
by the mercury. During the summer light. The warm air throbs and wavers,
months, too, the entire Yukon Valley is ] and makes itself felt as a life-giving,
ocean embracing all the earth.
as terribly infested with
mosquitoes as is energizing
Filled with ozone, our pulses bound, and
any mangrove swamp of the tropics. Thus
the hardy miner who penetrates it in his we are warmed and quickened into symsearch for gold is made to suffer from one pathy with everything, taken back iuto
the heart of nature, whence we came.
cause or another during every mouth of
We feel the life and motion about us, aud
the year.
“In spite of the summer heat the ground the universal beauty; the tides marching
never thaws to a depth of more than five back aud forth with weariless industry,
the beautiful shores, and swaying
or six feet, below which it is
solidly frozen laving
beyond any point yet reached by digging. the purple dulse of the broad meadows of
Under the dense covering of moss, six to the sea where the fishes are fed; the wild
streams iu rows white with waterfalls,
eighteen inches thick, by which the ever
in bloom and ever iu song, spreading
greater part of Alaska is overspread, it
their
branches over a thousand moundoes not thaw more than a few inches.
Consequently the most important item of tains; the vast forests feeding on the
a Yukon miner’s winter work is the
every cell in a whirl
strip- drenching sunbeams, Hocks
of insects stirmisty
ping of this moss from his claim in order of enjoyment;
that next summer’s sun may have a ring all the air; the wild sheep aud goats
on the
chance to tuaw it to working depth.
grassy ridges above the woods,
“There were no women or children at bears in the berry-tangles, mink and
Forty Mile, and there were very few beaver and otter far back on many a river
amusements, but there is plenty of hard aud lake; Indians and adventurers purwork in both summer, when the sun hard- suing their lonely ways; birds tending
everywhere., beauty aud
ly sets at all, ; nd in the winter, when he their young
barely shows his face above the southern life, and glad, rejoicing action.
the
afternoon all the way
Through
horizon.
Besides the laborious task of
moss-stripping, the miner must saw out down to the west the air seems to thickby hand all lumber for sluices and rock- en aud become soft, without losing its
The breeze dies away, and
ers.
He must build ids own cabin and fineness.
fashion its rude furniture, besides doing everything settles into a deep, conscious
Then comes the sunset with its
all of his own house-work and cooking. repose.
He also expects to do a certain amount of purple and gold—not a narrow arch of
hunting and trapping during the winter color, but oftentimes filling more than
months, so that ids time, unless he be half the sky. The horizontal clouds that
But lazy usually bar the horizon are fired on the
very lazy, is fully occupied.
men are not
apt to reach Forty Mile, for edges, aud the spaces of clear sky bethe journey from Juneau, in southern tween them are filled with greenish yelAlaska, which is the largest city in the low and amber; while the Hocks of thin,
Territory, as well as the nearest outfitting overlapping cloudlets are mostly touched
point for the diggings, is so filled with with crimson, like the outleaning sprays
peril and the roughest kind of hard work of a maple-grove in the beginning of Indian summer; and a little later a smooth,
as to deter
any but men of the most de- I
mellow purple Hushes the sky to the
termined energy.
“At Juneau, Yukon travellers provide zenith, and fills the air, fairly steeping
and
themselves with an outfit of snow-shoes,
transfiguring the islands and mounsledges, tents, fur clothing, provisions, tains, and changing all the water to wine.
and whatever else seems to them necesHe Has Lost Four Legs.
sary.
Starting in the early spring, they
proceed by boat to the Chilkat country,
The
Proud
War Kecord of Oscar Sherwood.
miles
and
to
the
head
of
seventy
distant,
Cliilkoot Inlet. From there they set forth
It is the claim of Oscar Sherwood of Elon a
terrible mountain climb over snow lingwood’s Corner, says a Boston Globe cormany feet in depth, where they are in respondent, that he is the
only man in the
constant danger from avalanches, and
world who has lost four legs iu the service
cross the coast range by a pass that rises
Df his country. Mr. Sherwood depends upon
three thousand feet above timber-line.
On the opposite side they strike the head- bis pension for support, aud though he has
left four legs upou the field of duty, the
waters of the Yukon, which they follow
through a series of six lakes, sledging CJnited States has never paid him for more
over their still ice-bound waters, and raftthan the loss of one leg.
ing down their connecting links, in which
The first leg to go was wheu he was in
are seething rapids, dark gorges,
and
[rout of Vera Cruz, in the Mexican war.
roaring canons, around which all goods
must be carried on men’s backs.
After He belouged to a party of sappers and

LATEST STYLES

♦

j

“Although gold has been discovered at
many points along the Yukon and its
branches, the deposit at Forty Mile is the
richest yet worked, and has paid as high
as three hundred dollars to a man for a
single day’s labor. Twelve thousand dollars’ worth of gold was cleared by one
miner in a three months’ season, and a
five-huudred-dollar
nugget has been
found; but most of the miners are content if they can make ‘ounce wages,’ or
sixteen dollars per day, while the average
for the camp is not over eight dollars per
day during the short season of that Arctic

NEW GOODS!

t

of all that portion of the
coast that is bathed by the Japan current.
extending from the southern boundary of
the territory northward and westward to
the island of Atoo, a distance of nearly
?r\’; Mi NKOE
twenty-five hundred miles, is remarkably
bland, and free from extremes of heat and
!
the year.
It is rainy,
‘Mitchell,’ but all old Yukon miners' cold throughout
At the However; but the rain is or good quality,
know it as lamp Forty Mile.
time of Phil Kyder’s visit it contained gentle in its fall, filling the fountains of
the
and keeping the whole land
nearly two hundred log-cabins, two stores, freshstreams,
and fruitful, while anything more
including the one that he established in
the name of his friend Gerald Hamer, delightful than the shining weather after
the rain—the great, round sun-days of
two saloons, both of which were closed
Positively cured by these
for the season, and a small cigar factory. June, July, and August—can hardly be
Pittle Pills.
found
elsewhere.
An
Alaska
mid-sumAlthough the winter population was only mer
also relieve Distress from
is
a day without
In
They
the
day
night.
about three hundred, in summer-time it
Dyspepsia,
is much larger, as many of the miners extreme northern portion of the territory j Indigestion and Too Ilearty Eating. A perthe sun does not set for weeks, and even
fect remedy for Dizziness,
come out in the fall and return before the
Nausea, Drowsl.
the loth of June, at which date, accord- as far south as Sitka and Fort Wrangel it
Bad Taste in the Mouth, Coated
sinks only a few degrees below the liori- ! ness,
Tongue
Yukon
to
man
ing
mining law, every
Pain in the Side, TORPID LIVER.
so that the
rosy colors of the evenThey
owning a claim must be on the ground, zon,
the
blend
Bowels.
with
those
of
Regulate
the morning,
ing
or it may be ‘jumped.’
Purely \ cgetahle.
no
of
darkness
between.
gap
“Forty Mile is what is known as a leaving
Small Pill.
Small Dose.
Nevertheless, the full day opens slowly.
placer camp, which means that its gold is At
Small Price.
from
the
middle
bemidnight,
found in minute particles or ‘dust’ in soft
point
tween
and the dawn, a low
earth, from which it can be washed in arc of the gloaming
light is seen stealing along the horsluices or rockers.
Into one of these a
izon, with gradual increase of height and
stream of water is turned that sweeps
and intensity of tone, accompanied
away all the dirt and gravel, allowing the span
heavier gold to sink to the bottom, where usually by red clouds, which make a
it is caught and held by cross-bars or striking advertisement of the sun's progress long before he appears above the
‘riffles.’

binding as to the
future relations of gold and silver as
age in pasturage, and the quantity as well
j money. The fact that this act specifically
as qiiidiu of liei pr< duct in this line will
said “that every fifteen pounds’ weight of
in- material]} reduced, thus adding to the
pure silver shall be of equal value with
ju ice that American farmers w ill probably
one pound of
weight of pure gold” indifor
theirs.
get
cates that gold was intended to be the
An inteiesting feature ot tnis fall's cam- measure of value, for had the framers of
paign is the development of strength this act intended that silver should he the
It is quite measure tliay would have said that one
among the gold Democrats.
region.
■apparent that in every State where there pound of gold should he equal in value to
“Sluices can only be worked during
of
silver.
Alexander
are
three
or four
to he campaigns their organization fifteen
months of summer-time;
pounds
then
come
the terrible eight or nine
will be ii: ah stronger than it was last fall,
Hamilton, who was one of the framers of
sands from starvation

act

THE N.K. FAIRBANK COMPANY,
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standard

grains which the act specifically names?
By their own proposition they demand a
violation of what they claim is a coustituI tional requirement. This act which they

Sceptic:

The climate

meaning of the
constitution and that this interpretation
must be followed, why do they now insist
upon a standard silver dollar with only

up*’ permit- [

mp titatb.ns that the “hold
ted : he importers to make.

contain 410
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DUST

“Do you really believe
that Gabriel will sound a trumpet for all of
us on the last
day?'* He: “Well, l am
sometimes half inclined to believe that some
folks will insist upon blowing their own
horns even then.'
[Cleveland Leader.

825 apiece.”

the California writer and naturalist.
Muir says:
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uuinbcr of The CcnUiiy tl.eie is au article on “The Alaska Trip” by Jolm Muir,

given number of units, and said that
the unit should be “of the value of a Span-
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Alaska Weather.

coinage law clearly made gold
by first naming all the gold
which, it said, should be of the value
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of tlfe country

men
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hostilities between the States he remained
here on his farm.
Soon after Fort Sumter was fired upon he
offered his services to the United States,
aud was ordered to the engineer corps. In
the retreat from the first battle of Bui! Hun
he was thrown out of an ambulance, and
a gun carriage passed over the artificial leg,
taking it off below the knee. Then he got a
second leg fitted.
No further accident befell Sherwood until
he joined McClellan's campaign on the march
from Yorktown to Richmond. In the running engagement at Fair Oaks a cannon ball
came
along, aud, passing through Sherwood's horse, struck Sherwood in the ankle
of his newest leg, carrying his foot and a
portion of his leg several rods away. This
injury was aggravated by the horse falling
upon his other leg and pinuiug him to the
ground, where lie was compelled to stay for
more than an hour before relief came.
Burnside, Hooker aud Meade had commanded the army of the Potomac in turn,
and made room for their successors before
Sherwood was again able to do duty in the
the engineer corps. Grant’s army was before Petersburg, makiugreadj for the trial at
arms which euded at Appomattox, when
Sherwood was sent to au underground
magazine for the purpose of learning its
ability to stand bombardment from confederate shells.
While he was standing at the
entrance to the magazine the heavy, ironbound door swung to, nipping Sherwood at
the knee aud mangling his third leg so it
had to be taken off.
Having performed his whole duty, Sherwood was mustered out in 18b5, and came
back here to enjoy his pension and the
praise of his friends. Though more than 70
years of age, he is able to walk about, and
enjoys telling how he lost four legs in two
wars.
His second leg was made of cork,
after the fashion of 50 years ago. The third
and fourth legs were of willow, similar t,o
the one he now wears. His left leg is of
flesh and blood from hip to heel, and will be
able to hold him up for some years to come.

been

known for several years that the mines
there were yielding good returns, and
travellers have brought back stories of

tender in payment of
It does not say that silver and

debts.”

gold

but

anything

might imagine that the gold had
only recently. Yet it has

discovered

is where it declares that

“no State shall make

spite the assertions of silver orators of

Alaska.

From the present excitement over the
existence of gold in the Klondike country

which the constitution “names silver and

gold together”
Wheat goes up aud silver goes

Books About

Platform.

This statement is inaccurate and intentionally misleading. The only place in

the continued fall in price of silver, and there is talk of going to the gold
standard.

ing

Democratic

1
“Recognizing tiiat the money question is
paramount to all others at this time, we invite attention to the fact that the constitution names silver and gold together as the
the money metals of the United States.”
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Cupid steals a base every time lovers
look at the moon.
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It is a rare man who is not thrown off
his feet by applause.
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Never go to a lawyer when you want
assistance in settling a fuss.
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A crazy man always has
be able to shoot straight.
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flicting wounds.” Among theodd items
were 20
imprisoned for “infidelity in the
custody of prisoners,” (allowing them to
escape?) 20 “imprisoned by request,” (by
their own request, or that of
somebody
else?) and 297 sent to the penitentiary,
for length of term not
stated, by order of
the tribunal without
specifying the crime.
Probably these are the political offenders,

tow-

Some people save money
their bills.
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population!

[From the Atchison Globe.J
“Good fellows” seldom pay tlieir debts.
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judges!
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thieves, 100 guilty of homicide, 230
“drunkards and vagabonds,” 181 for “in-
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"Ah, yes," the wooden soldiei said.;
“They are quiet enough all < ay
But I've heard when the ch.ldren
abed
They t ilk in a wonderful way."
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female convicts in this prison, but
of them in the carcel—mostly for

murder, jealousy being the moving cause.
over that quaint offi-

now it was twilight in the room;
And on the book-case shelves
The books began to stretch their hacks,
And to talk among themsches.

publication,

“La Memoria del Minis-

teriode Gobernacion de
answers

for

our

Justicia,” or what
lteeords, and
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not my fault,” said a fat thick voice.
“I'm crowded so myself
1 can hardly breathe.
You little books
Should be kept off the shelf.”

A
these

“Kept buzzing so inside
That L hardly got a wink of sleep
Last night, though I tried and tried."
“Oil, go to sleep,” cried a lesson-look :
“Tt's enough to work all dav
Without your quarreling, too, at night;
So get to sleep, 1 sav.”
ing

Boston Si

How lovely their dreams must he!
I wish that I were a book, to live
l'p there on the shelf,” said she.
[Katharine Pyle in August St. Nicholas.

|
A Wind-Storm on the Caribbean.
One day upon the white, brown-veined sand
Sped an aerial sprite. Fell news he bore.
Scarce had he passed when, lo! upon the
shore
Struck in deep menace many a steel-clad
hand
Of the wave-army. Then, ’twixt sea and
land
Rose the stern strife, high raging more and
more,

Till all the land lay sodden, wet, and sore,
And the sea-soldiers’ plumes with fury
fanned.

Caught in the conflict, hissed the snaky
palm;
And far, far out among the gleaming host
Of billows rolled a ship that prayed for

calm
And sunny havens. As a weeping ghost
She dripped and shivered till, like a sweet

psalm,
sea

sang, and she

the smiling

saw

coast.

[Louise Morgan Sill

in

the August Century.

If your dealer tells you that something
else is “just as good” as Doan’s Ointment
for Hives, Pin Worms, Itching Piles, or
other itchiness of the skin, tell him you
want the original. It is safe; never-failing.

east
crew,

and west

we

gathered

in

one

The restless and unruly of the world.
The stars laughed from the banner we unfurled ;
We were stout hearts, boon spirits, tried
and true.
Then lightly from the mast-thronged port
drew:

we

For it

was

ours, from utmost isles

ed
stormy sea, where

In

wave

swirled,

impearl-

and tempest

To fetch for man a lost and priceless clue.
And still, for many a day, our mighty bark
With roaring sail flies onward o’er the

deep;

scan

Foster

in

the August

Century.
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THTcHILOREN

DRINK?

Don’t give them tea or coffee. Have yon tried the
food drink called Grain-O? It is delicious
and nourishing and takes the place of colfee. The
more Grain-O you give the children the more

health you distribute through the systems. Grain() is made of pure grains, and when properly prelike the choice grades of coffee, but
about 1-4 as much. All grocers sell it. 15c.

costs

tastes

aud 25c.
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POOR & SON, Druggists.

WOOL CARDING
FREEDOM.

1 take this method to inform my customers that
wool left at the following places will be taken and
returned for the same as at the mill: L. L. Prescott, Liberty; C. E. Drake, Albion; A. E. Chase,
Brooks; Vickery & Hatch, Morrill; E. R. Conner,
Belfast. For further information address,
A. A. THOMPSON, Freedom. Me.
Freedom. June 3, 1897.—3m23

ceeded
! man.

If you have been deceived and tried

one

Quality, Thoroughly Prepared

Prices
Wim

of the

cheap bran substitutes now on the market, claiming to be the original and to have great food
value, and you got a pound of poorly roasted bran
for your 25c. and a poor, weak, sickish drink
(what you can expect from bran), don't be discouraged but try GRAIN-O. It is made from solid
grain, nicely browned and 2 pounds for 25 cents.
Grain-0 takes the place of coffee at 1-4 the price.
Get a package of your grocer to-day.
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The occupations of ministers and umlerare very much
alike, except that
ilie undertakers act solemn only while on
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SOME SECOND-HAND BICYCLES AT BAKOAINS.

1 lie unmarried
men
are
becoming
more coy and more timid
every day. and
the unmarried women are
becoming more
aggressive and bolder.

GEO. T. READ, Agent, Belfast.
4-1

MAIN STREET.

is

true that a woman makes her
the fact that a man who has
been married three or four times is nearly
always a failure, is another illustration of
the saying that too many cooks spoil the
broth.

husband,

Teacher.

James,

pass the sentence,
Isham stood on bis head.
James (beginning.) Isham is a proper
noun, masculine gender, first person—
Teacher—How do you make that out?
James
First person, Isham; second
person, Yousham; third person, Hesham.
Plural, first person, Wesliatn—”
Teacher—Next! [Chicago Tribune.
am

very much

Fred

“I was completely covered with sores.
Every muscle in my body ached. Had been

five years. Doctors could do me no
good. Most of my time was spent in lied.
I was a complete wreck. Burdock Blood Bitters have completely cured me, in three
months.” Mrs. Annie Zoepen, Crookstowu,
Minn.
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Atwood,

“Winterport, Me.,

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE.
Over

Thirteen

Millions

Springfield Fire and
sociation of

( $13,(MO,OLu ) Tire

Insurance

Assets.

Marine, Granite State Fire Iv-vram k ( «...
ITiii.aiiei.phia, Capitol Fire In-trance Co.,

Kn:i: As-

National Fire Iksvkanck Co., Haiitfojid, Conn.
DESIRABLE RISKS WRITTEN AT CURRENT RATES.

TRAVELERS LIFE AND ACCIDENT INSURANCE cO.

shocked,”

There Is Nothing So tiood.
There is nothing so good as Dr. King’s
New Discovery for Consumption, Coughs
anil Colds, so demand it and do not permit
tlie dealer to sell you some substitute. He
will not claim there is anything better, but
in order to make more profit he may claim
something else to he just as good. You
want Dr. King’s New Discovery because
you kuow it to be safe and reliable, anil
guaranteed to do good or money refunded.
For Coughs, Colds, Consumption and for all
affections of Throat, Chest and Lungs, there
is nothing so good as is Dr. King’s New Discovery. Trial bottle free at Kilgore* Wilson’s Drug Store.
Regular size 50 cents
and .?1.00.

Tie faeaimile
signature
If

known

Hartford

A

“I

Steel Ti binsa Standard

superior except tlic lv.17 t olumbi'is
Model 42, 26-inch wheels,
....

shoots another man, in a
moment of frenzy, anil
.spends a long time
in j lit, how often he must accuse himself
of being a fool!

If it

no

1896 COLUMBIAS.

man

a

World, have

Models 40, 41 and 44,

_

\\ lieu

per cun. X ckJ

x

ot the

Whenever a woman’s favorite doctor
loses a patient by death, she always explains it by saying that lie was not "called

sick for

Cereal Coffee Drinkers BEWARE!

Buy YourWinter’s Coal.

who has been given the >; >ny
to pieces the woman who sucher, instead of going after the

Indian Paste.

PRICE 10c. PER TUMBLER.

i'astonhury. Conn.

heart, jocks

said the
“at the tone of
Hours, 12 to 2. other hours by appointment j European statesman,
It
your country’s protest.
was not poonly.
lite.”
Octo‘j0q 1896—ly45
“Well,” replied the mail from the United States, after some
thought, “maybe
they thought that what you did to call
forth the protest wasn’t
very polite,
either.” [Washington Star.
Used by mechanics and house-keepers to remove
all kinds of stains from the hands without injury
to the skin.

ILI.IAMS CO.,

Famous Shaving Soups.
i-f choice premiums.

C heat nut Coal,
Store

—

Novrbury Street,

A\

mil 1. HE'S * {Mil

The ART AMATEUR

CAD IHa we will send to any one M
p
rUn IUU. mentioning this publi- J I
cation a specimen copy, with superb 111“
or
color plates tor copying
framing) A
and 8 supplementary pages of designs -regular
price, 35c). Or we will send also
rflD in.
rUn IUU. “Painting for beginners,,('du pages
MONTAGUE MARKS, *23 Union Square, N. V.
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rich man’s wife has a better time than
days).
a poor man’s wife, but the richest man is
Through rates for passengers and freight to Bar I
Harbor and all landings on Mount Desert Island. always the hardest working man in
every
(/HAS. E. JOHNSON, Agent, Belfast.
j community.
WILLIAM H. HILL. General Manager. Boston.
If a man takes good care of his
health,
Ids life may be brightned here and there
1 by an opportunity to attend some doctor's
I funeral.
Best and Largest Practical Art Magazine.
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new

pared

j

and in fact for

It doesut make any difference how hot a
man
is in summer, he is all right ;i' he
doesn’t, look as if he perspired grease.

For < astine. Sargentville, Deer Isle. Sedgwick
and Brooklin, and when there are passenger." will
stop at Blake's Point and Little Deer Isle.
RETURNING
Will leave Brooklin .tt 10 a. m. Mondays ami
12.30 other days, except Sunday, touching at
same landings and connect at Belfast with steamer from Boston except on Wednesdays ami Fri-

(Near Corner

The Argonauts.
From

|

ran

The trouble is that by the time people
have learned to laugh at their troubles,
they begin to show snagteeth.

day,

go-

are

man

Whenever you hear a man speak of himself as
high spirited,' it is nearly always
a sign that lie is a little bit
silly.

^ Commencing lay 25. 18»>7, steam
er Rockland. Capt. M. L
Abbott.
will leave Belfast at 8 o'clock a. m., u»r upoi. arrival of steamer from Boston.) daily except Mon-

sleep!

to

Bangor Steamship

Co.

probably

notorious
days by announcing his intention of
to
lie
Alaska
fields.
going
gold

11As. F.. .IOHNSi >N. Agent. Belfast.
CALVIN A 1 sTlN, (ien'l Sup'Boston.
W II.LIAM H. HILL, (ien'l Manager, Bust.m

“Oh. dear! my stories,” another said,

Can't I
Cake

man

never was any one so
be could make his bearers believe that lie sutlers all he claims.

:

SEDGWICK LINE

wasliiug dishes,

cans,

a

There

“It’s

“Ah!” the shepherdess sighed, “they

a

eloquent

v. M.

wish," cried a peevish little book,
“That you would not crowd me so ;
You’re always poking me in the back
Because I am small, I know."

“I

Afterwards I looked
cial

K’K l

And

was

are

< ■
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City of Bangor will lca\e Belfast alter-

Froii! Bo-ton. daily except Sund; y. ai f> i*. m.
From Rockland, via Camden and Northport.
d.t. y ext ept Monday, at ."> a. m.
Fi»m Brooklin, Mondays at 1*' A. m.. other days,
except Sundays at 12 b«>.
From Bangor, via Wmterport and Bucksport.
Mondays at 12. other day—. exeept Sunday-, at 2

Each new horizon, lifted from the dark.
For islands which have Liberty in keep—
The Golden Fleece which we must win for

say adieu and the men were ordered to
march into prison, there was no manifestation of sorrow. Obstreperous prisoners

‘‘iid

all

are

The recipients

to eat.
Meanwhile conversation
very animated between the prisoners
and their friends, all laughing and talking
gaily; and even when the time came to

"ium.

scot

nately

little toy shepherdess looked up
Where the books stood in a row.
“I wish 1 could hear them talk." she said
"For it must be hue, I know."

And we, at dawn, with anxious vision

sweet

plenty

all

and woman are married,
argue
question; after they are married they dispute about it.

The

Nearly every
clothes, and as
man.
usually cigarettes, fruit, or something [William Prescott

are no

are

Before

they

For Boston, via Northport, Camden ami Rock
land. Mondays at b.bc) \\ m.. other days, except
Sundays, at 5 !*. m
For Bueksj-irt. M*interport and Bangor, daily
except Monday, at about S a. m.
F >r < a-tine. Blake's Point, Little Deer Isle, Sargent id.-. North Deer Isle. Sedgwn. k and Brookiin. daily ex< opt Monday, at s a. m.
For Searsporr Tuesdays, Tlmr-days and Sunday s at about s A. M.

but I noticed that he

bundle contained clean

unwalled

hospital.

'•■ught,

of

to

The usual featuresof the “mod-

prison
nd

basket for the prisoner she had come to
see.
These were first handed to the convict of the white shirt, who was supposed

them,
imbibe too much liquor; and
hardly glanced at them.
behind
prisou eargerly opened them.
promptly put

it is

u

■

We have noticed that advertising solicitors always have a better opinion of
people than the bill collectors.

Talk on the Book-Shelf.

they halted,
distinguished

from his fellows by wearing a white shirt,
regularly “holdup” when they are collar and neck-tie under his brown drillroad at night and search for arms—
ing prison jacket—called the roll. That
-illy w ith success. Aiming its so-call- done, the men were lined
up in the street
‘modern improvements,” this westfor a few minutes visit with their friends,
i'aris delights to consider itself des(mostly women,) who had gathered on
itely wicked; but its wickedness may the outside. But the friends were kept
asily avoided by respectable people, at a
respectful distance,” 13 feet or more
lug confi ned to certain quarters of the
away.
Every woman had a bundle or a
iiauuts

he too

For any of
to

to

breakfast from their work in the streets.

A preacher’s idea of a promising young
newspaper man is one he can work for free
church notices.

common

The

the

see

reckless fellows whom the

never

is

tin

What a scandal it would cause if an
undertaker gave way to cheerfulness, and
whistled at his work!

Fannie Uni .ham Ward.

i'-e

Vice

or

pails,

for

Somehow, when an old maid finally
succeeds in getting married, her baby
never looks just right.

to crime, o. is

not

were

are

incentive

before daybreak

Every morning

streets.

Luge. open-air swimming tanks and

>.

the

on

:

course

greatly given
lacking?

splendid

so

everything.

To be popular with some people, all
that is necessary is to say “Thank you”
in a very loud voice.

SIX TRIPS A WEEK.

those unexpected emergencies
children in ti e summer, Dr.
gang was seen at work | Fowler’s Ext. of Wild Straw berry is an unin like fashion and we were told that more 1 failing cure. It is nature’s specific for sum! mer complaint in all its forms.
were glading, paving and
extending othex-

they

1

Latin-American is greater,

pointed down the road,
gang was busy cutting down a
one side of the
highway to till in

are wreaking
air no cots, but every man
has a straw
yds clothes. The mat and a certain place on the door which
iu the hotel, having given out
lie can call his own.
By day his mat is
g. is likely to be astonished by
rolled up, with whatever
clothes he
on

••

restraint of the

indolent to be

and

.aundry purposes. All the watei bill, on
in
the capital is brought by two
some
sunken lots
■rs. from rivers eight or ten miles
Farther on another
r

Is it because the self

milk

Marriage is usually the result of a great
deal of cunning or ignorance, and very
little love.

1

and

am

rs

much, i-nothing at all.

just
I

When a girl thinks she is awfully sweet,
she finds it hard to keep the opinion to
herself.

'.

bureau;

dread

A great many fathers sit up half the
these nights to fan their wives and
children.

....

and

which houseke-yx

night

'• e

white

clean, and it's so easy
when I help you that
the week's washing,

After a girl is twenty-eight years old,
she doesn't believe in long engagements.

1

and I

sure

am

A man who will work and is honest, is
worth all the evauglists now in the busi-

with

help

to

housekeepers,

--

Nothing

mission in the

M}-

sickness

We say that after a man passes sixty,
his wife has no excuse to be jealous of
him.

man

Housekeeper,

to

I

jI
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TORNADO INSURANCE WRITTEN KIR 5 TEARS, al l,.» rail!,
CORRESPONDENT OK MERCHANT MARINE INSURANCE (0.

an

bull,lira,

act

pubic.

INVESTMENT SECURITIES BOUGHT AND SOU).
LOANS NEGOTIATED.
RKAL K8TATK B010I1T

AM) SOLI).

Sg^forrcspondenrc Solicited.

JVIANY suffer in the sum
mer with headache,
caused by exposure to the
=

sun.

i ■ IIEF
is

a

safe, speedy and

41

Seasonable
Shoes.

S' RUSSETS.

sure

cure for this and all other
forms of nervous headache.
Price 15 cents.

POOR & SON, Druggists.

BICYCLE,
TENNIS,

OUflCQ

OnULO.

LADIES OXFORDS.

House for Sale.
A story anil a half house,
pleasantly located;
fine view of Belfast bay; ten rooms all finished
fine cellar, city water in house; nice
garden, under

good cultivation, apple, pear, plum, shade trees
etc. Nice neighborhood. Inquire of
M. C. DILWORTH,
Or C. B HAI L, Main St., Belfast.
44t

ALL IX THE LA TEST STYI.ES

AXV LOWEST PRICES.

STEVENS BROS.,
Xo. 59 Main Street,

Belfast.

Obituary.
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one

J BllSiness°Manager.

will call

Through the courtesy of
weekly, the Turf, Farm
Waterville.

on

which he

Ellis of

him to

that excellent
and Home of

•with

are

of

Embden, formerly

his extensive

notes on

some

Belfast,
farming

operations.

outlie

7th page is of local interest, as it sets forth
the important part taken by a Belfast
man. lion. Hiram 0. Alden, in the development of telegraphy by land and under

the

It also recalls the fact that Wm.

>c.t.

H

>impsou, for many years the editor
and piopiietor of The Republican Journal, was the first telegraph operator in

R< ::sst. The writer remembers the buildin: f tin- liue through Macliias.

thy

of notice that Republican
’.i a u•
Xt-w England, especially in
j
M.'.vr, it ii a i n f >m ] t 11 dishing despatches
ining mills ch sing, reduction in
w
sent out by a nou>trik» s. «
au^aii
]
news-ga Tie ring
organization.
w iston Min.
11
lr i>
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>
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Be that

as

itnos

w

■

it may. this country is
early revival of busi-

an

a«l the return of
vid

newspapers

This
and

teeus.
The eldest daughter, Miss Willma, a
successful teacher, Vesta a member of the
Eastern Normal school and Flora yet a little
girl. Mr. Bowden was buried with Masonic
honors Aug. !*. lspT, att ended by a large concourse of relatives, friends aud
neighbors.

:

:y

Agriculture Wilson,

in

an

]■ iblishid in the Manufacturers'
:c.
retelling to tlie condition of
i:ean farm interests at
present, says:

:

:n\

iii
A:

"Ti

good

the

times.

is.

let:

e

ineuase

1'rice of
cereals,
and

use

despite

inc

:oak-

inti

true

no

pcii:\
>

equally

untie papeis fail to note the
niiig of mill>, the advance in wages,
othei indications of returning pros-

i;
a*

be true. i> it not

:>

:

tla*.

during tlie past year in tlie
farm products, wheat and other
vegetables and cattle for dairy
slaughter, has amounted to hun-

Cross of Merrill died at the
home of his sou Russeii Aug. 2d. He was
born m Belmont, now Morrill, Feb. 17, 1813,
and

compared with last
a general increase

line, and just
increased in

sheep, hogs

as

There
year.
all along the

the food of livestock has

value, so have beef cattle,
and other stock furnishing us

meat." Mr. Wilson adds: “The farmof this country should be just now

Ota
<is

tin-

happiest people

they

in the world, because

He has often held
responsible positions in town affairs, has
been Selectman, and was Collector and Constable fifteen years. He has followed the
occupation of farming, and has always lived

In tlie opinion of Mr. M. L. Mubleman
of the New Yoik sub-Treasury, the presititio of values will uot be disturbed,
le w much gold is found in
ska.
He says: “1 see but one chance

ent

in the

neighborhood in which lie was
born. His last days, passed in the family of
his son Russeii, were made easy and pleasant by the loving care bestowed
upon him
by the son aud his wife. The funeral was
held Aug. 4tli, the pastor of the Baptist
(,‘hurcli officiating. The Moral offerings in-

matter

no

A

for sii\ei t" obtain any benefit from this
] loii'istd crop of new gold. It is that in
the rush to the

was a sou

consistent Christian life.

the most i>rosperous."

are

of

Joseph aud Lucy Cross. Of
his father s family of 12 but two now remain, Joshua of Morrill aud Ralph of Belfast. He married Mary, daughter of Dea.
Nathaniel Gurney of Belfast, who survives
him, at the age of 82 years. He leaves eight
children, Isaiah Cross of Lincolnville, John
aud Russell Cross of Morrill; Loren Cross
of Canton, Mass., Harriet, wife of Sharon
Kendall of Morrill; Elizabeth, widow of
Hollis Higgins of Morrill; Cyreue, wife of
Hon. I. H. Jackson of Belfast : and Venora,
wife of George Frye of Moutville.
He
united with the Baptist church forty-tive
years ago and has always led an upright,

h
dry estimated. Tin increase in the
value of the wheat crop alone is estimated
at from $7-7,000,000 to
$100,000,000 or
moie as

same

gold
be neglected and its product diminished.
Min 1"the woild's production of gold cluded a wreath from Mrs. Nathaniel s>iml
practically doubled. It was $100,000,- mous aud Mrs. Joseph Banks; bouquet of
<
pel year, in l>8*i. while to-day thean- J sweet peas aiul across, from Mrs. Venora
Frye; potted plants and bouquet from Mrs.
ii'd
pi eduction exceeds *200,000,000.
fields silver may

new

c

as

|

The banks ot Europe aie loaded with the John Cross; basket from Mrs. I. II. Jackson. pillow, marked “Husband and Father,"
entire inciease of gold productions of the |
from the wife and daughters; bouquet of
last ten 5ears, besides 8200,000,000 drawn |
; mixed dowers from Mrs. Elizabeth Higgins:
from the legular production.
This im- and
a bouquet from Mrs. K. G. Blood.
Sevmense ueasuie is held by these banks to
eral friends and relatives from Rockland
their
note
in
1» the were
protect
holdings,
present at the funeral.
;
leading banks of Europe held 8047,000.000
el gold in their vaults, and in 1800 their
Ellen R., widow of Win. S. Wescott,passed

|

holdings

amounted

higher life, August Gth, at her home in
Castine. She leaves three daughters and a
son to mourn the loss of a
loving mother
whose character was of rare purity. Her
tastes were of the domestic order, and to
her family she was earnestly devoted. They
can never forget
her Christian life and
teachings. She had been an invalid for
several years and was nursed through all
that time by her loving, devoted children,
whose tender care lightened her sufferings
here below, and smoothed her pathway to
the world beyond. Mrs. Wescott was born
iu Prospect, married
iu
Stockton and
moved to Castine some e;ghteen years ago
to

81,040,000,000.
The amount of specie held by the European banks against their notes amounted
to

to :„s

per cent, in 1>02. and in 1800 reached 71 per cent.*’
Secret

Societies.

The

First Regiment of Massachusetts,
P M., I. O. O. F., has chartered the steamer
Lewiston for a trip to Maine, and will leave
Boston Aug. 30th. They will visit Rockland. Bangor and Belfast, arriviug here
about doou Sept. 2d. Cautou Pallas will
entertain the visitors and Belfast Band is
for the occasion. There will he a
and parade and a reception in Odd
Fellows'
Hall.
The
Commandant
of
P. triarc lis Militant of Massachusetts and
bis stall have engaged state-rooms and will
oncert

accompany

the

party.

The excursion

managed by Canton Shawmut,

ridge of Penryu, Calif
of Stockton Springs.

is

whom
the members of Canton Pallas visited Philadelphia last year.
with

One <4 the outside attractions at this year’s
exhibition of the Eastern Maine Fair which
" ill he held in Bangor on
Aug. 31 aud Sept.
1, 2 and 3, is the big zoo which was the

reigning sensation in Boston last winter.
z< o
occupied the old public library
building in Boston anti it was visited by
t liousands of people daily. The zoo consists

wild animals many of which
have recently h- ?n bro ight from the jungles
} ml which are trained daily in the
presence
of »pc ctators to perform different tricks.
The zoo is brought to the Eastern Maine
Fair at a great expense and everybody
should see it.
of

s< or

*

of

Transfers in Real Estate.
following transfers in real estate were
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
fertile week ending Aug. 11, 181*7: James
Haley, Winterport. to Mary E. Atwood,do.;
land in Winterport. Elisha Harris, Belfast,
to Daviu Alexander, do.; land and buildings in Belfast. A. E. Chase, Brooks, to
Annie M. Reynolds, Unity; land and buildings in Brooks. F. A. Dickey, et als.,
North port, to Newell Bagley, Thorndike;
land in Northport.

and I.. M. Partridge

Mrs. Amanda A. Ellis died at her home in
at the age of 04
years. Mrs. Ellis was born in Temple, Me.,
her maiden name was Abbott. Iu 1851
she married Randall \V. Ellis in Douglas,
Mass., and came with him to North port,
moving later to Belfast, and thence to Embden
Her husband and three sons remain
to mourn their loss. The sons are Gilbert
R. Ellis of Hingham, Mass., Harlan B. and
Edwin H. of Embden. Two sisters survive
her, Mrs. Betsy Emerson of East Douglas,
Mass., and Mrs. Emma J. Waterman of
North port. Mrs. Ellis was a noble woman,
quiet and unassuming in manner, of pleas-

Embden, Maine, July 30th

The Eastern Elaine Fair.

The

a

with her husband where liis relatives reside.
She has two brothers and o ie sister living,
Mrs. Julia A. Griffith and Alden S. Part-

engaged
c

j

ant, sunny disposition, she carried light and
air of cheerluiness wherever she went.
A kind and sympathetic heart won for her
the love of all who met her. The funeral
was held at her late home August 2d, Rev.
B. C. Wentworth officiating.

an

The

At a meeting of the executive committee
of the Maine State Grange, held in Augusta
August 5th, it was voted t©accept the invitation of Capital Grange of Augusta, to hold
the annual meeting of the State Grange in
Augusta in December.

given why

Annie L. Darby of Belfast died at her
home on River avenue Aug. 3d at the age of
77 years and 3 months. She was born in
Penobscot and married Alvin S. Godfrey of
Bangor, who died in New Jersey 30 years
ago. She afterwards married John Darby
of Belfast, now
deceased.
She was a
member of the Methodist church many
She left one son, Charles A.
years.
Godfrey of Auburn. The funeral was
held Wednesday afternoon, Aug. 4th, and
was attended by a large number of neighbors and friends, who felt that in her they
had lost one whose memory would long be
cherished. The floral offerings were many
and beautiful and included a pillow from
Mrs. John Smalley; a cross from Mrs. I. H.
Mrs.

to itself.

you should take

at

Geo. F. Smith of Somerville, Mass.,
the Ocean House last week.

was

Chas. W. Brown of Warren, R. I., is employed as salesman at the store.
Repairs are being made to the Union society cottage near the auditorium.
Allyn Peabody of Thomaston arrived last
week to visit Mr. and Mrs. Geo. W. Frisbee.
Miss Alice Antlies of Malden is a guest of
Mrs. Allen at the Blethen cottage on Main
street.

Mr. Edie of Dorchester, Mass., is visiting
family, corner of George and Maple

his

street.

The Emery cottage, “Snug Harbor” opthe White Rock, was opened last

posite

Just Received from New York,

conference will be present. The weil known
and successful evangelist, I. T. Johnson of
Massachusetts, has been secured and will
bring with him an efficient corps of workers
who, for the entire week, will give to the
leader their hearty co-operation to make
this one of the best campmeetings ever held
on the grounds.
All trains and boats will
give the usual excursion rates to those
who attend the meetings.
For accommodations on the ground apply to Supt.
J.R Mears, North port Camp Ground, Me. In
vie^ of the large number of people who are
likely to be on the grounds during the week

THREE LINES OF SAMPLES FOR

CUSTOM SUITS for FALL and WINTER,
We Guarantee the Fit and

Workmanship.

THE

preceding the campmeetiug,
it has been thought advisable by the trustees to provide a series of pleasing and inimmediately

evening entertainments, covering
nearly the entire week, for which the folMr. and Mrs. Craft of Bangor, who have lowing talent has been secured: Prof. F. R.
been at the Bluewater, returned home last Roberson of Walden, N. Y., in three of his
week.
popular and fascinating lectures. These
lectures will he entirely new. Rev. F. E.
Mrs. S. E. Whitcomb and Miss Emma B
White,
pastor of Pratt Memorial-M. E.
of
Waterville
are
at
Day
Brown's.for two
church, Rockland, Me., will give his sugweeks.
The One True Blood Purifier. $1; six for $5.
gestive and mirth provoking lecture on
Samuel Woodoury has put in a private
“Queer Folks.” The Apollo Quartette of
Liver
cure
ah
Ills
and
sewer
200
feet
at
Browu's restaurant
,,
r**ii
long
Bangor will give one or two concerts. This
Mood S Pills Sick Headache. 25cents. the past week.
is acknowledged to the finest male quartette
Mrs. A. H. A. Grceschner and daughter in
Maiue, and their appearance at NorthHarmon ; bouquets from Miss Hattie Bates ;
went to Boston Monday to attend the funeral
port will be hailed with delight by the lovpinks and roses from Mrs. D. L. Cook, Miss of a relative.
ers of good music.
Negotiations are pendEva Cook, Mrs. Davis, Mrs. F. B. Myrick,
Fred A. Greenwood and wife of Matta- ing with the Cecilia Quartette of Portland
Mrs. Mary Coombs, and others.
wamkcag arrived here Monday for a sea- and it is hoped that this talented and popular company of artists may be secured for
News has been received of the death of shore outing.
Mrs. Mary Packard Haggerty of Mansfield,
In connection with
A large buckboard party went to Stockton out* or two concerts.
Mass.
Mrs. Haggerty was born in Rocklast Thursday from the guests of tlu- concerts one or two fine readers and enSprings
the
of
the
late
port,
daughter
Capt. Chene
tertainers will be heard. More definite anand Helen Amsbury Packard, and Rock- the Waquoit.
nouncements in regard to these entertainport was always her home until her marriA new piazza has been built at the Burnage to Mr. Haggerty, when she went with
ments will be made later.
Those who conhim to his home in Mansfield.
A young ham cottage on the corner of Broadway and
template spending the week preceding the
lady of excellent character, with a "great Clinton avenue.
regular campmeeting at Northport may he
many frieuds, her death is deeply regretted
Mr. and Mrs. «F. W. Jacobs and Mrs. sure of most
by all. Her sickness was of only some two
entertaining and protitable
months duration, being caused by grip. Her Robert Hopkins of Boston were at the Waevenings.
was
about
36
A
agthusband, Chas. quoit the past week.
years.
Haggerty, and two sisters, Mrs. Laura BarProspect Village. Mr. and Mrs. t'.'ieo.
Mrs. Benjamin of Carmel and Mr. and
rett of Medtield, Mass., and Miss Annie
West and daughter were guests of Mr. ai d
Packard of Union, and a stepmother, Mrs. Mrs. Swett of
are at the Bluewater
Bangor
M. A.
Mrs. Hervey Partridge last Sunday.. Mrs,
Packard of Rockport, are left to
cottage on Broadway.
mourn their loss.
N. F. Gerrity iud children of Bang"-, are
A large buckboard party from Belfast
spending a few weeks with Mrs G.'s mother,
spent the day Friday at Fred V. Cottrell’s, Mrs. 1L Ivillmau.Mrs. Clara Brier of
NORTHPORT NEWS.
cottage at Shore Acres.
Maiden, Mass., with her daughter, Mrs.
structive

week.

Hood’s
Sarsaparilla

j

1

■

Rev. George Hills of Morrill preached before the Baptist Society last Sunday.
Miss

Mass.,

Marie Sullivan of Cambridgeport,
visiting at Mrs. Otis Cummings’.

is

Packard and family will occupy the Plummer cottage during campmeeting week.
Mr. R. A.

Holt, Mr. W. H. Leavett and
Augustus, are at Mrs. Augeliue Rich-

Miss Eva
son

ards’.
Mr. and

Mrs.

J.

T. Way,

ter of

Westfield, Mass.,

E. B.

Elwell's.

Joseph \Y

dreds of millions of dollars, and may be
as great as
$.">OO,OO0,OUO, as has been

has been

iu

town, giving employment to about
twenty men. He was also engaged in trade
in company with Israel P. Grindle, and for
some time alone.
He was noted for his genuine hospitality.
No one ever called at his
house and went away hungry. He was particularly kind to the sick aud aged. He was
twice married. First to Miss Joairna Grindle
by whom he had one son. George I. Bowden,
who is now principal of the High School at
Hiugham, Mass. Second to a widow lady,
Mrs. Clara Leach, by whom he had three
daughters and two sons. The eldest son
Ellery Bowden, well known as attorney for
Waldo Comity, the younger a lad in his
one

peculiar

which makes it

honorably discharga pension for

15. 18(50. He retained his membership in
that lodge until 1875, when he was demitted
to become a charter member of
Rising Star
Lodge, Penobscot. In this lodge lie served
one year as Senior Deacon, two
years as
Worshipful Master. He also served two years
as District
Deputy Grand Master of the
fourth Masonic district. He always took lively interest iu Masonry both iu the blue lodge
and the higher degrees, being a member of
Hancock Roya! Arch Chapter of Bucksport
and St. John's Commaudery of Bangor. He
was also a
member of James A. Garfield
Post, Grand Army of the Republic, Blueliill.
For many years he carried on the business
f tmick making more extensively than any

of lubster

Early Telegraphy,

on

was

more

More people are employed and more space occupied in its Laboratory than any other.
More wonderful cures effected aiul more testimonials received than by any other.
More sales and more increase year by year
are reported by druggists.
More people are taking Hood's Sarsaparilla
today than any other, and more are
taking it today than ever before.
More and still more reasons might be

the receipt of

He was a progressive man; in
the town meeting nis voice was always in
favor of liberal appropriations for schools,
roads and public buildings. He was made a
Mason iu Rising Sun Lodge, Orland, Jan.

With the growing scarcity of lobsters

The article

in

taken,

gets more doses for his money.
More curative power is secured by its peculiar
combination, proportion and process,

disability.

in these waters it may yet become necessary to import some Dutch naturalists or

ingredient

was

more care

expense incurred in its manufacture.
It costs the proprietor and the dealer
but it costs the consumer less, as he

More

was

regiment infantry,
ed aud

Some Dutch naturalists in Greenland
have brought up lobsters from a depth of
1,;>00 fathoms.

go without the main
salad.

parilla

bottle of Hood's Sarsathan in any other preparation.
a

More skill is required,

captain. His educational
privileges were such as the common schools
of the time afforded.
By dint of perseverance, hard work aud rigid economy he acquired an education sufficient to make him
a successful teacher, where he
always discharged his duties honorably to himself,
profitably to his pupils aud acceptably to
his employers. He has been a leading man
in town, having been repeatedly elected one of the selectmen, supervisor of
schools and auditor of accounts.
During
the civil war he served as private in the 28th

enabled to present a
view of the farm buildings of Hon. R. W.
we

Medicinal value in

where be has since resided. When sixteen
years old he made his first voyage to the
Grand Bank of Newfoundland. He spent
fifteen years in the fishing business, ten of

John I). sargent of Macliias says the
story that he was killed in Wyoming is
false.
Wonder if any
prove it J

More

Passed to a higher life in Penobscot Aug.
7, 1897, Elisha R. Bowden, son of Nathaniel
Bowden and his wife, Typbena Saunders.
Mr. Bowden was born iu Surry, June 15,
1814. He moved to Penobscot when a boy,

THURSDAY, AUGUST 12, 1897.

BELFAST.

C. H. Woodman of Buffalo was on the in the week of Aug. 23 28, under the leaderCamp Ground last week.
ship of Rev J. M. Frost, pastor of Grace
S. F. Goodhue of Cambridgeport register- M. E. church, Bangor. The presiding elders
an 1 a large number of the preachers of the
ed at the Waquoit Saturday.

Mr.

W.

H.

last Saturday

are

son

boarding

at Mrs.

returned to
York
business. His family will

Daiv
on

and daugh-

New

Mrs.

M. J

Logan

of

Hotel Lander, Boston,
at the Waquoit a

guest of Mrs. Baldwin
few days the past week.
was a

J. Warren Bailey and wife of Somerville,
Mass., arrived Aug. Tth and will stop at
Brown’s for a few weeks.
The

Tuttle, Miles, Simpson,

Flood and Barston cottages,
with the sewers this week.

were

a

week

or

two

longer.

Mr.

present give good evidence that the meetings will be well attended. Everything will
be done to entertain all who wish to spend
day or a week at the grounds. Mr. John
N. Stewart has added an extension to his
boarding house and is now able to accommodate the public better than ever before.
Board and rooms can be procured at a very
reasonable rate and the best of attention
will be paid to every guest. The best of

a

Capt. Decrow lias bought all the
boats owned by Capt. Trueworthy, and
has a large number to let.

row
now

Mr. and Mrs. E. Rowe, Mr. and Mrs.
A. B. Hatch, Dr. and Mrs. T. N. Pearsou of Morrill are at the Villa.

speakers have been obtained for the meetings anil there is no reason why every
Spiritualist should not embrace this splendid
opportunity to be present at the meetings.
We had the pleasure of joining a party of
about twenty at Temple Heights last Sunday morning on an excursion to Verona
Park on the trim little steamer M. & M., W.
D. Bennett, commander. The serenity of
the day, the calmness of the water coinbineu with mat

peaceiui stillness Tlicit prevailed the atmosphere tilled the soul of everyone with rapturous delight that made every
heart beat in unison with that grand sym-

phony

of

nature

which

that beautiful
enchantment to the
on

B.

ed

J. S. Ferguson’s family arrived Saturday
and are occupying the Barker cottage, re-

cently bought by Mr. F.

on Bay View Park.
Superintendent Hears set a crew of men
at work Monday trimming the trees at the

A great improvement
short time.
Park.

was

made in

a

Eugene Randall, E. T. Leonard, A. D.
Fraser, W. S. Lee, Miss May Darcy, Boston,
Miss May Savory, Searsport, are the guests
of Lyda E. Mason at the
Liberty cottage.
Steam yacht Drift,Miner Robinson, owner,
was at the Camp Ground
Aug. 8tli, witli the
and a party of friends on hoard. The
party stopped at the Ocean House while
ashore.

owner

Miss Myra Hayden of Waterville and
Mrs. Aldeu Bassett and daughter Helen of

Winslow, Maine,

are

stopping with

Aunt, Mrs. I.. T. Bootliby at the

her

Buckeye

cottage.
There

were

large

congregations

at

the

religious services at the auditorium last
Sunday. Rev. W. J. Wilson preached in
the forenoon and a prayer meeting was
held m the evening.

Sabbath day lent an
that indeed was too charming to describe. The run was made close along the
Miss Jessie F. Emery of Roxbury, Mass.,
western shore where every point of inter- and her
nephew, Master Roland Packard of
est was kindly described by the genial capCambridgeport, Mass., and Mrs. T. C Burntain.
In due time we arrived at Verona ham of
Old Town, Me.,are at the Emery cotPark and the party dispersed in every ditage on Maple street.
rection to inspect the grounds and to ramThe Methodist societies of Eddington and
ble. amid the groves. Space forbids an exOld Town united in an excursion to Camden
tensive description of the place so it will
in steamer Sedgwick yesterday. The buat
suffice to say that it is very prettily located
called here going and returning, giving the
on the eastern bank of the river in a
lovely chance for those who
wished to spend the
There
are
about
grove.
twenty-three cotday here.
tages upon the ridge facing the river, from
The Northport Hotel, under the managewhich the occupants have a splendid view of
ment of Mr. G. F. Dauforth, is
receiving
the water and of all that passes up and down,
more than its share of patronage this sumThe ground comprise about 7 acres enclosed mer. It was
completely tilled with guests
by a fence. During the series of meeting over Sunday. [Bangor Commercial.
Not quite, neighbor. Mr. Dauforth is rewhich commenced last Sunday and will
continue two weeks, admission to the ceiving a remarkably generous patronage, it
grounds is free with the exception of is true, but no more than the house, under
Sundays when a small fee of ten cents is his management, deserves.
charged to help defray the expenses of the
Late guests at White Rock cottage include
society. At ten o’clock the morning ser- Mr. C. E. Pote of Bangor; Mrs. H. B. Hopvices were held, and a most beautiful diskins, Mr. A. F. Atwood and children, Roy
course was delivered by Mrs. Juliette Yeaw.
and Alice, all of Newton Highlands, Mass.;
In the afternoon Mr. F. A. Wiggin lectured,
Mrs. Fred Saxton and daughter Alice of
which of course, as everybody knows who
Roxbury, Mass.; Harry Blake, Clias. E.
has listened to him to be one of the ablest
Getchell.Chas. P. Sawtelle of Bangor: T. A.
speakers in the works of spiritualism. At Dolan, J. J. Marshall of Boston.
about four o’clock the whistle sounded again
A very pleasant musicale occurred at the
we were aboard and at sundown we all
landed at Temple Heights more than pleas- Northport Hotel Thursday evening conducted, and delighted with the visit to Verona ed by the Tefft brothers in which they and
others of the guests at the hotel and cotPark and the good time enjoyed all the day.
tagers participated, and the selections were
NORTH PORT CAMP GROUND.
the large number who
The Eddington cottage was opened last greatly enjoyed by
were present in the parlors and on the veweek.
randa of the hotel.
The cottages at South Shore are nearly all
Sunday was a great day for excursions.
occupied.
Steamer Gov. Bodwell brought a party from
and
James
Baxter
are
at
Brown’s
Stephen
Rockland; steamer Catherine a party from
for the week.
Bangor, with Old Town Band; and steamer
A large party from Belfast are occupying
Merryconeag a party from Bangor with the
the Damon cottage.
Bangor Band. They brought more than 700
Capt. Wadlin has painted the Morrison people to the grounds, most of whom dined
at either the Northport Hotel, Brown’s, the
cottage on Broadway.
Ocean House on the Waquoit. Many took
Seventy guests registered at the Ocean buckboard rides to Belfast and other
places
House the past week.
of interest.
Mrs. M. L. Baldwin of New York City arThe Northport Hotel had a large run of
rived here last week.
patronage the past week. The following are
J. J. Jewell and wife of Boston are at among the guests registered : P. E. Osborne,
Brown’s for an outing.
Louisville ; W. H. Sumner and wife, Boston ;
Mrs. Arthur Robinson of Bangor came A. C. Collin, Portland; Mr. and Mrs. H. G.
down Monday for a visit.
Hall, Brookline, Mass., E. L. Hill and
friends, Brookline; Nellie L. and Inez C.
Mrs. J. P. Morse of Bangor arrived here
Terry, Boston; Geo. W. Thorutou and wife,
Monday for a short visit.
Lawrence, Mass.; F. S. Walls and wife,
City Solicitor E. C. Ryder of Bangor spent Vinalhaven; J. Newhall, Boston; F. E.
Sunday here with his family.
Brown and
Waterville, I.
scene

Bert Allen of Dorchester, Mass., has
arrived at the Camp Ground.

H.Campton,
wife,
Andover, Mass.; W. F. Taylor, Boston;
Grace Greenwood, Portland.

Mr. and Mrs. S. H. Robinson of Bangor
arrived Monday for a short visit.

The annual campmeeting of the Wesleyan
Grove Association at Northport will be held

Mr.

Centrk

MnxrviLi.K.

last

j

j
f

Carter of
Williams
of Freedom visited frieuds in Montville and
Morrill last week....Miss Edith Brown of
Belfast is a guest at her uncle s Mr. Yolm-y

den, Mass., and

Thompson's-Mr.
Palermo

were

Mrs. JmI.ii

M'ss

F.

in town

BABY CARRIAGES
REFRIGERA TORS.

Cain and family ef
Sunday visiting lus

Dealers.

f

at':

so

stir.-,

i'ih st n,, ,. ,v,
BEST REFRIGERATOR
tli.- u ul'
am! let us show you the j-.eiuts of supi i-

HORSEMEN
ami all who ride in carriages look at the—
THE BELL ODOMETER. Dmthese
placed on your carriage will registei avurately the distanee travelled and will ring
a bell every mile.
You l ave no hit a what
pleasure it gives to accurately measure and
listen for the hell to ring at tlie emi
u
Live one a trial and v.m 'Ail!
every mile.
never ride without it.

Depression
of Spirits
Supplies.

Cameras and

in summer-time,
accompanied by loss of energy,
lack of thought-power, means
a deficient supply of nourishThe vita! force is lost.
ment.
It isn't a question of muscle and
sinew, but of resistance and
endurance. At any age, but
especially in youth, it involves
the risk of lung disease. Loss
of flesh and a cough are threat-

A Fl

common

Photographic
k'LWAVS ON HAM,.

• UNDERTAKING being our specialty. we wish to hate it known that we noil
•
lively do and shall continue to furnish BRTTRR tiOOOS anj dl |t.^s pr,, t.

70 & 72 Ham Street.
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methods in all branches. Kv;■
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Sait-

information

principal.
O. M. DRAKE, A.

address

deposit boxes

i«.r rent
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*

am!

...

For catalogues and

$33,000;
OK COS! I

•,
Annum the many wl
hi..- spwords uf praise Cm .Maine Ci :i;'
I -:\<
t,
quote a few as follows
••ni all the causes which Pittsti
1, a
,nurarularion. none equals this instrutnui u iean.
inir where education in its hi_ host sense U tauu'
Hon. Llewellyn Powers.
1.
\j ,:
•1 lia\e eoitie to have a «;reat interest m Maim
Central Institute as one ol thewry best schools
in the State.'
Pres. A. \V. Han i>. Vniwi'.;\ ,d
Maine.
“To any voting man or woman desiring t.■ ,.btain an education, whe:>- the expenses are moderate and the moral atmosphere healthy. I cm
recommend Maine ('mitral Institute."'
c
Chase. President llates Co’.le&rc.

For sale at ^•>c. and $i.to bv all drusrtrists.
Scott & Bowne, Mtg. Chemists. New V irk

!

CAPITAL STOCK. $150.0011

m
n.

+

Belfast. Ma

=

1 >tablished in
...ar-i

I..
m..i

«
9

3,!

PITTSFIELD, MAINE.
Six

♦
q

than an> other house can furnish in this countWh\
pa\ suth norbitant prices when you can £et better value* and lower
prices m us
Black Cloth Covered Caskets from 5 I N.00 and
upward
R. H. COO'fBS & SON

•
•
•
•

ening signs

of Cod-liver Oil, with the hypophosphites, meets these cases
perfectly It tones up, fattens
and strengthens.
In Scott's Emulsion the taste
of the oil is fully disguised,
it almost as palatable
i, making
''as milk.

.

We ask for a share of your pUn n e.
In return for which wt nuarantee to
protect your interest, both in
unity
and price.
We would like to si.
oui
line
of..
you
They cannot be vaten. The pri e w.ts newr’s" i.*w and styles nevei

Fannie

parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Cain. Mr.
Jacob Cain is iptite ill....Mrs. Y. Thomps «n is visiting her mother at Poor's Mills.

so

12

Cottrell,

Furniture

Mr.

week. Mrs. Brier will return tins week....
There will be a social hop at the cheese factory Aug. isth.. .The Sewiug Circle will
meet with Mr. and Mrs
Fred Doekham
this afteruoon.

Mu

&

R. H. COOMBS &

Partridge,
connected

S. Ferguson and family of Boston arrivlast Thursday and will occupy the GoodCalvin S. Elwell went to Philadelphia i
speed cottage through August.
last Thursday to accept a position in the
Geo. R. Wlieelden has opened the South
store of John Wanuamaker of that city.
Shore photograph rooms for his 21st season.
The 15th annual campmeeting at Temple
He has been on the same lot 17 years.
Heights will begin Saturday, Aug. 14th. The
Robert D. Hildreth of Westfield, Mass.,
Heights never looked more beautiful and
inviting than now. The cottages are all oc- and John Dudley of Chicago, are guests of
cupied and the large number of visitors G. W. Winslow at the Partridge cottage.
remain

Belle Erskine of Frankfort, visited
C. H. Littletield and M ss Ora Libby

Staples

a
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Dr.W. L.Wes
VETERINARY SURGEON
Graduate and Medalist Ontario \
ar> College,
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RADIATORS
HOT WATER

on

STEAM

BEST FOR ECONOMY-EFFICIENCY-DIRABILITY
Send

for handsome

pamphlet. II..w Best to Heat Our
CURNEY HEATER MFC. CO.
Street, corner Congress. Boston, Mass.

11

*•

j

163 1 ranklin

Opera

Housso—One Week,

Commencing Monday, Aug.»16th.
THE

A. C.

HYPNOTISTS,

FOR SAL!: BY
A.

A. HOWES & CO. and

“The Lees.”
25 and 35 Cents.

PRICES, 15,
On

Monday night

a

35-cent ticket will admit

TWO LADIES or LADY and GENTLEMAN if
reserved at City Drug Store before 6 o’clock
Monday

night.

*S“Seats

now on

The linelv located office in Opera House Block,
occupied for the past year by the Petit Manan
Land Co., will
Apply to
30tf

be

with

leased for business purposes
C. W FREDERICK, Atty.,
Belfast, Maine.

SUBSCRIBE

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

riny

relit

contrast

distress roused /■

corns or

hanions.

29

faucet water.

POOR & SON, DriiRgM-

Attention Comrades
The First Annual Anniversary of the Clough
Charitable Veteran Association will be held at

E. H. DDROIN, M. i

Fitting

The Association Building,

sale.

Tor rest.

and inany other >ieie remedies

SWIFT & PAUL, Belfast.
Try Pure Spring Water in

The Wonders of the Ninteenth Century.
Change of Program Nightly.

Allen's Foot Ease

SIBLEY, Proprietor.

WORLD’S GREATEST

the

WINDERMERE PARK, UNITY,

of Glasses and Diseases

Eye
I

august

i:t.

and Ear

a

Office hours until {»
:rom d 2. JO

to

Specialty
a.

J and 7

in
to S p

is!»r.
MV

SEARSPORT,
A

military band will be in attendance during the

T

ELEIMIOSE

Con

nkctign.

lift

day.

Oration bv Col. Wm. H. Fogler at 11 a. m.
The Waldo County Veteran Association will
hold a camp fire at 2 r. m at the association
building. A large number of O. A. li. men, including Department Commander, Hon. L. T. Carleton, will be present ami address tin* “boys."
Come one. come all, with well tilled lunch baskets. Those who 'do.not wish to bring lunch can
obtain meals at Windermere Park Hotel.
There will be a ball in the evening with firstclass music*.

R. BERRY, Secretary,

Unity, August

2. 1897.— 2w31

The rooms over Mayo A White, llu:’
contly occupied hy Miss Beverap-.
are For rent with immediate possessi*
of

POOR A
Belfast, July 2b, 18P7.—30tf
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THn

Belfast Band will give

BELFAST.

OF

common

Hand Circle, King’s Daughters,
\cursion by rail to Windermere

„£

,,

M

!"lay.
filial widow’s pension has been
Georgiana A. Erskine of Belfast,
rease to Joseph Mason, Unity,
uty Commissioners will hold a
day on the petition to change the
u the Russ neighborhood in North

B"
Matinicus came to
i-ilay to take the Joseph Greene
ipe to Viualhaven, and left with
Jessie of

,•nrr

morning.

v

carpenter and bridge
the Maine Ceutral R. R., was in
Thursday and surveyed the rail-

..nn, master

preparatory to replaukiug it.

a

concert

on

the

Alonzo Beckwith began this week on
the
foundation for a new house for J. L.
Colby
on Cedar street.

Friday evening, Aug. 20th.

The Belfast Machine & Foundry Co. rebuilt a winch for Goss & Small of Stonington last week.

a

The Mixer family reunion will be held at
Silver Harvest Grange Hall, Waldo, Sept.
2d. All are invited to help on the program.
Mrs. C. E. Vickery s class of young ladies
in the UuiVersalist Sunday school enjoyed a
buckboard ride to Windermere Park, Unity,
Monday. Mrs. Vickery accompanied them
and the day was very pleasantly passed,
[littsfleld Advertiser.

Larrabee took a huckklaud last week and had
'i i.emdike Hotel. They called
Ada

":kp>>rt

K

:

Ck"

v

1

"11'*I
'hr

The Wentworth reunion will be held the
second Wednesday in Sept., the 8th, at the
home of Jesse L. Wentworth in
Appleton.
Should the day be stormy, the next

day. All are invited.
worth, Sec.

pleasant
[Mrs. J. L. Went-

f
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room.

school room length's
the south room reversal,' Li both rooms will eome
s.dr.
Other minor changes
eluding impro\ement in the
th«-
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few years ago
some
detective

A

i,v.

onbiished
C. Crabtree now of Lynn,
at 2'J2 Chatham street, he
'ate detective, confidential,
'injuiry bureau. Mr. Crabtree
gaged in the business 30 years,
si one time detective with the
Albany K. R., and naturally
ugs 1.are come to liis notice.
l. Ah for the first time a
v.
that cannot fail to

•;

!

I

|
j
■

>

kland Star reports
vicinity. Ch
: about 30 barrels in two
< catch reported was 801
iwav Point... .Last Thursi
Weeks of Rockland remd a half of bluefisli
ii'M

t

'-•

fill in that

iii a trap owned by O. H.
trap was set. off Mosquito
Uackliff'e was greatly surund bluefisli in it as these
?

ongly
1

about

these
'insisted of eight fish, the

ghmg

scarce

11 1-2

pounds.

Twenty-Sixth. The arreunion of the Twentyi •’ cginieutal Association at
iy, Aug. 17th, are complet-i.e is assured to all
who atnveuieuee of down-river
fliers who wish to attend the
:.v "
il make an excursion on
.j Camden at 0 o’clock sharp
Temple Heights at 7 ; Nortlib.-lfast Pitcher’s wharf, at 8;
:i

c

■

Sandypoint at 9 20 and
arriving at Hampden at
Tiung after the eveuing exerhmg at above landings. Ex50 cents.

Excursion tickets
rt to Hampden, 25 cents.
>n the boat.

Last Thursday evening as
Fred T. Chase and Frank
were returning home from the
Mr. Quiwby, who was in adi with a team and was thrown
Ti|e ground.
Mr. Chase ran
bv. Mr. Woodcock collided
and both were thrown. Mr.
insensible for 15 minutes or

■

>-ived

a

scalp

severe

wound

head and several bruises on
thers were little if any in!"by?s wheel wa3 quite badthers slightly.... Mr. and
1;,*te and a little child of Chas.
s

:

*

narrow

Thursday.

"t

escape from seri-

They

were com-

their carriage and

q

rt in

Lt*

bridge

I

met

a

heavy

on

team

and women, and driven
turned her horse directly
Mr. White tried to back,
horse kept on going ahead;
men

‘■L

a

doll

minutia

of

“really truly” wedding

a

Joseph Greene ami his theatrical
closed

company

unusually strong productions.
each play was well sustained.
The company drew good houses.
in

son arrived Saturday from Portland with
:.,no<> bushels of corn for Swan N' Sibley Cc.
...Sch. Henry Whitney arrived Monday
from New York with coal for Swan & Sib-

ley Co.
Weather. Mr. S. G. Bicknell informs us that last Friday a severe hailstorm
did much injury to vegetation in the vicinity of Knight's Pond. Beau vines were inSunjured and potato tops broken down.
day afternoon Northport was visited by two
heavy showers, which did not extend either
to Belfast or Islesboro, where only few scattering rain drops fell. The rainfall extended up Northport avenue as far as 1). G.
Hinds’ and possibly farther, but -.lid not
The

Mr. James N. Donham, agent for the
Maine State Register, was in Belfast last
week delivering the work to subscribers.
The volume for 181*7-8 is larger than ever before, and in completeness and accuracy is
quite all that could be desired. The arrangement is substantially the same as heretofore,
and very satisfactory. There are a number
of new features added, and the whole forms
a perfect handbook of Maine business and

politics.
R. L. Ilsley, principal of the Belfast High
School, has resigned to accept a position as
principal of the High School of Abington,
Mass. Mr. Ilsley lias been principal of our
High school four years and his resignation
was not unexpected as his work has shown
a competent and conscientious inand capable of tilling larger and
more lucrative positions in the same line.
In his new position he will have a hundred
pupils or more and three assistants. Our
citizens generally will regret the departure
of Mr. and Mrs. Ilsley and the best wishes
of all will follow them to their new home.

be

structor

The following
Water.
program is announced to be given by the
Belfast Band on board the steamer Silver
Star this, Thursday, evening, off North
Shore, North port:
March, Stars and Stripes,
Overture, Zanetta,

Sousa
Auber
Lend
Gipsy Serenade,
Waldtezfui !
Espana Waltzes,
Gounod
Selection from Faust,
Rossini
Ballet music from William Tell,
Beyer
Medley, Gay Old Time,
Laurendeau
Down
South,
Way
Chase
March, Maine Capitol,
The steame will leave the Boston & Bangor wharf at 7 o’clock and land her passengers at Northport Camp Grouud, after
which she will anchor off North Shore and
give the concert, returning to the Camp
Ground for her passengers after the conFare for the excursion, 23 cents.
Tickets are for sale at G. W. Burkett’s and
A. A. Howes 6c Co.’s,
cert.

upset, and the occupants

and delightful musical programs presented
here this season. Nearly every participant

number of bad flesh
carriage was badly broken,
who are unknown,
kept on withf,y questions or offering assistBean of Belfast, mate of
w,
recently met with severe inirins and
legs while on duty on
ssel. He is in a marine hos-

respond to the enthusiastic
encores which lengthened the already generous program.
Misses Mary Fauuce and

!|

was

•■•ived

<

v

a

ir

Orleans, but expects

to come

Mr. aud Mrs. F. E. Wiley
their carriage while riding on

Tuesday evening. Mrs.
a«kle Sprained and a cut on
I Mr. W. was somewhat
bruised.

v>nue
in

was

obliged

to

Helen Dunton and Miss Goldthwaite acted
accompanists. Following is the program:

as

part one.

Duet, Drift, My Bark,

Kucken

Piano, Loreley,

Seeling

Song,

Hawley

Song, My Dreams,

Tosti

Mr. Hanshue.

Song, On Wings of Music.
Miss Bailey.
Song, The Dear Home Laud,'

Mendelssohn

Slaughter

Miss Dinsmore.
part two.

will preserve your health..
-'ai'H contain
pure pepsin.
^
will digest500 grains of food
girs

^ars

aid digestion,

gar is
*-'ar

a

i3

novelty in itself,
the coming cigar in New

aM‘lied for.

Song, Now, Thou Art Mine,
Song, Down Deep

Meyer-Helmuud

Miss Davis.
Within the Cellar,
Mr. Pitcher.

Fischer

solo, Le Reve, Episode Romantique,
Mr. Rigby
Muller
Clayton Johns
Miss Bailey.
Schubert
Song, My Sweet Repose,
Clarinet

Song, Marie,

pio,,.v
la 10,

1

j

Mr. Hanshue.
a Romance in E. Flat,
b. Narcissus.
Miss Goldthwaite.

Rubinstein
Neviu

should have tried it at least. So the boat
sailed away without any freight clerk. This,
however, did not. immerse that enterprising
young
more

man

|
*

Best

Ginger

|1

In the World

!

At/nm Substitutes. Ask for SANFORD'S
nVUlU GIXOPIJ, and look for Owl M trade

mark on the w rapper. Bold everywhere. Potter Drug & Cheji. Corp., Sole Props., Boston.

was

than

a

shortly

and very

place upon

our counters

1

mil
“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

j
|

only $1.00

1.00

“

.50

.75

“

.37!

“

.50

|t

.25

»

?

I ^,000 Yards Silks (or Waists, 2sc. i
f

*

ft

f

1500
j

Belfast,

Sole

Agents.

('.ml 2

\

FROM 75 GENTS TO $2.50.

•

5
5

A NEW STOCK

i

5

OF,_

i

PERHAPS

soon

\

PRINT WRAPPERS

•

A. A. HOWES & CO.,

the slough of despond for
few moments, at least, for he

seen

shall

Shirt Waists at $2.00

|

The

|

-x._

IWe

in

going up town like a shot
afterwards might have been
observed starting out on a bicycle that he
Horse Talk. Frank Jackson’s horse had procured, headed for Searsport and
Hector was entered in the *2.40 class at hound to get there before the boat or “bust/'
Pittsfield last week and took 3d money. The And he did get there first, making the 17
race was won in 2.28.
Hector trotted oue- I miles in an hour and seventeen minutes,
lialf mile iu 1.13....Dr. E. A. Wilson has which was rapid time when it is considered
bought of Y. A. Simmoiis of Searsmont a that a portion of the road is very hilly. And
handsome black carriage liorse of tine style they do say that the expression of his face
and good spef d.... A horse was brought to as he stood on the Searsport wharf waiting
Hr. West last week for treatment, and the to catch the heaving line thrown from the
doctor at once pronounced it a case of glan- steamer as she came in there was very difders. The liorse was quarantined and the ferent from the one he wore as he gazed at
case reported to the Cattle
Commissioners, her receding from Winterport.
who ordered the animal killed,
How’s This!
Mr and Mrs. Ckas. M. Perkins celebrated
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any
the tenth anniversary of their wedding day
case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by Hall’s
at their home in East Belfast last Saturday
Catarrh Cure.
About thirty-five guests were
evening.
F. J. CHENEY A CO., Props.. Toledo, O.
present, and a very enjoyable evening was
We, the undersigned, have known F. J. Cheney
all.
Ice
cream
and
cake
were
spent by
for the last 1"> years, and believe him perfectly
served.
Mr. and Mrs. Perkins were the honorable in all business transactions ami finanrecipients of a number of useful and valuable cially able t carry out any obligations made by
presents from tlieir many friends, including their firm.
a large
chair, an ice cream set, a glass set, West A Tkiax, Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Kin.van a Marvin, Wholesale Drugpictures, etc. Among the guests from out Walding,
gists, Toledo, <>.
of town were J. W. Jewett, wife and niece
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting
of Jackson, Mrs. Edwin Goodwin of Boston
directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of
and Mrs. Annie L. McKeeu of Waltham.
the system. Price, 7f>c. per bottle. Sold by all
Mrs. Mary L. Pendleton celebrated her iK)th Druggists. Testimonials free.
4w32
birthday anniversary at her old home farm in
Brooks. The concert last Sunday evening
South Belfast last Sunday. Fourteen relaby the Union Sunday school was a very
tives were present, including two sons, five
pleasant affair. The parts were well taken,
grand children and one great grandchild.
the church was crowded and everybody was
Mrs. Pendleton, though 1*0 years old, is able
The exercises' were under
the
to do a great deal of work, including house- happy
direction of Ezra Carpenter, Superintendent
work, tine sewing, embroidery, etc. She
of the Sunday school, with IVPss Grace E.
does not use glasses. She is the widow of
Dow ua orgauist.
Followi ng is the proJ.
who
moved
Capt. Joseph
Pendleton,
the choir; Scripture
from Islesboro to Belfast in 18(32. She lives gram: Singing by
and prayer, Rev. F. S. Dolliff;
with her sou Joseph B. Pendleton, and the reading
: address of welcome,
other son present at the party was Capt. E. doxology, congregation
Lutie
Dow; recitation, Bertha Hall;
E. Pendleton of Belfast.
recitation, Bessie
Carpenter; recitation,
The W. C. T. U. Tuesday and Wednes- Sadie Stiinpsou; singing by the children:
Edna
Bailey; recitation, Arlene
day, Aug. 10th aud 11th, were W. C. T. U. recitation,
Estes; singing by May McTaggartand Lutie
days at Old Orchard. Among the speakers Dow; recitation, Hattie May Lang: recitawere
Mrs. Jennie Fowler Willing, Miss tion Jessie Peabody; declamation, Carle
Dougall of Canada, Mrs. Rice of Boston, Jenkins; motion exercise by children; solo,
Mrs. A. E. Chase; exercise by three little
and Madame Layah Barakat of Syria_
girls; cornet solo, Lewis Elliott : recitation,
Mrs. L. M. N. Stevens sailed from Euglaud Lila Stimpson ; exercise by the young ladies’
Aug. 5th, accompanied by Miss Agues Slack, ! class; recitation, Lottie May Edwards; singthe choir.
who will speak at the'State convention at | ing by
Bath, Sept. 28-30. Mrs. H. M. Barker, Treas.
of the National W. C. T. U. is to speak also.
Unions desiring services of Mrs. Seamans,
State organizer, may address the County
•
President, Miss E. F. Miller, North SearsAll Belfast People Have to do is to Folmont, Me.
low the Example of Fellow Citizens.
Chat. G. L. Field has built a ueat piazza
Facts are stubborn ;
on the Miller street side of his residenceSome may be disputed,
A new 10-cent team was put on the street last
None can be disproved.
week from Hayford’s stable, in charge of A.
A fact is the opposite of fiction;
Scott Gray-The Governor has appointed
Is always hedged about with proof:
Joseph A. Sprague of Islesboro an inspector
Has to stand the test of investigation;
of lime and lime casks.
Emery Boardman,
Or it drifts to the realm of doubt.
Esq., Belfast, has been appointed a notary
Investigate closely the following
The closer the scrutiny the more convincing the
public_The insurance offices of this city
will close at noon Saturdays during the result.
A Belfast citizen speaks here;
month of August-David Alexander has
Speaks from experience and conviction,
bought the Spicer place on Bvlmont avenue
Relates facts—stubborn facts,
of Elisha Harris....A. K. Wood recently
That may be disputed—buteannotbe disproved
picked 3 bushels of gooseberries from 15
Capt. S. R. Cottrell of No. 5 Bell street, says: I
bushes in his garden.Mrs. Annie L. Mo- have bad
kidney trouble for years and it grew
Keen is making extensive improvements to worse all the time. It was brought on, no doubt,
hard
her buildings in East Belfast. The carpen- by
work, such as lifting heavy trunks and
other freight, anil being exposed to all kinds of
ter work is in charge of M. F. Stearnsweather. 1 did nothing to relieve it, hoping that
Two women with a hand-organ aud witli a
in time it would pass off. On the contrary, my
cage of birds in place of the traditional
back across the kidneys pained me so that 1 often
visited
Belfast
monkey
Tuesday.
had to walk lame. At night, when my day’s work
New Advertisements. Geo. W. Burkett was done, 1 have sat down to read the paper but
my back pained me so I could not sit still. I
announces
a grand clearance sale of shirt
would walk around a little while then go to bed
waists at one-half their value, silk for waists
expecting to find relief. In place of obtaining it,
for only 25 cents per yard, print wrappers as a
rule I would roll and toss until exhausted
from 75 cents to $2.50 and bargains in cur- then
finally fall asleep only to waken up in the
tains
.Staples & Cottrell have just received early morning with that same pain across my kidfrom New York sample lines for custom neys. I also had a weakness in the kidney secresuits for fall and winter wear and guarantee tions which was annoying. I taw Doan’s Kidney
tit and workmanship. See their cut of a new Pills advertised and got them at Kilgore & Wilfall hat-Carle & Jones advertise this son’s drug store. The first box did me so much
week gilt paper at (> cents; and borders at 2 good that I got a second and they cured my backache. My nervousness left. I can s’eep better at
cents per yard.
It is the season for fruit
night then I have lor a long time. The kidney
jars aud they have special bargains in these weakness is less annoying and the secretions of
goods ...Read what L. Staples of Monroe the kidneys are nearly normal. Doan’s Kidney
has to say in regard to his business and in- Pills did me lots of good. 1 have recommended
vest in one of his patent halters if you own a them to my friends, and will, whenever I have the
horse-The Rockland Commercial College chance. Doan’s Kidney Pills are a good medicine
is well known and patronized by Waldo and worthy of recommendation.”
Doan’s Kidney Pills are sold for 50 cents per
County students. The school begins Sept.
box, for sale by all dealers; sent by mail on resend
for
a
Maine
Wes7th,
catalogue_The
ceipt of price by Foster- Mil burn Co., Buffalo, N.
leyan Seminary and Female College begins Y., sole agents for the United States.
Aug. 31st under the management of Prof. A.
Remember the naim, DOAN’S, and take no subF. Chase, which insures a successful school. stitute.
..

Mrs. Howes ami Miss Davis.

Miss Goldtli waite.
Because I Love You,
Miss Durham.

Every

he

j

the

narrowly escaping going over* re more or
less bruised, and

1

flow.

.t

*

t

steamer

■

reach town.

on

to

SALE

?

Freight Clerk Fred Black of the steamer
City of Bangor had an (exciting experience
a few days ago with a bicycle and the roads
between Wmterport and Searsport, and incidentally made a record for himself as a
scorcher, although he says the sun did the
most of the scorching. Just as the boat was
about to leave the Winterport wharf on her

which will remain until the curbing arrives
from the quarry. The travel over the gravel
meanwhile will make a firm bed for the concrete.

Sell. Hattie A. Marsh
Shipping Items.
sailed Aug. 7th, with ice from Belfast lee
Co. for Suffolk, and sch, E;iri P. Mason
hauled in to load for Norfolk... Sch. James
Holmes sailed Aug. 7th for Boston, with
hay front A. M. Carter.. .Sch. W. T. Emer-

Music

drop of blood

a

35 cent ticket reserved at City Drug Store
before 0 o’clock Monday night will admit
two ladies or a lady and gentleman.

taken up and the whole covered with a new
coat. The plank walks on Main street which
are to be replaced
by concrete are being
taken up and a bed of eoarse gravel laid,

Steamer
Meriyconeag
brought a party from Bangor to Northport
Camp Ground and Belfast Sunday. They
arrived here about noon and the band played a few selections on board, while the boat
lay at Lewis wharf... .The Castine went to
Bangor Saturday, and on Sunday took a
large party from that city to Verona Park,
Islesboro ami Castine.

him to

allowing

accompanied by Old Town Band, will go
way down river on the afternoon in quesfrom Bangor. A. E. Clark Camp
tion he stepped oil’ to attend to some errand
of Belfast, A. I). Bean Camp of Brooks and
and when hack to edge of the wharf the
Setli L. Millikeu Camp of Monroe will
go steamer was several feet
oft, too far to jump
from Belfast.
ami lie could not at the time seem to justify
Work of improvement on the sidewalks is
himself in attempting to swim for it, alwell under way. The walk on Plnenix Row
though Steward Fred W. Pole, who took
has been relaid in concrete, the broken
places charge of his work temporarially.thinks that
by

are

Every part

O.

cians and newspaper men of both towns,
run hat pins through the hypnotized man’s
face and arms, without causing any pain or

ter

week's engagement at Belfast Opera
House, Saturday and the popular verdict was
that it was the best week *f plays that has
been given here tor a long time. Some of the
plays were written by members of the coma

pany anil

They also hypnotized a man
in that town by telephone, from Columbus,
Ohio, a distance of over fifty miles, and
then had the committee, composed of physi-

The Sous of t eterans of tins vicinity will
have excursions to Castine Sunday,
Aug.
JiM. David Chaplain Camp of Bangor ami
Geo. B. McLellau Camp of Old Town, lat-

were

The Humane Society’s Benefit. Last
Monday evening Odd Fellows’ hall was
crowded with an appreciative audience
which listened to one of the most difficult

r

i

was

The feature of the occasion
wedding, in which all the

Excursions.

i!.;TT*v

.o

avenue.

game was postponed
this afternoon-W.

to

Buried Alive. The Lees, the wonderful
hypnotists who created such a sensation at
Bangor last fall, by putting a man to sleep
in a show window for two days and three
nights without food or water,will make their
first appearance in this city next Monday
night at Belfast Opera House. The papers
last year reported that the Lees recently
created quite a sensation by burying a hypnotized man alive for thirty-three hours,
under five feet of ground, in the city park at

Chillicothe,

j

|
1 GEORGE W. RURKETT’S. |

came

E. Dilworth aud George Darby went to
Portland last week as battery for the South
Portland nine. Their first game was broken
up by raiu, and Mr. Darby returned home.
They had offers to remain {with the South
Portlands, but did not accept.

dren 10 cents, adults 15 cents.

Hill and Hallowell granitefor Dennis Buckley of Bucksport, a large tablet for Joshua
Jordan of Sandypoiut, an Oak Hill tablet
for Mr. Tar bell of Lincolnville, and considerable small work.

ville

A team

day evening, Aug. 13th, consisting of dia- policeman-printers
logues, music, reading, etc. Admission, chil- from last Saturday

novel photograph
of the Belfast High School class of ‘97.
Small portraits of the pupils and Mr. Usley,
a

j

a

from Rockland
to play the local nine last Saturday and
were defeated by a score of 23 to 11-The
Base Bali-.

The Junior Epworth League will
give an
entertainment at the Methodist
vestry Fri-

attended to.

route.

en
n.

Waldo county

i.

|

operation. E. M. Sanborn has ordered
motor and others will have them soon.

The following jurors were drawn
by the
municipal officers Monday evening: Grand
jurors for the year: I. H. Harmon, Llewellyn
Wood; Traverse Jurors for September term,
H. J. Chaples, C. M. Craig. J. A.
Wilson,
gold fields.
The steam lighter Sagadahoc of Bath has F W. Limeburner, Samuel Adams.
been chartered temporarily for carrying
;r bicycles appeared in the parade
Harrison, Wood & Co. have on hand a
•n last Friday evening.
There granite between the Warren quarry, Pros- large amount of work,
including a cottage
pect, and steamboat wharf, Bucksport. The monument of Oak Hill
ore bicycles owned in this city
granite for Ithiel
carries
but
will
and
and by summer visitors, and it Sagadahoc
forty tons,
Pea3e, North Searsmont; another for Charles
be replaced by a larger craft as soon as one
: the parade next Tuesday evenSnowman, Bucksport; a cap and die monucan be procured.
tain at least a hundred wheels.
ment for E. P. Chase, Jackson ; a
sarcophagus
t the extension of the Bangor,
The shipments of live stock from Belfast for R. G. Campbell, Winterport, and a numv
Winter port electric railroad last Saturday includes a car of cows and
ber of smaller jobs, such as markers,
tablets,
way to Bangor by vessel, after j calves from L. H. Knight of Northport, aud etc.
i\
and when they arrive the a few head from other parties.
Couuty
The changes in star route mail schedules
It j Commissioner F. A. Cushmau of Morrill
u them will at once begin.
the past week includes route No. 1351 from
a
female “toad” calf, 11 weeks old,
it
e hue will be
put through shipped
Unity to Dixmont Centre.
Leave Unity
that weighed alive o30 pounds.
this year.
daily except Sunday on arrival of trains,
Miss
Winnifred
J. Sauboru celebrated her but not later than <i. 15 a.
V'
James A Harrimau, Mr
si. ; arrive at DixDiiismore. Mr, and Mrs. S. birthday July 28th by a party of her little mont Centre iu 3 hours.
Leave Dixmont
ami Mrs. R. 3’. Chase, Mrs.
schoolmates, who speut a very enjoyable af- Centre
daily execpt Sunday at 1.15 p. m, ; arMrs. F A. Jones, Mrs. F. A. ternoon at her pleasant home ou Linednrive at Unity by 4.15 p. m.

received with the compliments
t/eltine of Seattle, the special
union of the Seattle Post-Intellis ;.lled with information
relating

—

\\

meet-

for those who attend the Waldo
Veterans
meeting will be 75 cts., which is less than
one fare for the round
trip.

the

will attend the Lewiston fair,

[ QRAND CLEARANCE

The new power generator for the Belfast
Light and Power Co. arrived last week, and
1\ ork on the sewer extension
is progress- was started up for trial Saturday. It was
ing favorably, but the contractors find started permaueutly yesterday morning with
much more ledge than they
the motors of the Belfast Machine & Foundry
expected.
Co., M. B. Lawrence and W. W. Cates in
The fare to Unity and return,
to-morrow’

principal, are arranged in a scroll,
cipal officers have voted to grant forming the figures ‘97, ornamented with the
police a vacation of two weeks. cl ass flower, the daisy.
will take his during campmeetHutchins Bros, are having a good run of
,• Northport Camp Ground, and
work, including a cottage monument of Oak
e

Sanborn’s orchestra will play at
Unity for
ball in connection with the Veterans’

ing to-morrow evening.

Orrin Fitzgerald will again visit Belfast, Aug. 10th, one day only, at Windsor
Hotel. His cures are wonderful.
Dr.

W. L. Hall has made

A coral stick pin was lost last Friday
at the band concert or at the opera
house. The tinder will leave the same with
J. H. Howes at Howes’ store.

evening

Y

don't kimw that y«m
buy the -‘up-to-date”
styles in watches ami jewel rv of us,
u
•an

BUT YOU CAN

PERHAPS

i

I *Chile and Tapesliy Curtains* j
Just Received at

t

Y-.ii don’t know that we
the oldest
jewelry
house in the State of

are

j

Bargain Prices.

Maine,
BUT WE ARE.

PERHAPS
You don’t know that

we
our personal atten
to all our watch re-

give
tion

pairing,
BUT WE DO.

PERHAPS

j

f

•

You think you can beat
low prices,

us on

BUT YOU CAN’T.

6E0R6E W. BURKETT, ;
«

Odd Fellows’

Block,

^ftft'ft'ft'ft-ft-ftft'ftft^ft-ftft^*

Belfast, Me.

•

ft ft ft ft ft S^ft'ftftft 'lftft^ft.ftft.ft.ftrft. ft ft ft

Hiram Chase & Son,
STREET, BELFAST.

25 MAIN

East iaiae Conference

FALL WALL PAPERS
-*CHEAP.

SEMINARY.

^

The Fall Term will open Aug, 30.
GILT PAPERS 6 CENTS.
Able

facuity,

loir rates

of

tuition

To dose out some of our patterns

and board.
For information and

catalogue, address Principal,

W. A.

Bucksport, .Taine.

see

our

NEW

Trusses for the summer.

and up-to-date

patterns of

Easy,

cool

We have the latest

and comfortable.

styles,

and guarantee

a

fit in every case at the lowest prices.

Druggists.

SHAKE INTO YOUR SHOES
Foot-Ease, powder for the feet. It cures
painful, swollen, smarting feet and instantly takes
the sting out of corns and bunions. It’s the greatest comfort discovery of the age.
Allen's FootEase makes tiglit-fitting or new shoes feel easy. It
is a certain cure for sweating, callous and hot
tired, aching feet. Try it tn-ilmj. Sold by all druggists and shoe stores. By mail for 25c. in stamps
Trial package FREE. Address, Allen S. Olmsted
Ee Roy, X. Y.
24
Allen's

a
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KNOWLTON,

INDIVIDUAL
DEPOSITS:

President

23, I SOI.
£30,353.110
July 1 1, 1805.

Feb.

July 21, I $94.
£50,130.20
Dec. 13. 1305.
£1110,333.11.

sale

at

the

Ground,

Whltne}' Cottage,
a complete and

■
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LOOK AT THIS.
Pint

Quart

“

2

6 6

1-2 Pint Tin
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Mason Fruit Jars,
“

....

,r.. x

depositors rhan Sav

!»V.

5 cents.

“

6

66

“
66

Top Jelly Glasses,

3

These jars are the latest impr wed

Art Needle Work.
on

March 5, i*#j.
£S3,07v’,.j

....

i.

have

l'!M.

DEPOSITS in the INTEREST DEPARTMENT paved*
ary 1st and July 1st. Deposits during the tirat three dav* or'.
of that month. This department offers much renter sec,>rn„ to
much as every deposit is a hria to tk>: b'ink, an l all
deposits in
amount of our Capital Stock.
Till- Bank bein? tin; latest est tblishe 1 Bank in Waldo Countv
mentsinP reaudBur-Ur-Pr.ionv.ifk.tiiereoyoflerimt n
bank in this county.
We have SAKE DEPOSIT BOXES at Vi, *5 and *S
per rear, ai;
locks, so they iuiv be taken to ami from the Bank if d-‘dtv l

F. L. SHAW, Prin., Portland, Me.

will

Dec.

£10,130.5:July 11 Isoti.
£172.003.Hi

S183,869.99

Actual Business by mail and railroad. Instruction by mail a specialty. Book-keepers, clerks ami
stenographers furnished to business mem Free
3m30
catalouge.

During the month of August
Mrs. M. L. Burl milk of Worcester, Mass

FRANK R WIGGIN. Cashier.

ine.se/tjures are taken from our sw or ^statements to the Comptroller
of the Currency, Washington, on the above dates.

PORTLAND, AUGUSTA and HOULTON, Me

Northport Camp

nan!.

PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK.
Deposits Solicited
£123,835.53

POOR & SON,

me

cents,

CARLK dc JOISTEJS.

TRUSSES.
and

Borders 2 cents per

HUTCHINSON,

5w30

Call

hare marked a lot of tints at t!

One cap wrench free with each

“

porcelain lined cap.
jars.

ren

CARLE & JONES,
21 MAIN STREET,

choice stock of art needle work and embroidery materials. Xo trouble to show goods. All
invited to call and examine.
3w30

BELFAST, MAINE.

are

Attention Pensioners
Having purchased the original records of the
Cates, for the convenience of all
pensioners having claims pending, and of those
who may wish to present claims for additional or
iucrease of pensions, I will be at C. F. Cobbett’s
shoe shop, 127 Main street, opposite the post
office, Sept. 13 and 14, 1897.
«w31
C. MORSEestate of J. C.

_L.

The greatest improvement which has been
made in the manufacture of cigars during
the nineteenth century has now been accomplished in “Pepso.” This cigar contains
enough pure pepsin to digest 500 grains of
food, thereby making it beneficial instead of
injurious to the system.
Patent applied for.

A

New
FOR.

One=Horse
SALE

J.H.&J.W. JONES.
GOING ?

MAI“FAIR’

Dray

CHEAP.

60 Main St., Belfast

■

in

Hardware.)

OH, YES !

Aug. 30, HSept. 1,2,3.

Entries Close
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The Greatest Round of Attractions. See the HORSELESS Wagon Race.

THE MYSTERIOUS MESSAOE.

description
apparition.”
“Why, Mr. C.,

and it must have been

well’s

NERVOUS PROSTRATION.

his
“Watch
[A Railway

Switch.”

the

what in the world is the

anything wrong with the A New Jersey Woman Expresses
Her Gratitude to Mrs. Pinkmessage?” inquired Miss Greenwood in an
matter'.’ Is there

H. C.

Story by

Detective's

Crabtree.]

Twenty years have passed since the anxious voice.
which form the

happened

events

subject
to keep

lic;

for

rough

found that I had better say no
more, for had Miss Greenwood the faintest suspicion that the man who had dicHere I

iu my calling, who see but
side of life, do not care to be-

men

tated the message to her was a messenger
spirit world it might prove too
great a shock for her nerves, as she was a
from file

or to be thought super1 have yet to find one
instance where a message from the

sentimental

come

stitious; but

single

as

delicate and sensitive girl, and

work where

experienced by taking your Compound?
I suffered for a long time with nervous
prostration ana

I bade

general debility,
caused by falling

good day and stepped from the office.
paced up and down the platform in deep
thought for a few minutes, and then I resolved more strongly than ever to carry

of the womb. It
seemed as though
my back would
never stop ach^ ing. I could
not sleep. I
■M
had dull
headaches.
I was weary
9
all the time,
and life was a
burden to me.
I sought the
seashore for
»lief, but all
On
in vain.
my return I
resolved to

I

who had been called to

one

majority played

Will you kindly allow me,” writes
Miss Mary E. Saidt to Mrs. Pinkham,
“the pleasure of expressing my gratitude for the wonderful relief I have

her

dead averted any catastrophe, 1 have concluded to reveal the secrets of a night’s
the silent

so

the most im-

and
portant part, and made known to me, a out the orders of the dead brakeraan;
railroad detective, the purposes of a pair noting that it was three o’clock, I knew it
of desperadoes.
1 was uot then, nor am would be seven hours before the express
1 seemed to feel
1 now, a believer in spirit manifestations; was due at G. Mills.
but 1 must frankly admit that some un- that it rested with me whether the train

abled, single handed, to prevent the carrying out of a diabolical plot which

lic

long

ere

known to
It

this, but for

myself

in the

was

1 have been unable to.
of tbe early ’Tit’s.

dered

of the

i

had been

New York, and

to

on

employ

detective,

a

as

best

summer

when 1 was in the
railroad

reasons

about to

was

board tile P o’clock

or-

train for that

morning
city when, unexpectedly, 1

was

notified

that superintendent S. wished to sec me
once.
1 went to the otiice, and when
closeted with that official, he said that lie
at

wished

confer with

to

the recent attempts

Express,

s.

the

to

one w

me

in relation to

derail the N. Y. A

to

especially with regard
happened a few days

more

hich had

previously and which resulted in the death
George Caxton Bidwell, the rear brake-

of

man.

The brave fellow was shot down
ruthless hand of
train

one

wreckeis,

who

by the
of the the supposed
had placed a heavy

obstruction upon the track at llandeil’s

gravel pit.
I

instructed to make

was

vestigation, and,

careful in-

a

if

possible, run’the banbring them to justice,
pains nor money,” said

dits to earth and
••spare neither
•ui.

-anu u needs

s.,

be i

win

place

a

special

train at your service to carry out
purpose."
'Ami,'’ lie continued,

the

"while the travel has been

falling

oft'

re-

cently and the receipts of cash for ship-

dwindling down to small sums, tony 1 have been informed by the Xew
1 ink officials that the Express
to-night

ments

will have both
and

an

heavy
unusually large

passenger freight
sum of money, so

a

you will be on the lookout to-night, and
postpone your Xew York engagement
until some future date,
li e have been
ordered to guard especially the eastern
division and
P"wvi to

use every means wiiliiu our
insure the safety of the train."

\t this

juncture, a potter stepped into
:ii
’it.ee and coming up to
me, handed
nit an
envelope. At a glance 1 saw it was
a
telegi am. Hastily tearing it open,
imagine my astonishment when i read:
Station, Juue 10, —, 10.30a.

m.

Detec-

Watch the switch at G. .Mills toiiigut. hail not. A terrible catastrophe
awaits the X. Y. A S.
Express. Heave snipuioi t
ot money uu board.
Passenger list
extra.
The signals will also be
<J.:

tiv.

signed)

Geokue C.

hen 1 had finished

changed,

Bihwell,'

Brakeiuau.”
reading the mes-

sage. 1 observed that several
bad entered the office and were

gentlemen
engrossed

in earnest conversation with the
superintendent, so 1 quietly withdrew without
making known to him the contents of the

telegram.
gram,

I

As 1 read and re-read the tele-

began

to grow
unaccountably
nervous, for I knew that the name signed
to the telegram was that of a
man who
had been killed.
Watch the switch at
G. Mills to-night:"
What could this
< an tins be a
meaL.
message from the
mad: and could it be
possible that the
le:ul brakeman saw the
impending danger
to life and
property and had thus made it

known to me?
w

hich

Such were the

thoughts

kept dashing through

my mind,
until I became quite alarmed and
resolved, no matter what the results, to
carry
out to the letter the orders
which I began
to feel I had received from
the other world.
I made up my mind I would
confide in no
one, feeling that if, indeed, I had received a communication from
George Bidwell
1 would in some
way be enabled to control
the situation alone.
If it were a ruse, to
get me on a blind hunt, I alone would
know it.
I resolved to act
immediately.

Consulting my watch, I saw it
o'clock, and knowing that the

was

11

express
would not reach the G. Mills
siding until
10 o'clock that
evening, I had ample time
in w hich to
complete all details for

carrying out the “spirit order.”
first
move was to go to the
My
village of
and learn what I could
concerning
the author of

the mysterious
telegram.
lunch I boarded a noon
train and at 2.30 r. m. I was seated
in the

Securing a hasty

din-y tedegrapli

and ticket office of mv

destination. I chatted a few miuutes with
the operator, Miss
Greenwood, and then
producing the telegram which I had received that morning,
who sent it.

inquired

if she knew

“Oil yes,” she
said, “I received it this
morning from a young man whom I judged lrom his dress was a
brakeman. He
dictated the telegram to me and 1 made
a
memorandum of it. Here is the
original,”
she continued,
me a

handing

telegraph

hiank upon which were written
the same
words which 1 had read five
hours previously in Boston.
“Miss

Greenwood,”

I

asked,

“will you

please describe the person?”
“Certainly. He was about 25 years old,
had black, curly hair-,
Why, what is

the matter, Mr. C. ?”

“Oh, nothing;

go on.”
full, round

“Black eyes,
face, of mebuild, and smiled when he spoke;

dium

he wore

a brakeman’s
uniform, and in his
hand he carried a red
lantern, and in
his left a pair of brakeman’s

right

gloves.”

“My

Lord!” I

ejaculated,

“that’s Bid-

1 began to leel the

ears.

heavy

strain

on

my mental system, realizing as I did the
great responsibility which had been as-

would have resulted iu the loss of many
thousands of dollars; and what would
have been far worse, scores of 1 ves
would have been offered up, in order to
satisfy the avarice of two train robbers.
1 would have given these facts to the pub-

Iff

should pass in safety, or whether it would
be thrown on the siding and wrecked.
“Watch the switch,” kept ringing in my

power guided me at that time,
through whose instrumentality 1 was enseen

sumed

!

j

by

me.

The next

thing

for

me

was

to visit the

G. switch and examine it and make a minute inspection ot the surroundings in
order to get an accurate knowledge of all
One mile up the track brought
It was
me to the grist mill at the siding.
an isolated spot, and as 1 approached the
details.

it were, 1 felt a
switch, instinctively
creeping sensation come over me, as if I
as

George Bidwell
forcibly, the im-

could discern the form of

give

your
I took two bottles

medicine a trial.
and was cured. I can cheerfully state,
if more ladies would only give your
medicine a fair trial they would bless
the day they sawtlie advertisement, and
there would be happier homes. I mean
to do all I can for you in the future.
I have you alone to thank for my recovery, for which I arn very grateful.”
—Miss Maby E. Saidt, Johstown, N. J.

urging upon me more
portance'of watching the switch.” Near
ly 1 saw the
the right-of-way here was a small, windfor danger
ing stream, a tributary to the Connecticut
river, which furnished the motive power
for the grist mill. A few rods west of the

switch
and

lights

in

glances

fell upon the

position;

white for safety.

red
The

shades of evening had settled upon the
mill building and its surroundings and

Literary

switch,

the west of it, I observed
two men approaching; one carried a lanto

tern and the other a bundle, and when
near the switch both halted.
As the

lightning dashes were now increasing, I
could discern the movements of both men

“No, the message is all right, but—.”

I bad determined
of this story.
tbe facts buried in my breast and never
allow them to come to tbe eye of the pubthe

ham for Belief.

As my eye

about 50 feet

News

and

Notes.

The Forum for August fully maintains
the high standard of that magazine, both I
as
regards the general excellence of its
articles and the care evidenced in their
selection.

They

were

both

upon me seemed too great for human control.
1 exerted all of my strength and
self will and became as a dxed statue,and

clutching with no uncertain grasp the
handle of my trusty revolver I determined to use it at the proper time, and determined to kill.
The

ward,

man

and

with the bundle

going

to

stepped

the switch took

for-

some

instrument therefrom and commenced

to

The other began
operate upon the lock.
to change the switch lights so that when
the switch w as thrown the white or safety

light

would assure the engineer that the
Just at that motracks were all right.
ment
me

the hoarse shriek of

that the train

that it

was

time for

was
me

a

whistle told

approaching and
play my part in

to

the drama.

edy,

I nerved myself for the tragand before the echoes of the engine

whistle had died away, four leaden messengers of death went through the aperture, and two bodies lay stretched alongside of the switch.

My

aim had been

ac-

curate, and just in time, for in 15 seconds
the train went

was

time in

constructed, resulting each

large loss of life.
aptly designated by

a

The

place

Amid the

ing the

my brain.

been

“What if my mission should
Suppose the villains

carefully investigated, and the
application of these means in any
throwing the switch particular vessel is open to every naval
“What must be my plans,” I asked myThe less important of these
and the express be dashed over the preci- architect.
self, while looking down into the fearful
two means, as being the less certain in its
if 1 should be discovered and
Or,
pice!
chasm, whose rock-hound sides resembled
action, is the fitting up of a water chamthe car run down the siding and dumped ber on board tlie
the teeth of some huge monster.
Should
ship, so contrived that the
into the mill pond—a thing which could action of the water inside the chamber
the express he thrown upon this siding
shall as nearly as possible he always in
be done comparatively easy.
Again, I
while it was running at its usual high
antagonism to the rolling of the ship,
be diawn from tlie car and bound
might
tending to bring the ship to port at the
speed it would certainly be thrown over
hand and toot, be throw n on tlie track to time she is
starting to roll to starboard,
the embankment and uot a soul could
The names most closely
be ground beneath the wheels of the swift and vice versa.
possibly escape. More forcibly than ever
associated with this means,
and its
All of these things swept through
was the message of
the dead brakeman express.
theoretical and practical investigation,
mind.
1 was entirely at the mercy of are Mr. K. E.
my
Mr.
Watts
and
Prof.
Fronde,
ringing in my ears, “Watch the switch!”
Biles.
one who should approach the car from
The more important of the means
So much of a reality it seemed that I felt any
other direction than in range of my of diminishing the extent of rolling is the
I must be dreaming.
No, I was not, and any
application of bilge keels to the chocks—
hole.” While 1 was thus solioquiz“port
structures attached to the bilges for somefurthermore, I commenced to realize the
in
tolled
the
hell
the
the
hour
village
thing like half the length of the ship, and
awful responsibility which
had
been ing
of nine o’clock.
One hour remained be- projecting from the skin of the ship to
thrown upon me by the dead brakeman.
the extent of 8 to ill! inches, according to
fore the express was due.
The waiting,
“Is it not possible,” 1 asked myself, “that
the size of the ship and the desire to take
tlie dread, the awful solemnity, tiie facing full
his spirit is watching me through the
advantage of their action. The most
of an unknown villian or villains, and see- recent and most thorough-going investimysterious haze which separates the seen
ing them tamper with the switch and gation of their use and efficiency is that
from the unseen, and that he is conscious
of Sir William White and Mr. It. E.
the signals, for the devlish purchange
of the danger which menaces his former
Froude in connection with the bilge keels
of
and
murder
all
tended to H. M. S.
robbery,
train?”
Revenge.
I was convinced that his spirit pose
to strain my neives to the highest pitch,
Experiment in this case seemed to show
had indeed called upon me to guard the
beyond the power of expression. A peal that the extent of rolling, after titting the
switch to-night and I determined that 1
was only about one-third the
of thunder sounded in the distance and I bilge keels,
extent without the bilge keels. This was
would obey the request and do all in my
surmised that a stoim was approaching. the case when the
ship was not propelled
1 besought
power to protect the train.
The rumblings became more frequent anil by her machinery; when, on the other
Almighty God to give me the strength
she
was
so
propelled, even at a
distinct, and the glare of the lightning, as hand,
and power to act, for supernatural though
moderate speed, the effect of the bilge
seen from the aperture in the door, made
keeis was even more marked.
the message might be, I would not dare
weird pictures about the switch and rails.
Previous experiments with other ships
to refuse its command.
Up to this time This added to the horror of
my situation, had shown a diminution of rolling due to
1 had revealed nothing of the affair to a
the fitting of bilge keels of one-half, and
seated as 1 was, a prisoner, in the midst
for bilge keels of sufficient size that may
living person and I made up my mind to of such
and foreboding evils.
gloomy
probably be taken as the least that may
keep it still a secret. 1 at once began to
Consulting my watch, with the aid of be expected. It is, to some extent, a
lay my plans for the “Watching of the the
lightning, I saw that it was 9.40 o'clock wonder that, such being the case, ships
had been

crews

as

the railroad

“The Devil’s Chamber of Death.”

switch.”

Very fortunately a car loaded with grain
standing on the 6iding near the mill,
having been set off there the day previous
by the local freight. Only a small portion
was

prove unsuccessful?
should succeed in

and in 20 minutes the express would
thundering along. The storm was

gathering
more

with

and more

playing

come
now

greater force, growing
intense; the lightning was

around the switch

incessantly, so
an intensity
readily discern

of the contents had been removed. While
meditating upon the best plan to adopt,

that it

and idea struck

any movement toward its destruction or
misplacement. The peals of thunder

and bore

me

to climb into the

car

small hole in the end of it,
which would command an unobstructed
a

view of the switch.
an

excellent

This would give me
vantage point, and at the

was

illuminated with

which would enable

me

to

sounded nearer and nearer and

rific,

more

ter-

until it seemed as if the storehouse
of Vulcan had been .’oosened and all its

should ever be built without these valuable adjuncts, and it is probable that, until
something better is devised, the future
will see an increasing number of ships in
which full advantage is taken of a means
of giving steadiness so effective, and, at
the same time, so moderate in cost.
[F.
P. Purvis in the Marine N umber of Gassier’ s Magazine.

No need to suffer with rheumatism, lumbago, neuralgia, cramp or colic. Dr. Thomas' Eclectric Oil cures all such troubles, and
does it quickly.

Designing a Steamship.
locality. The
little latitude is left to a deof that style of build which has a small storm cloud soon burst
Now-a-days
directly over the
sliding door in each end, sufficiently large car and let down a deluge of water. The signer, especially in cargo vessels, as the
when thrown open to admit of the enbuilder lias generally to conform to the
lightning’s freaks became more frantic
trance of a man’s body.
of some registry society and obtain
I would enter
and, providentially it seemed, it furnished rules
through this door and close it after me. me with the light I needed. As the storm their classification. Of these societies there
are a considerable number; the most imEach of the regular doors on the sides of continued to
rage with greater fury, one portantant are Lloyd’s Registry for the
the car would be securely fastened and could almost believe that the
elements had British and Foreign Shipping, the French
locked; for I knew the old miller would gone mad, and I began to feel alarmed at Bureau Veritas, and the British Corporation for the Survey and Registry of Shipattend to this before leaving the mill for the
swaying to and fro of the car, wonder- ping.
the night.
Once inside, I would not only
what
would
become
of
me
and
the
exClassification has now become practicaling
be safe but in a position to do my duty.
For ly compulsory in the United Kingdom since
press should the brake-chains snap.
the
two
revolvers would offer me all the
passing of the 1890 load line act, and
My
myself, I knew it would mean certain de- these
three bodies are licensed by the
assistance I should need.
struction, and I could think of uo differ- Board of Trade to assign freeboards along
thus
Having
silently mapped out my ar- ent end for the express train and its occu- with that Board. Now a freeboard can
rangements I decided to go to the village pants. I said to myself, “possibly this only be assigned when a vessel is up to a
Certain standard of strength, and must be
and secure such articles as .1 should need is to test
The reader can
my courage.”
assigned by oue of the above mentioned
to be comfortable, and then return to
my imagine my feelings at this time. In about bodies, and it will thus be seen that a defortress about dusk and take up my posiIt
fifteen minutes the safety or destruction signer’s originality is much restricted.
is fortunate, however, that we escaped
tion.
of the train would be determined, and it
a
tlie
of
in
the
asimposition
monopoly
Ou my return to the mill I found that all
depended upon me. I needed courage signment of freeboards which nearly bethe old miller had shut dowu the mill,
and must not allow myself to become came law in 1890, or even the small freeand all was as still as a church yard. The
dom which is now left the designer would,
needlessly alarmed.
this time, have practically vanished.
wheel had ceased its creaking and the
The minutes pass.
Few now remain, by
The designer, therefore, in preparing
only sound audible was the murmur of and the express if on time would arrive. liis midship
section, has simply to turn up
the water beneath, which flowed over the As I started to
place my eye to the the rules of the registry society chosen,
find the scantlings for the
he
will
where
rudely constructed dam to the rocks be- aparture a ball of fire entered the car and
of the dimensions chosen, given with
ship
low.
I gave the switch a thorough ina
of
made
circuit
it.
Miraculously I was more or less clearness. [Archibald Denny
spection and found it in proper condition,
unhurt, but in its swift passage it had in the Marine Number of Cassier’s Magaand knowing that it was fast approaching burned some of the corn and the odor was zine.
the time when the trackman would put in
plainly perceptible to my nostrils. The Ullillf AIIIO Kidney Cure cures ortr"nl>le of these
his appearance to light the signals on the bolt of lightning made its exit
TUN a
through HHIIN
III VII I W11 W
important
organ s.
ami
Disease
Wards
off
restores
I
must
soon
conceal
the kidIt
Bright’s
had
in
the
cut
small door, and
the hole I
myself.
switch,
to their normal condition. Mun- |f |
neys
was the work of a few minutes
only be- I noticed when I again examined it, that aaBigaM yon’s Remedies, a sep- |V I U
lillnr arate cure for each disfore I was in the inside of the car, and it was much
larger than before, aid- V Villa ease for sale at all lit |
When in doubt, write to
found that my position was all that I an- ing me materially in my observations druggists, Mostly 25c
Prof. Munyon, 1505 Arch Street, Philadelphia,
medical
for
free
advice.
ticipated. Before I closed the door tight- of the switch and its surroundings.
Pa.,
same

time, afford

me

cover.

The car was

contents

concentrated

in

this

FAC-SIMILE
^Vegetable Preparation for As-

signature

similating the Food and Reg ula
ting the Stomachs and Bowels of

j

-OF-

■ 101 KVi

Promotes Digestion,Cheerful- !
and Rest.Contains neither j g

|

ness

nor Mineral,

Opium.Morphine

Not Naucotic.

In McClure’s Magazine for September
will be reproduced a superb life-cast of
the face of Henry Clay, made by John II.
I. Browere in 1S2">, when Clay was fortyeight years old. It is probably the most
real and vivid likeness of Clay in existence. and it lias never beeu published.
In the same number of McClure's will be
reproduced the only portrait ever painted
of Mrs. Henry Clay. It also has never
been published.
Notes by Mr. Charles
Henry Hart will relate the history of the
portraits and the circumstances under
which they were produced.
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XEW YORK.

Castor!a is pat up ir. cue-sire bottles
is not sold i:i b-d
1 u't a*low a
yon anything el?A :i
plea or proa
is "just as good and "will answer
pose." 4&»8ee that yea get C-A-S-T-

Life has had 000 responses to its advertisement for the best ten short poems in
the language, aud this is the list that
wins the prize:

readers who send their name and address
to Table Talk Publishing Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Mr. Charles A. Conant of the New
York Journal of Commerce contributes to
the American Monthly Review of Reviews for August an admirable exposition
of the new tariff law.
His article is intended to tell the busiuess man what he
may expect from the operation of the
new schedules,
bo much of the 'newspaper discussion of the Dingley bill has
been warped by partisanship that the
ordinary citizen is at a loss to know the
real animus of the measure or its probable bearings on individual and general
interests. Mr. Conant writes with moderation and candor; his article is calculated
to enlighten the public on a topic that requires first of all impartiality in treatment.

Among books of Maine authors

recent-

“Picly published are the following:
turesque Hawaii,” the text of which was
written by the late Hon. John L. Stevens,

minister to the,Hawaiian islands, revised to date by his daughter, Miss Nellie M. Stevens of Augusta; “The Religion
of To-day,” anew volume of sermons by
Rev. Miuot J. Savage; “Selections from
the Poems of the I,ate Timothy Otis
Paine,” who was a brother of Hon. Albert \V. Paine of Bangor, and “The Great
Polar Current,” by Henry Mellen Prentiss of Bangor. The last named, however,
is not a trade publication, having been
printed in a small edition for private circulation
Mechanically it is a very pretty
little volume, while the subject is of such
original import that the work ought to be
issued for the general public.
our

The

old

Connecticut

town of

Northiield

on

the

of the most exposed
of Massachusetts towns in the days of the
old Indian wars, and its history was almost as

was one

eventful and

tragical

as

the his-

tory of Hadley, Deerfield, or Brookfield.
In our own day it ihas become a great

of religious work.
It is the birthand home of Mr. Dwight L. Moody,
and here he has planned his great schools,
and here every year gather his hundreds
of followers for the study of the Bible
and for conferences of every sort.
The
town is interesting on many sides, and
under the title of “Old Days and New in
Northfield,’” Miss Ann Alaria Mitchell
presents its varied interests in an attractive manner in an article in the August
number of the New England Magazine.
Northfield is a beautiful place, and it was
impossible that the illustrations of Miss
Mitchell’s article should not he beautiful.
The article will be eagerly read by all the
sons and daughters of the old town, and
by the hundreds for whom it has in these
latter days become a Mecca.
centre

place

The Indianapolis Journal prints this interesting story concerning ex-President
Harrison’s

forthcoming book: General
Harrison has .just completed the revision
of his articles which have appeared in
The Ladies’ Home Journal, making extended notes and additions to them.
There is a little story in connection with
botli articles and publication.
When tiie
arrangement for the articles was made
with General Harrison by Edward W.
Box, editor of The Ladies’ Home Journal, the General was paid for them, with
the understanding that when they were
put into book form the magazine was to
share the royalties accruing therefrom.
Air. Bok, however, of his own accord,
generously released General Harrison
from paying him any royalty, for the reason, as he states, that by the publication
of the articles by General Harrison the
subscription list of his magazine was enlarged many thousands. The profits to
The Ladies’ Home Journal were more
than the publishers anticipated, and in
view of this Air. Bok asks nothing further.
General Harrison placed the disposition
of his book in Air. Bok’s hands.
The
best offer came to the editor from the
Scribners, and to them Air. Bok gave the
book for his distinguished contributor.
General Harrison’s revision of the book
has just been completed, and the volume
will appear in the autumn.
A

Tie tuilmile
■lnttore
(I

1

EXACT COPT OF WRAPPER,

Great

A

tlie Crawford House last
vited to go

wrapper.

Register

over

Building by

t

of
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Deep
SHIPS.

Aimer Coburn, M L Park,
New \ *»rk March 24 for Hung d
Anjer J uly 2d.
A G Ropes, Daivd Rivers, sa.
York A j r 11 .\S for San Francis.
A
J Fuller, I' P Culcord,
Honolulu June >0 for New Y.-rk
Daniel Barnes, O C Arp*
Singapore Mag 15 ft*r Boston
May do.
E P* Sutton, E L Carver
El Captain, A I. Carver, sa;
timore April 1 for San Frauei-..

Monday, were inCompanion

the Youth’s

lie proprietors and officials

of that great enterprise.
It is one of the
best appointed newspapers offices in the

world, and the paper enjoys, with perhaps no exception, the largest circulation of any periodical published.
The
Youth’s Companion is as familiar to the
childhood and youth of this country who
have a taste for good reading as any paper can well be already, but its scope and
influence is continually broadening and
its great circulation is consequently in-

video July 20, leaking.

Emily

F

Whitney,

A

S p.

in

from Idol*. May 4 for Delawarpassed Anjer June
Emily Heed, 1) (.’ Nichols, at
for New York.
Gov Rome, Nichols, an.
creasing.
! Kong July 5 from New- ast
The entire building on Columbus aveHenry B Hyde, S-u ilmer,
nue was inspected, from the great press
j York Aug 4 for San Finn. >
room in the basement to the offices in the
Josephus. P K Gilkey. •m.
top lloor. The paper is now printed from York March f. a Sl-angh *
Mary L Cushing. J N P*
rolls upon six large Cottrell perfecting
from Honolulu July 2-S f
Npresses, each of which will {Mint in one
May Flint, F D P No.
second a sixteen-page paper on both si<;c<
Philadelphia Juii«- 2 1 rr-un ! Ior two eight-page papers—120 eight -page
Puritan, A N P m. i ai 1,
Companions iu a minute. It is by Midi Francis. < Nov 2 f- -r Hu
mechanical appliances as these that the
Reaper, > C Y.» mg. > c
enormous
circulation is handled.
Of I June 17 for N.-w Y.-rk.

1

>

■

1

R U Tin anas.
N
the type is‘set but once, but after
York J uly 20 fr-u i »> >st»m.
that any required- number or plates can
Sachem. .Sew ad N i,.ns, sa
be made.
The six presses can prim I:'..
York June 20 o
Hong K
200 copies iu an hour.
But they are selS 1) Carl.-o-n, Anislu.r.
a
dom in operation at the same time.
York Apr.i 20 for Shanghai
St
F
C
,n
Ni.molas,
Carv.-t,
The mailing room is another interest/•'"•'' /..<«*• of printing May 22 from San km.
ing department,
: t
State ot Maim-, 11
type is employed in setting up the names Manna .) a in* -i o -r 1 n-i a \ •*
1.
of the .'>00,000 subscribers of the < >mpanTillie F St.arl.mek, Fu.-n
and
these
all
have
to
be
over
ion,
g-mv
m y, N S W, July
t
carefully for revision every two weeks. N -• \\ ast **.
Win H Mm y
vins! n
Eleven machines are constantly employed
upon tins work, printing the names of lulu May 27. lor New \ rk
Win 11 Conner, Frank ! 1'
the subscribe is upon the margin of paper.
fr.-m New York .March 2!
t)n the top door are the editorial rooms
passed Anjer Juue 2and illustrating department, and this,to.
W .) ld'tch, Sew.*
l.i'
is a most interesting part of the great es- fr m New York 1
The illustrations are many sp**ken J uly 2, at d* N
tablishment.
i.
of them made from life.
The story is
BARKS.
read and then tlie picture to adequately
Alice Peed, Alans.-n Ford,
< >n the occasion
illustrate it is desigued.
Janeiro Aug 1 from Nd-w \ a
of our visit a handsomely developed !
Carrie LTyier, Lam-aster an
m Sa- mi
young fellow, stripped to the waist, was port N- ws July
C P I>ixon, N F <i.lkey
sa:
lashed by his wrists to a cross-bar over
;■ for Put I d. 0Yur
Aug
his head to illustrate a story on a dogging
Edward May, sailed from 1at sea.
An artist sat sketching him in
for N«.*\v York
that position.
The living models are conEvieKeeil, A T Whittier.
sidered far superior to phtographs too I Town July > from New York.
work from.
Another room was devoted
Harvard, Cod onl it -I pm,
to the exhibition of the amateur photoHampton Roads, dig.
id Bum
Herbert Black. W
s
which
were
sent
m
a
graphs
single year
eil at Boston in mi New Y >rk .i
competition for the prizes o tie red by t lie
ii >m Ii
'il
lolani.McCIlire,,na;i
Companion for that kind of work.
22 fur New York.
The Youth’s Companion was started in
Lucy A Ni kela. An. •* i1
1827 by Nathaniel Willis, tin* father of Kong June 2b lr<m Vm York.
the poet X. P. Willis, and Asa Kami, who i
N Mayers
Mabel 1 Mey.-ra
I ii> 7 f..i !.
were also editors and proprietors of the j Bridgewater, N S
New
arrived
at
Matanzas,
Boston Recorder, afterwards merged into
the Congregationalist, and they continued froi Havana.
Penobscot, K G Parkei. eiea
to publish it for thirty years.
In 1857 it \
York Aug 2 for LyUt-ton and 1
was sold to Daniel S. Ford and John W.
M G l)o\\
Rebecca Crowe
Olmstead.
Mr. Ford then became, and Barbadoes Jui\ 22 for Trinidad
still is, its editor-in-chief.
The name <»i
Melvin
Coleord.
Rose luuis,
Perry Mason A Co. then appeared at the New York June 12 for Santos
Serrano, R Cl Waterhouse, a
head of the paper simply for convenience,
as Messrs. Ford,
Olmstead A Co. were ontolo-from Sourabaya.
St Lucie, J T Erskiue, arm
and
the Christian
C

course

<

.-

«

1

editing

publishing

Reflector, and as both
papers were published from the same
office the use of Mr. Ford s name on both
publications might cause confusion. Perry Mason A Co. never 4had any tangible
existence.
At the time of the purchase the number
of the Companion’s subscribers was 4,800,
and in the years prior to 1871 it had increased to 70,000.
By 1877 the number
had doubled, and in the ten years from
1877 to 1887 the circulation increased to
405,000. It is now more than half a million.
All this has not been done without, wise
and careful management, and the proprietors are constantly alert to bring all that
is wholesome and elevatiug to youth to
its columns. It is a matter of pride to all
that such a paper is published in New
England, and the paper is eminently deserving of the success that it has achieved.
[Rockland, Mass., Standard.
Watchman

and

Bucklen's

Arnica

Salve.

The Best Salve iu the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
Corns, and all Skin Eruptions, and positively cures Piles, or no pay required. Tt is
guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction or
Price 25 cents
money refunded.
For sale, by Kilgore & Wilson.

Easy

per box.

to Take

asy to

Are features

Operate

peculiar

size, tasteless,

to Flood’s F’ills. Small in
efficient, thorough. As one man

Hood’s
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have taken
!« ea
every

Newspaper Enterprise.

The members of the Suburban Tress Association, after their monthly meeting at

.said:

H'T'r m T
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f lavor

Aperfect Remedy for Constipation. Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea,
Worms Convulsions Feverish
!

ON THE

IS

WRAPPER

Rcapc of GU I)l SMI EL PITCJIEIt
J’uinpkm Seed
Alx.Senna
fiocAelh Salts
I
I
Anrst Seed
)
fippemunt
Jfi Carbonate Soda
{5
fform Seed
Clarified Sugar

;

peals

Two very important means of diminishextent of rolling of ships have

rival of the train-wreckers and the express.
Many thoughts began to surge through

THAT THK

The Philistine has this story about
Ouida in its last number: “This reminds
me of an incident told iu my
hearing by
the late Mrs. John Bigelow.
She called
on
aud
sent
her
card.
PresOuida,
up
she
heard
the
voice
of
the
authorently
ess above stairs exclaiming very
loudly:
‘Tell her I will not see any Americans.’
Upon which Mrs. B. lilted up her voice
and replied: ‘You ought to, for they are
the only people who read your nasty
l)i »o ks.’
Ouida had her up at once and
they held an amicable interview.”

thundering by in safety.
1. “Elegy iu a Country Churchyard,”
and lightning’s glare and
Gray.’
mill was tlie switch which permitted the the only visible tliing:s were the switch the groans of the wounded wretches, I
2 “Thanatopsis,” Bryant.
“A Psalm of Life,” Longfellow.
o.
setting off of a car of grain occasionally and switch lights. After 1 had closed the fell back into the grain utterly exhausted
in
door
the
darkness
the
car
was
4. “The Raven,” Poe.
intense; and for several hours could scarcely sense
on the siding for
the mill.
The siding
5.
I could imagine that the yellow corn upon what had
“Charge of the Light Brigade.”
tipou which the cars were set terminated
transpired; but during this time Tennyson.
which
I
crouched
was
“subsaying
tome,
I could distinctly hear a low musical voice
just beyond the mill at the edge of the
(>. “The Skylark,” Shelley.
mill pond, beneath which was a rocky mit all who enter here to the darkness and beside me saying, “Faithfully you have
7. “The Chambered Nautilus,’’Holmes.
murmur not.”
8. “Maud Muller,” Wliittier.
P,eluo|antly I submitted watched the switch.”
precipice extending many feet below. The
“The Bridge of Sighs,” Hood.
mill pond was a natural basin, surrounded to my position and commenced to cut a
10. “Burial of Sir John More,” Wolfe.
hole in the door slide, which was soon acDid You Ever
a
of
by huge cliff's, having
background
The August issue of “Table Talk,”
I made an aperture about Try Electric Bitters as a remedy for your
heavy timber. Altogether the place was complished.
troubles? If not, get a bottle now and get outside of its usual useful and entertaina gloomy one and
well adapted to the the size of a silver dollar, and placing my relief. This medicine lias been found to be
ing department, such as “The New Bill
to it found 1 could cover the switch peculiarly adapted to the relief and cure of
of Fare,”
purposes of a train wrecker, should the eye
“Housekeepers’ Inquires,”
all Female Complaints, exerting a wonderto
satisfaction.
I
now
made
“Seasonable Menus and Recipes,” and
my
myself ful direct influence in
switch he tampered with; for a train apgiving strength and “Fashion
as comfortable as I could under the cirNotes,” assumes quite the air
tone to the organs.
If you have Loss of Approaching from the west under heavy
petite, Constipation, Headache, Fainting of camping life, giving an article on
speed would be thrown upon the siding cumstances. The grain in the car was Spells, or are Nervous, Sleepless, Excitable,
in
“Cooking
Camp” by Cornelia C. Bedwith such velocity as to surely carry it sulhciently high to give me a position Melancholy or troubled with Dizzy Spells, ford, and a sketch entitled “Memory of
within easy reach of the “hole” through Electric Bitters is the medicine you need. Camp Life on the Plains” by Mrs. Grinover the embankment, providing it was
Health and Strength are guaranteed by its nell.
It also
contains the
story of
which was destined to go the leaden mis- use.
not ditched when it struck the tampered
Fifty cents and 81 00 at Kilgore &
“Strange Plants and Fruits as Food,”
Wilson’s Drug Store.
siles
which
would
send
the
two
men to
switch. It was certainly the most dangerby Ethel Ramsey, and other seasonable
and interesting matter.
A sample copy
ous location on the entire railroad,
and eternity.
To Reduce the Rolling ot' Ships.
will be forwarded, free, to any of our
I sat in total darkness awaiting the armany accidents had occured here since the
siding

SEE

Rev. G. T. Ridlon, author of “Saco
Valley Settlements aud Families,” has
roughly two more books nearly ready for publicadressed and resembled desperadoes of the tion, containing character sketches and
most ugly type.
This was a critical mo- short stories on rustic New England life,
titled “The Bannocks of Buttertown,”
ment.
The demons, for such they must
and “The Damsels of Deer wander.”
be, had begun to act, and that their purThe subject of continuous session of
pose was to throw the train into the mill
schools during the twelve months of the
pond, began to assume reality. Murder year is broached by Prof. E. A. Kirkand robbery was their end, no doubt. patrick in the American
Monthly Review
Iu the same
“Watch the switch" seemed to be w ritten of Reviews for August.
magazine an interesting account is given
upon the lightning dashes and reverberatby Dr. W. II. Tolman of the work of the
ed in the thunder peals.
My hair seemed vacation schools conducted in New York
to rise and fall at intervals, and the strain City in the summer.

accurately.

never

a

know you

pill till it is all

over.’’ 25c. C. I. Hood & Co..
Proprietors. F.owell, Mass.
The only pills to take with Hood’s
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4'from New \ ork.
Thomas A Goddard, W S G
Buenos Avres June s fron
port June 2b.
\Vi Hard Mudgett, AC C<
does July 22 for N'evi York.

July

at

SCHOONERS.

Georgia Gilkey. \Y R GilkSt. Pierre. Mart July 22 fron
Henry Clausen. Jr, Apple!
Boston June 28 for Surinam
John C Smith, Knee land, sa.
vana June 28 for Mobile.
Lester A Lewis. Kimball,an
Aug 2 from Eliz.abethport.
Lucia Porter, Farrow, arm
goula Aug 1 from Taiupu o.
Mary A Hail. Haskell, ar
wiek, Via., Aug. 1 from New \
R F Pettigrew. Morse. dean■>
delphia J ul\ bl for Portland.
R \Y Hopkins. H; liborn. sa
ton July .",1 for North Booth!'

delplua.

Sal lie FOn. \Y H West, sa
S C, June 2t> for Post.
Tofa, A S Wilson, armed
17
from Port Spam.
July
Willie 1. Newton, E Co.-ti
New York Jul\ -1 from Bnu■■

Royal,

$2

a

^ ear for The Journal

I

|

a

To all subscribers, new
their subscription to The J<
in advance the New York M
(price >1 a year) will be sent
In remitting, if The Tribum
subscriber should so state, aWith Th»
unless requested.
nisi ing all the local news, ai
matter of local interest, and

|

I

j
j

supply the news of the world
general, with fashions, houst
and mechanics, literary and

f

ments, stories and miscella.n
all, it is a very taking combi

|

year. Subscriptions may beg
and if desired the two papers

j

$
«

different addresses.
g,

Sarsaparilla. I

HOOD’S PILLS cure Live
lousness, Indigestion, Hc."'“(
Easy to take, easy to opernte.

toilets are of the most beautifully veined
Sienna marble.
Everything was made
absolutely new and to order for the cele
brated yacht; and her table service is a
beautifully decorated s^t of china ware
from the renowned manufactory of the
Havilauds. Every inch of space on board
the yacht is most judiciously utilized, and
it is safe to say that never was there a

handsomer,
comfortable,

a

convenient,

more
or

a

a

speedy

more

more

steam

yacht iu the waters of our harbor.
Next in size to the Peregrine is Mr.
Fabyan’s Formosa, which was formerly
owned by Air. Forbes.
Then follows Air.
Eugene Tompkins’ Torrawara, which was
built by the Hydes at Bath, Ale., the
same tirm which constructed the Peregrine. This, too, is a most comfortable
and convenient vessel, and her owner and
his friends take solid comfort on board
her throughout the yachting season.
For its size, Boston’s steam yacht fleet
will compare most favorably with that ot
any other city iu the country, and, what
is more to the purpose, it is yearly growing in size and importance.
[Boston
Herald.

The NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE

Itch mi human, mange on horses, dogs and
all stock, cured iu 30 minutes by Woolford’g
Sanitary Lotion. This never fails. Sold by
A. A. Howes and Co..Druggists, Belfast, Me

FOR
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Progressive

\
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FILMS,

I the Kemp Manure >preader, the Syra cus
! Sulky Plow. Clark’s Cut-away Harrow,

Farmer.

V. Ellis of Embden is

OF

of ! Freeman Broad-east seed sower, a harrow
that spreads thirteen feet, with one hundred seven-inch wire spikes for teeth; he
r a business and works upon
uses this for corn and smoothing
purprinciples. He has laid out poses, also harrowing in seed and many
tlie above photograph was other purposes; also a two horse cultivahis buildings, making them tor. can cultivate two rows at once, an
\ in the county.
Eclipse corn planter, the Bullard hay
and 2d foot posted,
tedder and other implements too numerous
•’it under the whole barn,
to mention.
He had last year seven acres
imber land and all. contains of corn in one piece and did not put a
lie is well equipped with the hand hoe to it; he used only his harrow
I'dnery of the day, such as and two horse cultivator.
one

<sive farmers of the town.

He

j

■

■

of

edits
<U

Old

Nantucket.

Boats and Their
:r**sp cider..

-■

Hard) shippers.
Herald,

Boston

»-«*t of N a lit uc ket
the annals of the lishFhey ]" t'.-rm a large work
M
UN
The summer
.-.i11:111:.
Bouts only in holiday
uc ami
after the advent of
'do b' .its are put to the iiard-iut
lishi up in Yine> ai d
t s.-ands and rim open ocean.
•iu-.uai.*u of a eatboat is
'di.N
A pleasure craft, wide
a siuuu- sail, spread from
\
ln.ei. s!ejipcd in
the very
■•at.
This model, according
idea, evolves a boat that is
is pi me to taking the bit
s,.
toot
ic speak,
and in a
nr: and become generally ulln .1 nasty seaway, accoid.i impression, the cat ‘‘roots"
pic e of wood to he in. That
uninitiated si/.«- up the eatno d'*u!)t, read such things
partii tilui type of sailing craft,
ug
journals hav* taught that
boats are dangerous in a
de a dee]* and narrow vesif
lifted with ballast on the
>
ni to be in when the hard winds
is

a;

»ce

i»

>at

hi

...

<

sea.

eavy
>! is the widest boat for length
dit.
She is also the shoalest:
do draws very little water.
A
_■'» feet water line and 12 feet
as a rule, draw about 2.0 inches

EMBDKN,

MAINE.

His stock consists of forty-five head.
He is now milking twenty Jersey cows
and has six heifers coming in in the early
He has a thoroughbred and registerfall.
His tieup, where his
ed Jersey bull.
cows stand is
light, roomy and cleau;
good pure water right in the tieup. The
cows are tied with chains so they can
He has a 120 ton silo
reach both ways.
He also cuts
and puts his corn in whole.
a large amount of his grain for fodder.
He has a uovel arrangement in his cart
He will have
for hauling corn fodder.
thirty acres under the plow this season.
He makes his own butter and ships it all;

he uses the United States Separator.
He
has eight hogs at the present time.
In
his stable stand a good pair of work
horses and a driving horse. In the tower
of the barn is a large bell that can be
heard on any part of the farm, for
calling
the help to their meals.
In speaking of the machinery I forgot
to mention the horse power for sawing
wood, etc. 1 suppose the proper way to
speak of this large farming operation is
K. \Y. Ellis it Sou, as the management of
the farm, Mr. Ellis tells me, is wholly
carried on by his son.
[Turf, Farm and
Home.

When the boat is enter- that no tariff bill which is not at least fair
she is beaded squarely to other sections can become a law, and
for the deepest water.
There mat not be I it was folly to attempt to pass one which
discriminated in favor of New England.
men than two feet of water for the pasAll these facts are so patent that they
inches.
She
sage of a era ft. drawing
more than reconcile the producer of the
must drag at least 50 yards over sand,
with towering surf threatening to till the East to the new bill.
Only those who
would oppose any protective tariff have
boat and smash her t<- pieces.
hi a rase like this, otic man stands at much fault to find with this. [Mirror and
the ha o ld- whin- the other handles the Farmer.
sheet and tiller.
The boat must be kept
Old Mouses in Winthrop.
An amateur,
squarely before the sea.
who delights in telling of the exciting
The little old yellow cottage on Metcalf
rae< s he has won in a catboat in calm and
sunlit wateis. wouid hardly he the proper Hill, half hidden by trees, now occupied by
person tr guide one 1 these heavily-sj.ai- Mr. L tclitield, was long ag«> the home of
red beats through the lvigait-wn “open- Levi Morton, grandfather of Ex-Vice Presiing."
dent Morton, whose father was born here.
The Winthrop village of a hundred years
Early in June, when mackerel were
and the first and second Congregationalplentiful, then were more than 100 cut- ago
boats in the fishing licet.
They came ist inerting houses erected in Winthrop
from points between Newport and Chat- were all within about a mile of this cottage.
m the alert
»swi
Its nearest neighbor, the home of Henry
to make big catches.
When the fishing
Woodward and his son in-law Moore, was
was good it w as not uncommon for a boat
the home of Parson Tlmrstou, historian of
to catch >50 worth of fish a day.
But in Winthrop. The next house northerly, that
the early spring there are main days of Mrs. Charles Longfellow, was an ancient
when the water is too rough for the fish tavern, antedating the old Bishop Inn standto bile freely, so the big catches do not
ing at the foot of the hill northeasterly. The
Longfellow house convened the. first, town
average a large amount of cash.
in Winthrop. The next house northDuring May there were not more than meeting
Mr. Davis’, over 1 AO years old and with
10 days out of 50 when lishing could be erly,
Winthrop s oldest, cemetery for a backyard,
pursued to advantage.
is said to have been the first tavern in town.
The boats when after mackerel go out An old shop, in which the first Metcalf of
about
a. m.. and usually return before
Winthrop made chairs, stauds next above
10 <»'clock in the forenoon.
The fish the cemetery. It is well preserved under
the original covering of pine shingles, and
usually bite well early in tlie day, and the boards.
Next
above is the old Metcalf
water is not s-> likely to be rough.
house occupied by a grandson of the buildWhen the mackerel fishing is run er.
Every trace of the two old meetingthe
boats
are
out
fitted
for
t out
There
is
a
swordlishing.
similarity may lie descried the first Methodist meetbetween the pursuit of swordfish and ing house erected iu Maine. It stands on a
It was built 102
Both iisli are generally killed hill in East Readfield.
whales.
while they are asleep on the surface of years ago and has been much remodeled
the ocean.
Both are captured with a and renovated and moved a little from its
original site. [Z. T. H., in Wintlirop Banand it

j

in bad weather.

| ing the break*

Early Telegraphy.

r>

Ins general plan most of Naudits are built,
only the local
longer, wider and not much
: an their <_ ape Cod sisters,
timed by some that the modern
tin* safest up-to-date model
'1 his hit o r style of craft is
harpoon,
happens quite frequently ner.
pp ’-'tM to the Cape Cod i that the man who darts the iron into the
swordfish
has flung a harpoon into
dozing
Pallid faces indicate pale, thin blood.
■••1
kabout, on a waterline of a hundred whales when all Nantucket was
cheeks show the pure, rich blood rei»
ibout eight feet beam and I at sea for sperm oil, bone and ambergris. Rosy
sulting from taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
a
p* !.,»ps live feet ol water. The
“Mrs.
Pleasures of the Imagination.
11pi>u her great beam for
There are several new catboats in the Stebbins is the meanest woman on earth.
in
sail, while her narrowei l licet this
but
some
of
the
most
summer,
“What has she done now?”
“She gave her
knockabout, is dependent upon radical models are seen in the
Vineyard little boy a slice of bread and butter, and
ballast low down, for stability. Heel.
The boatmen, through long and told him to go out ami sit where he could
hard
have gradually come to smell the blackberry jam Mrs. Perkins was
itb mils are to Nantucket- the experience,
making.” [Chicago Record.
conclusion that wide boats are better,
b- horse and cart are to his
faster and safer than narrow ones, where
When you are suffering from Catarrh or
;
conducts a farm. The boatdepth increases as beam decreases. Two i Cold m the head you want relief right away.
money with his boat, just as *'f the new boats now sailed out of Edgar* Only 10 cents is required to test it. Ask
* 1 *es
with the horse and cart, town
are very wide and shoal.
But they I your druggist for the trial size of Ely’s
.iilerenee in the calling.
! Cream Balm, or buy the nOc. size. We mail
are very fast and dry, and their beam disit. ELY BROS., 50 Warren St., X. Y. City.
im in
an buy his catboat. on
penses with a heavy cargo of ballast.
I was afflicted with catarrh last autumn.
that is. if he has any credit.
One of these new boats, which swings a
During the mouth of October l could neither
mi i> id veil into his possession
mainsail and jib, with an area of more taste nor smell and could hear but little.
bug for him to do is to earn the than 1.000 feet, beats out all
competitors Ely’s Cream Balm cured it. Marcus Geo.
meet his notes on the piece of
in heavy weather, and she has less than Shautz, Railway, X. J.
sometimes
property.
Money
1,000 pounds of ballast in her.
“What is the matter, Adam?” anxiously
:o.. lisli arc scarce and sickness
All the catboats of the fishing fleet have inquired Eve. “You seem troubled.” Litan\s 1 amily may prevent
large cabins with comfortable accommoda- tie Cain has just said a bright thing,” relyment, but it is not without a tions.
They are not the ram-shackle af- plied Adam moodily, “and there is nobody
that the lapse is made,
fairs such as one sees anchored along the 1 can tell it to.”
the catboats used in these waof great cities.
These catFor Over Filly Years.
built on the south side of Cape water-ways
boats are built for business, and they do
A n Old and Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs.
'•re
there are men who make a
business till they are 25 or 50 years old.
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been used for
of such work.
Woe be unto the As to their
safety (and these fisher men over fifty years by millions of mothers for
'bo slights a job or skips over
are sometimes reckless when there is a
their children while teething, with perfect
ions with an idea that his error
dollar in sight.) it is almost beyond the success. It soothes the child, softens the
ent will not be detected.
all pain, cures wind colic, and
memory of man when one of these craft gums, allays
!
is the best remedy for Diarrhoea.
Is pleasdinary catboat costs about $000, has drowned her crew.
ant to the taste. Sold by druggists in every
sea, and when one of these
of
a botthe
world.
cents
Twenty-five
n
is spending $000 he is pretty
part
tle. Its value is incalculable. Be sure and
iow if he is
New England in the New' Tariff.
getting his money’s
ask lor Mrs. Winslow s bootiling byrup, and
f a man wants nice things and
take no other kind.
We can see no good reason for the cry
sii in ins boat he may pay as
“Matrimony,” said the sw'eet girl boarder,
1,200 for the extra polish, but so that New England interests have been sac“is a holy rite.”
'he stock aud other materials that
rificed or ignored in the new tariff bill,
then,” asked Asbury Peppers, with
“Why,
> the construction of
the hull, it
which now fills the mouths of the free the air of a man sure of his ground, “why,
T t il if he
gets a better trade.
is
it that so many who marry find
then,
lilders, as a rule, are afraid to traders in this section. It happens that they are wholly left?” [Cincinnati Enfisherman.
There is a sort of
Congressman Dingley and Senator Al- quirer.
'-isonry among the profession that
Keller In Six Hours.
chairmen of the two committees
drich,
work subsequent havoc with that
that framed the bill, are both New Engir builder’s business.
Distressing Kidney and Bladder disease
relieved in six hours
“New Great South
landers, thoroughly posted as to our American Cure." Itbyis a great surprise on
will these catboats do that com- business
enterprises and their needs, and account of its exceeding promptness in re•■in to favor?
Here is an illus- it goes without
saying that they have not lieving pain in bladder, kidneys and back,
When the Nantucket boats are drawn or assented to a tariff which is not in male or female.
Relieves retention of
if Chatham, with others of the all that their constituents can
water almost immediately. If you want
reasonably
it is necessary, in order to reach ask
for, and an examination of the dif- quick relief and cure this is the remedy.
Sold by A. A. Howes and Co., Druggists,
mg grounds, to sail out into the ferent schedules will show that they have
Me.
Iy28
m until the Chatham sand dunes
been mindful of their duties and their Belfast,
>ight of, and then keep on sailing opportunities.
All our industries have
“Yardsley douated a castor worth ninetyuour.
This means that the cat- been
cents to the minister, and put a tag on
given practically all the protection seven
i'riiin 15 to 20 miles to sea in or- asked for.
All the products of our farms it marked $1(5.”
“Yes ?”
t a fare of fish.
The ocean off and factories are
upon the dutiable list,
“Well, the parson took the article to
is as rough as any body of water and the rate is sufficient to close the
gates Yardsley’s store yesterday and traded it for
ndci like conditions.
If the cats against the
which
has
foreign competition
dry-goods. Yardsley’s smile won’t be able
-hr on the fishing grounds in a been so disastrous.
The home market to be out agaiu for six weeks.” [Harper’s
'••r they must make port.
Civ- for cottons, woolens,
machinery, paper, Bazar.
il stiff gale aud
rising sea, they cutlery, jewelry, and the products of our
seaworthy, indeed, to stand farms, quarries and forests, has been
meudous
strain.
The
mad secured to us so far as it can be done by a
ugh the breakers, aud over the tariff.
could not be attempted in a
Having secured this we were bound and
aught boat with any degree of obliged to concede to others an equal
For Infants and Children.
To strike the bar in a keelboat. measure of
and we can find no
advantage,
mean au instant capsize.
The cat- evidence in the bill that our representais oo
ty take the sand with a trementives have done any more than that.
Unevery
iiimp, but she will sit on her bot- doubtedly there are New England peo▼rapper.
i the following seas will send her
ple who, like the southern Democrats, de••}' water, no matter if she be im- mand and desire free trade iu all they
First Reformer: “I’m trying to write an
in the sand for a least a foot.
A have to
buy and protection for all they essay on the emancipation of my sex, and I
• an be steered
in sand, but it is a have to
sell, but the great majority of find it very hard to begin.” Second Reform,,b.
Yankees are not as narrow, as selfish or as er; “Oh, I think that would be so easy.
my two men go in each boat when shameless as that, and while free wool, Why, you might begin by sharpening your
the fishing grounds is to be made,
free hides and free coal would please some pencil with your husband’s razor, you
precaution is taken so that there proprietors of some factories iu which know.” [Detroit Journal.
an extra man to help catch fish
these materials are used, there is general
9100.
indie the boat when approaching consent that such articles are as much enDr. E. Detchon’s Anti Diuretic
oil spots.
titled to protection as the finished proMay be worth to you more than $100 if
ducts made from them.
from mKdgartown, where the cats go each
There is also a general belief, grown out you have a child who soils bedding
eontenence of water during sleep. Cures
in quest of mackerel, there is a of the
experience of the past four years, old and young alike. It arrests the trouble
•'ipped opening in the beach that that the manufacturers of New England at
Sold by A. A. Howes & Co.,
once, $1.
ito the ocean.
This opening lias a are
ly2S
vitally interested in the prosperity of Druggists, Belfast, Me.
very shallow, cut by the swift those who produce the raw materials they
Gave Himself Away.
“George, do you
The channel is constantly chang- use and the foods consumed
their
emby
know that you came home at three o’clock
•lepth and position, and it requires ployes, and that it is good policy as well this
morning and acted dreadfully silly?”
i! man to put a boat over the bar,
as justice and fairness to give the western “What did I say?” “Well, for one thing,
which there is a continual line of farmer and the miner all the
Did I say
me a wingless angel.”
called
you
protection
Mirf.
It is very dangerous to at- that will
profit them. Nor is this all. that?” “Yes” I own up, my dear. I was
Dealer.
Piaiu
to make the opening from seaward
drunk.”
[Cleveland
The political divisions iu congress are such
>

Family

The

Maine
Telegraph Company's First Line.
interesting Incidents of Fifty Tears Ago.

Mr. Charles E. Bliss, at present Manager of the \V. U. Telegraph office in Ban
gor, informs the News that the Old Maine
Telegraph Company built its liues in*l848
from Portland to Calais, via Bath and the
coast towns.

along

In the

property

of

the

American

The Sumner reunion will be held August
18th, with Mrs. E.M. Lamb, Centre Lincolnville.

telegraph,

was

Secretary.

FOR IVotale Manhood,
FOR

IT GIVES all

important
IT GIVES all important

■

The line originally crossed the Kennebec
river about two miles above Bath, suspended from poles, two hundred feet
above the water.
Some twenty years ago
the line was built up river and crossed the
Kennebec on the bridge at Gardiner.
After the line was built a man named
Raymond came from New York and taught
all the operators along the line.
One of the incidents Mr. Bliss recalls
very vividly, is the message he heard going over the wires, announcing the loss of
the steamer Arctic with several hundred
people. The firing upon the flag at Fort
Sumter and the more joyous aununcement
of the surrender of Lee, were thrilling
moments in the telegrapher’s experience.
The inventor and the promoters of the
electric telegraph little dreamed of the
possibilities of electricity, or the progress
the science of telegraphy would show in
fifty years. [Lincoln County News.

CASTOR IA

Boston’s

Steam

Yacht Fleet.

We have a large fleet of yachts here in
Boston, of all classes, both sailing and
steam.

kinds,

Of the latter, there
40 owned in our

over

are

of

all

harbor, and
them so large as

while there is not one of
may be found in the New York Yacht

Club, yet there are no yachts in the country, of their class, their superiors.
Mr. R. H. White’s Peregrine leads the
fleet, and is in all respects a model of
beauty, convenience and luxury. She is
fitted up with every possible equipment
that can in any way conduce to the perfect comfort of her owner and his guests,
and there is not a modern improvement in
the most sumptuous house in this city
that is not introduced on this splendidly
Some idea
of the
equipped yacht.
elaborateness, if not to say the lavishness,
in which she is fitted up, may be had from
the fact that the brocade with which her
cabins and staterooms are upholstered
cost in Paris no less than *2ij a yard. The
marble fittings in the staterooms and
I

news

of the Nation.

news

of the World

IT GIVES the most reliable market

IT GIVES brilliant and instructive1 editorials.

Tollman family
Tolman at the
Union” hall, Rockville, Wednes-

“Ladies’

day, Aug. 25th,

weather

permitting.
pleasant day following.

If

IT GIVES

The third reunion of the Thorndike family
will be held atCapt.E. W. Iiarkness' grove,
Ballard Point, Rockport, Wednesday, Aug.
25th, if pleasant: if stormy, next fair day.
All of name, relatives and friends of family
are cordially invited. Picnic dinner. Myrtle
E. Carter, secretary.

IT GIVES

stormy the first

reports,

fascinating short stories.
an unexcelled agricultural department,

IT GIVES scientific and mechanical information.
IT GIVES illustrated fashion articles,
IT GIVES humorous illustrations.
IT GIVES entertainment to young and
IT GIVES satisfaction everywhere to

We Furnish The

old,

everybody.

Republican Journal and N, Y, Weekly Tribune
ONE

YEAR FOR $2.09,

CASH IN ADVANCE.

the

except Bangor.

Womanhood.

The annual reunion of the
will he held with Mrs. Otis

Address all orders to

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUBLISHING CO., BELFAST. MAINE,

line but in the overland route to the Pacific and in laying the first Atlantic cable.
They were the parties who interested
Peter Cooper, Cyrus W. Field and Wilson
G. Hunt in the enterprise.
Ln those days the ocean steamers enclosed manuscripts in sealed zinc casks
which were thrown overboard off Cape

■

True

The eleventh annual reunion of the Simfamily will be held at the home of
Randall Simmons, Fast Warren, August Is,
181 >7.
If stormy the first pleasant day.
Mrs. Lizzie Taylor, Sec.
mons

original incorporators of the Maine Telegraph Company and the line was built by
Mr. Eddy
James Eddy of Ithaca, X. V.
and Hiram O. Aldcn, a Belfast lawyer,
in
the Maine
were the pioneers not only

casas
.\ew
ioiimuanu.
inese
mice,
lioated with a hag attached to attract the
attention of fishermen who took them to
the telegraph station and the news from
Europe was then hashed over this country.
When this European news reached the
ofliees at Cape Race and Halifax, if it
happened any time during the day, all
business along the line had to be completely suspended till the three thousand
Now the faciliwords were transmitted.
ties are such that the enormous amount
of press matter is easily taken care of
with no interference with business mesThe daily papers of Maine alone
sages.
now average more than 20,000 words, besides special work.
George A. Hauseom was the original
operator at Bath. At Wiscasset Miss
Mary Averill manipulated the key for
At Damariscotta the operator
years.
was George Q, If. Putnam, a jeweler,
In
who afterwards moved to Dexter.
Waldoboro Thomas D. Currier was manwas
in
his
which
jewelager of tlie office,
ry store in the Clark building. Charles
E. Bliss went into Currier’s store to learn
the jewelry business aud was fascinated
lie readily acquired the
with telegraphy.
art which has been his profession to this
time.
After three years in Cleveland and
Toledo, Ohio, in July 1835 Mr. Bliss went
to the Bangor office aud in 1805 became
lie has been identified with
manager.
At the presthe Bangor office ever since.
he
is the popular postmaster of
ent time
the city.
David J. Starrett was the first operator
at Tliomaston aud Dr. A. D. Nichols had
the office at Rockland.
At Belfast the old operator was William
H. Simpson, who afterwards achieved
success and fame as a journalist.
Mr. Bliss is the only one now on the old
Maine line who started with it, but F. J.
Moore of Macliias, who is still an operator, began on this line.
The late Joseph Clark was one of the
promoters of this line and was for many
He was
years a director of the company.
the largest stockholder in Lincoln county.
More stock has been owned in Waldoboro
than in any other town or city in Maine,

Territory

Educntion,

FOR

The annual reunion of the Lermond family
will be held at the residence of Mr. Erastus
Lermond, Thomaston, Aug. 25th. If stormy,
the next pleasant day.
Secretary, Maude
II. Lermond.

Tele-

of

in

EVERY State or

The Parsons and Crawford families wil
hold their annual reunion at Cutting’s grove.
Warren, Friday, Aug. 13th. W. O. Vinal,

Telegraph

one

on

village

EVERY

('umpany, including the lease of the Maine
('ompany.
Samuel F. B. Morse, the inventor of
the electric

Imnily

EVERY 1 ill-in, in

The eighteenth annual Starrett family
gathering will be held ;u reunion grove,
Warren, Thursday, August Pith. If stormy
from on the llith, it will be held on the first suitPortland to Boston and now own the liues able day thereafter, Sunday excepted. L.
over both divisions of the railroad.
In F. Starrett of Rockland is president, and I.
1855 the entire line was leased to the P. Starrett of Warren, secretary.
American Telegraph Company for fifty
years.
{Subsequently the Western Union
Telegraph Company purchased all the

early fifties the Maine
graph Company acquired the line

<

i

built

was

EVERY

Reunions.

the railroad from Portland to Ban-

gor.

■

-m:

In 1855 the line

member ol

EVERY

ly28

Write

your

and

name

address

on

a

Tribune Office, New York City, and
I Rlt CNE will be rrai'ed 'o you.

a

postal card, send it to Geo. W. Best.
sample copy of THE NEW YOHK WEEKLY

GEO. W. BURGESS,

...THE...

SWAN i. SIBLEY CO.

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦*♦♦♦♦♦♦

It

s

World

s

Fair’

JOBUKHS OK

1

l JOB PRINTER,

CRAIN,

♦

♦

FEED,

that suits most smokers

—

plug
from

the

best

cut

Opera House Block, Belfast, Me,

SEEDS and

GROCERIES.

sold—it’s made
choicest

ImporK‘i>

leal,

CARDS,
i
POSTERS,
BILL
X'x
x'x
HEADS,
V.X*
: LETTER HEADS, V.X
*
‘
! PROGRAMS,
PAMPHLETS,
i

like all

Dealers in the finest

of

»jualir>

oi

Anthracite and

~

,

L03JS*

Blacksmith

-BORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED.

33, 35, 37 Front St., Ih ifnst

lf<-,

TELEPHONE 4-2.
of Legal Printing
neatly and promptly done. 71f

And all kinds

SINGERS

Cancer

LEAD THE WORLD

HIGHEST AWARDS for

swollen that for quite
a while I
could not
see.
The doctors
said I had Cancer of
the most malignant
type, and after exhausting their efforts
me
without doing
any good, they gave
x^r/
as
When
incase
the
hopeless.
up
formed that my father had died from
the same disease, they said I must die,
as hereditary Cancer was incurable.
“At this crisis, I was advised to try
S.S.S., and in a short while the Cancer
began to discharge and continued to do
so for three months, then it
began to
heal. I continued the medicine a while
longer until the Cancer disappeared entirely. This was several years ago and
there has been no return of the disease.”

Remedy.

Cancer is a blood disease, and only a
S. S. S.
blood remedy will cure it.
{guaranteed purely vegetable) is a real
blood remedy, and never fails to permanently cure Cancer, Scrofula, Eczema.
Rheumatism or any other disease of the
for
our
books
blood.
Send
Blood
and
oh
Cancer
Diseases,
mailed free to
any
Swift

address.

Specific

Co. Atlanta, Ga.

TRY ALLEN’S

Great

FOOT-EASE,

powder t<> be shaken into the shoes. At this
your feet feel swollen and hot, and get tired
easily. If you have smarting feet or tight shoes,
A

Construction.

off Motion

A. A.

Speed.

Ease of Learning,
c

Licensed Auctioneer.

onvenience of Arrangement.

IV O. ADDRESS,
IF YOU BUY A SINGER,

teacher

acorn

your home.
petent
You will get prompt attention. We give careful
attention to all customers, no matter where the
at

machine may have been purchased.
You will be dealing with the leading

Company
sewing machine business, having an uu
equalled experit nee ro'd an umivalled reputation
—the strongest guarantee of excellence.
A full line of supplies, parts and repairs con
stantly on hand.
n

the

James Pattee& Son,
Fire, Life*™ Accident insurance,
OFFICE
MAIN

SOLD ON EASY PAYMENTS.

C.

H. H.

tfT

FREEDOM, MAINE.

You will receive caieful instruction from

H. PARSONS, Manager.

COBBETT, Agt., Belfast,
OPPOSITE POST OFFICE.

Suits

Newton S. Lord & Co..
Co.,

DEALERS IN

Tents, Awnings, Cart Covers,
Duck, Cordage, Paints, «€-c.

No. 31 Front St

,

For Sale

^

**

*•

K/vlivI

Belfast, Me

MAINE:.

masses:

all connections

com-

plete, has been but little used by Belfast Coliseum Uo. Call on
ASA c. RIGGS or
N. F, HUSTON,
Belfast, May U, 1897.—18tf

Farm, together
as

Ship Chandlers, Ship Brokers,
AND

UK LEAST,

FARM FOR

SAIL MAKERS,
And Successors to J. W. Frederick &

MASONIC TEMPLE,
STREET ENTRANCE.

33t-f

SUBSCRIBE FOR

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

HOWES & CO.

Durability.

season

try Allen’s Foot-Ease. It cools the feet and makes
walking easy. Cures and prevents swollen and
weating feet, blisters ami callous spots. Relieves
rns and bunions of all pain and gives rest ami
info rt. Try it to day. Sold by all druggists and
oe stores for 25:\
Trial package FREE. Ad
dress, Allen S. Olmsted, Le Roy, N. V.

have this famous
water for sale.

H. H. LAMSON.

Adjustability.

was so

Water

also

e

spring

Ease of Motion.

terriDiy

inflamed, and

A Real Blood

Excellence of

Regularity

*

Is used iu bui prescription department and in all preparations requiring pure water..

Excellence of Design.

Mrs. Laura E. Mims, of Smithville.Ga.,
“A small pimple of a strawberry
says:
color appeared on my cheek; it soon
began to grow rapidly, notwithstandMy
ing all efforts to check it.
Decame

Spring

Over 14,500,000 Made and Sold.

Of the Face.
eye

POLAND

for sale at

a

with

SALF
hay and crops,

bargain.

Mrs. ARTHUR W. RO ilNSON
Belfast, Aug. 5. 1897.-31 tf
A DMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE. The subscriber
A hereby gives notice that he has been duly
appointed Administrator on the estate of
MILTON I. WHITCOMB, late of Islesboro,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given bonds
as the law directs.
All persons having demands
against the estate ol said deceased are desired to
present the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make pavment immediately.
GEORGE A. WARREN.
Islesboro, July 13. 1897.—3w3<>

LOCALS.

SEARSPORT
Dr.

NORTH

town.

Dr. P. P. Nichols is

town

Capt. W. H. Blanchard and wife

return-

Catherine Colcord.

ed to Boston Monday.

Gerty Orr aud

Miss
are

ITEMS.

Mrs. J. W. Nickerson of Swanville was in
last week visiting her mother, Mrs.

.sit.

*

SEARSPORT

Bert Scribner has secured a situation with
the Telephone and Telegraph Co.

G. H Jennison spent Sunday
in town for his annual
in

Miss

Mrs. Eugene Ames and child of Portland
have been in town of late, the guests of
her sister, Mrs. J. W. Smart.

Minnie O’Connor

Mrs. Webber’s.

at

Merithew of Warren made
the past week.

Bessie

a

short

Mrs. Etta M. Chapin of Lowell, Mass., is
here assisting in taking care of her sick

visit in town

mother, Mrs. Martha F. Matthews.

Curtis, Bert Colcord aud Sidney
camping at Toddy Pond.
Mrs. Lizzie Wanser is spending a few
weeks at Northport Camp Ground.
F. E.

Treat

Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Mathews and daughBessie Marie of Brooks were in town recently, the guests of Mrs. M. Mathews.

are

ter

Mrs. I. H. Barker, Mabel Wade and Miss
Holden have rooms at Laura Curtis’.

of the graded schools
in Everett, Mass., and her niece, Miss Celia
M. Carter, are in town spending their summer vacation.
tion

Bark Iolani, Capt. C. C. McClure, sailed
1'Jth from Honolulu for Hong Kong.

July

Hon. F. M. Simpson, State treasurer, aud
wife were at the Searsport House Saturday.

Ship W. H. Conner, Capt. F. 1. Pendleton,
arrived at Slianghae July I’stli, from New
Y ork.
!

Re\. O. H. Fernald, wife and daughter returned from their visit to Southwest Harbor

as

teacher in

Belmont.

Mrs. Emma

arrivals this week are Charles
wife of Waterville and Bert

visiting
riam...

Morrison

one

■

Morrill

was in

Morrill last week

daughter, Mrs. Herman Mer.Irving A. Hills is at work for G. G.
her

Bertram, Phiiiip and Elizabeth Richardson
Brockton are visiting their grandparents, Farrar, is t>V» years of age, went blueberryiug on Turnpike Mountain, Camdeu, last
Capt. and Mrs. J. A. Carver.
to the very top of it.
Miss Carrie Emery of Bangor aud Mrs. Thursday climbing
are the daughters of the late Rev.
Nellie Wilson o: Los Angeles, Cal., are the They
ot

j

The musical given Tuesday evening under
the direction of Mr. F. R. Sweetser was well
attended, and every number of the program
was

attend the clam bake and enter-

t,

Friday

evening.

tainment in the

Rev. Geo. S. Mills of Belfast will
the Cough church next Sunday in
with the pastor. A collection in
the Maine Missionary Society will

preach at
exchange
behalf of
he taken.

Dr. J -bn Stevens of Bangor and son, Hon.
C. Si•• veus, Member of Congress from St.
Fan
Minn., are visiting relatives in town,
gu*-sts f C H. Stevens and wife and Mrs.
Chas. Wo ds.
F

M

Tliere will be an '•Afternoon Tea and
usioaie" at Union Hall on Thursday, Aug.

U-'th, fr

•") to

m

P. M.. under the auspices of
An attractive pro-

>

Up worth League.
gram is being prepared.

the

much disgusted at the
at Union Hall Friday
it were ’.iberal enough to accept
evening,
the ex; anation
.tfered by the manager
ut t:
..cue wIhspers readied here that all
had ti• «r been told.

people

Our

were

given

entertainment

E

M-rithew has been drawn to

L.

serve as

grant: ;ur**r for ti:** ensuing year, eommeneiiJi .ti the September term Supreme Judicial
t

P-u

t-

ur< ts

1

Ur

it!

Robertson

drawi.

t->

and W. C.

serve as

traverse

c.st

Nickels g ve a bun bake at
Fr-hiy afternoon. About one
ih

and
U.

m

E.

Seaesport.

an

E
u

n

wei<•

n

tr»

h’-i
to-

rides

U

•:*

r*y
d-

u.

preseut representing
States of the Union. The

were

xen

everything that .could be asked
cash*11 an enjoyable one.

w is

and lb--

Searsport, who attended the
jtch is! Moutlay evening, speak m
*hhighest terms of their treatment by the
pr- urivtors of the Windsor House where
1 cy to. k refuge on account- of the severe
ness of a lady of the party, and who were
unsparing in their efforts for her welfare.
A

-i

p.ii'ty
>

Iron:

rt at

1 he excursion

Castine from here
to North port Camp Ground
Thursday evening T- hsten to the unique concert by the
Belfast Baud at North Shore is pronounced
on

stmr.

made to

j

1

...

....

A GREAT SURPRISE IS INSTORE

•

a
r

Telephone

Connect;-

day.
Winterport.

Geo. M. Sargent of
last week as guest of
Col. Atwood. Mr. Sargent married Miss
Helen Durham of this place 39 years ago,
Manufacturer of The
Celeand Has not visited Winterport before for 3,7
He is president of the Sargent Co.
years.
brated
also
dealer
in all kinds
of Chicago, manufacturers of railroad sup- ;
plies and steel castings of a high grade.
of
CurThey have an improved brake shoe and
supply about all tlie western roads. Their
capacity is 40 tons daily. Mr. Sargent’s
Would respectfully announce to the citizens of Monroe and,
eldest son is general manager. The younger
vicinity that he is out of the postortic.e with liTOO other fourthis general traveling agent and his son-in-law
class Democratic Dostmasters, but shall still continue to run a

Chicago

was

Mr.

L.

in town

STAPLES,

Staples’

Halter,
Harnesses, Blankets, Cards,
ry-Combs, Brusnes, Etc.,

are

|

WOOD OF ALL KI\|n

|

All Coal guaranteed satisfactory in weight, quality and
delivery,
S3F“Special attention given to delivery outside city limits.

i

a week with her sons, James and Fred
Cole... .Miss Florence Palmer is at Temple
Heights for a visit_Miss Sadie Leonard
of Hampden is visiting her sister, Mrs. Annie Cole.... Mrs. Marcia of Clinton has been
passing a week with her daughter, Mrs.
Howard Hurd... .Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Gordon were in Clinton last Saturday and Sun-

is stopping at F. M. Russ’.
....Mrs. Patience Bailey and daughter,
Mrs. Magee of Boston, Mass., are visiting

at“Fernald's Neck” for
Morrill. One of our aged citizens, Mr. a few weeks vacation-Mrs. Barrack and
|
J. W. Cross, passed away last week. The I daughter of Chelsea, Mass., are at Ernest
funeral was held at his late residence, Rev. Clark’s “Elm House.”
Geo. Hill officiating. He leaves a widow to
Prospect. Farmers are finishing up their
whom he had been married
years, and
haying and the crop is a good one. Among
eight children-Mrs. Mamie Higgins and the number that will come the nearest
to 100
Miss Rosa Cross of Boston, are visiting their
tons are I. F. Gould and C. H. Partridge.
father, Mr. I. W. Cross_Mrs. Whitten The 40 to 00 ton lots are O. B.
Gray, Manson
and Miss Mary Mason of Moutville were visGeorge, Fred K. Laue, William George,
itors in town last Saturday and Sunday_
Charles Littlefield, H. B. Littlefield, James
Mr. Thibodeau, a brother of Rev. A. D.
A. Haley, Kelley Nickerson, Miss Jennie
Thibodeau, is here on a visit_Mrs. John Lane, Josiah Colson. There will be
enough
Carter of Malden, Mass., and her sister,
hay to press in less than a mile un the cross
Miss Fannie Williams of Freedom, were vis- road from
C. O. Hatch’s to Will George’s to
itors at Mrs. Deborah Thompson’s and Mrs.
load a good sized two-master and enough
D. O. Bowen's last week. ...Mr. Silas Storer
hay in the town of Prospect to sell to load 5
and daughter, Mrs. Della Wiggiu, spent sevor tl three-masters.
The stock is short and
eral days in Waldoboro last week....Mr.
more
is
wanted.... Notwithstanding the
and Mrs. Wilder of Searsmout were visitors
recklessness of driving these mowing main town and at church last Sunday_Miss
chines and horse-rakes in places where at
S.
Pratt
of
Belfast attended church the
Georgia
first use of such machines no one would
here Sunday. She is visiting her uncle, Mr.
think of such a thing, but one person, Henry
Jesse H. Frye of Moutville... Mrs. T. X.
Grant, has been thrown from a liorserake
Pearson is spending a fortnight at X.-rthI
and hurt. He stuck to the seat until the
I port Camp Ground... Mr. D. W. Morey is wheels were
gone. In the smashup somehow
j improving slowly.
he stuck one of the holdback irons on the
IsLEsnuRo. The Dark Harbor Side Walk thills into his hand besides
hurting his ieg.
Club held a sociable at Union Hall last He is out again-Just now other
crops
Ice cream and cake after the hay is thought of.
i Thursday evening.
The rust is getwere served. About Slo were realized. Two
ting a good share of some things. Potatoes,
Maine girls. Miss Wilder of Waterville and beans and grain are in it, and grapevines,
Miss Belanger ..f Oakland, belong to the raspberry
bushes, apple tret s and some
j orchestra at the
Islesborougli Inn. and their birch trees, ferns and other wild plants are
musical gifts are highly spoken of ....Mrs.
touched.
j M. J. Shaw of Waterville and Mr. Frank
I'mty. Mrs. G. W. Harmon and daughj Washburn and wife of Th,-mast-on, who ter Gertie of Old Town are
hoarding at the
have
i
been boarding with Capt. Hobart A.
Hotel at the Park.. .Lulu Stone and Bessie
i Dodge, left for their homes on Monday last.
Merrick of Waterville are the guests of
1
Miss Evelyn Pendleton and her sister
Beulah Blethen.. .There are more strangers
Grace arrived last week from Massachusetts
and company at the Park then ever before.
and are visiting their father, Capt. Lorenzo
Mrs. E. S. Burrill returned from MoulPendleton.... Mrs. Bradbury and daughter,
ton the 7th. She was absent three weeks
members of Tremont Temple Baptist.church,
Mrs. Mary Whiting has opened ice cream
Boston, are hoarding with Mrs. Charles
parlors at her residence.
Ice cream and
; Hatch....The hotels, boarding houses, and
cake will be served every Saturday night
private families seem to be full of summer
tourists and visitors.
.The Sunday services and oftener, if wanted_Mr. G. Clough,
who has been confined to his bed so long
at the
church are

CUMBERLAND COAL.

ing

Chelsea, Mass.,

Richmond, Va.,

We Guarantee it

|(’

per ton extra.

Thorndike. Rev. F. S. Dolliif of Jackdelivered a fiue sermon at the Centre
church August 8th-Rev. B. A. Cox was
in town August 7th-J. S. Files ami wife
passed a few days in Bangor last week_
Mrs. Anna L. Blake of Warrenton Avenue,
Boston, who has beeu visiting Mrs. Dora
Philbrick, is now passing a week at Temple
Heights-Mr. Thomas Keene, D. A. McManus and V. N. Higgins werenu Unity last
Sunday to attend the funeral of Mr. Gorham Clough.... Mrs. Susan Maxim of Unity
is visiting her daughter, Mrs. Flora Ward.
-Mrs. Fannie Swett of Hampden is pass-

Mosman and Charlie F. Mosmau of Camaud Bert Mosman of East Boston are at A.
P. Wentworth's for a few weeks,...Mr. Alden
Witherly of Boston, Mass., arrived Saturday and is the guest of F. H. Russ_Mr.
Walter Calderwood of Frankfort spent Sunday with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Luther
Calderwood.... Mr. John Elms of Orrington
was in town Thursday-Lucius
Rogers of

bicycles.

s

son

bridge, Mass., Messrs. Lew

of

—

Celebrated for its great leavening
strength and healthfulness. Assures
the food against alum and all forms
of adulteration common to the cheap
brands,
royal raking powder eo.,
NEW YORK.
6

T.

Baptist
largely attended,
ur people to be the banner excursion
with a cancer, passed away the 0th. There
thisor any other season, as the round hs is also the Christian Endeavor society on
were services at the house of Mr. L. Mosher
trip ticket for only 25 cents will include one rrulay evenings-Some 8 or 10 Masons
Sunday,conducted by Rev. E. S. Burrill. He
free ride i*n the iuerry-gi-round. The steamer turned out last week and mowed about 10
tanru iu uuauauu
iuuuuay xur impleacres
of
and
it
into
the
barn
bay
got
wiil leave here at 7 I’clock.
gratis
I
Mr. and Mrs. Mosher accompaning
for Captain Babbidge, who is sick in the ment,
Rev H -mer T. Beach died of paralysis rethe remains.They are making great
at Boston-We were visited last
eutlv at Vernon Centre, Conn., aged 41 hospital
preparations at the Park for the loth. An
a severe thunder storm with rain
Friday
by
year**. Mr. Bead! was pastor of the Cong!.
oration will be delivered by Col. W. H.
and hail.
It struck a barn on the bluff and
i. .r h ;.er<- .u lss.,, but
of Rockland, remarks by others. At
owing to ill health
wrecked it. Two young men were Folger
badly
he resign- <1 and has since lived with his
one o’clock there will be a
dinner. There
near by
on
a
cart were prosloading hay
parent* at \ ern<.'U Centre. During his short
will be baud concerts, boating excursions,
trated for a time.
Several others were
here
Mr.
Beach made many friends, who
*Tay
In the evening there will be a grand
etc.
shocked.Lillian Tucker will
w:il regret that one who bid fair to be so partially
ball with two bands in attendance. The W.
here every night during the week.
play
"efu. should be stricken down in his
R. C. of Freedom and W. R. C. of Unity
early
Pittsfield. Races at Union Park four
manhood.
will furnish dinners for the two bands.
It
days the past week closed Saturday night. is
The Biographical Review containing life
expected that 5,000 people will attend if it
We hear that there has been a large attendis pleasant-Mrs. G. Day of Lewiston is
sketches of leading citizens in several Maine
ance-A. H. Burse has been active as su"unties if not more correct in other towns
visiting her sister, Mrs. Lewis Thompson....
of
the
water
works
the
perintendent
past
of Fairfield was in town
than in Searsport is not a valuable edition
week. He will be appointed as superintend- Joseph Sawyer
tc the literature of Maine. Not one of the
Saturday and Sunday.District Dept.
ent in place of Oramel Murray, wlio will
sketches of Searsport’s leading men is corGrand Master, I. O. O. F., of Castine visited
soon resign to attend to bis duties as
postrect and in several cases are glaring misInvictus Lodge the 5th and pronounced it in
master... Allen Hackett arrived home regood standing-Miss Allie Hanson of Aurepresentations. In one case giving four cently from a
trip to California_J. S.
was the guest of Mrs. H'. B. Rice last
children to one of our sea captains who is
Hazeltiue and family are taking a week’s gusta
childless; in another killing off a lady who
week.
at
Tilson
outing
cottage at Lake Sebastiis very much alive. The subscribers of the
cook-Miss Lois F. Parks of this village
North Stockton Springs.
Capt, Lewis
work here are very much dissatisfied, and
and sister of the three Parks Bros., InsurPartridge from the village visited at Mr.
in one instance at least propose to treat the
Freeman Partridge’s
ance agents of thi3 place, was married a few
Sunday, and with
matter in court.
days ago to Mr. Franklin S. Tabutt of Prov- several neighbors present the afternoon was
Several years ago when the steamer
idence, R. I... .Herbert Welch of Portland, pleasantly spent in singing sacred songs....
Cambridge was nearly new a gentleman formerly of this town, has been
visiting old The Centre Base Ball Nine, F. F. Crockett,
stood talking with a friend on Winter-port
friends and relatives the past week_Miss Capt., expect a new pitcher, Frank Harriwharf until the boat was too far away for Hortense L.
Bunker of Pittsfield, X. H., has man, and will begin practice again, soon_
him to get on board.
His friend took him in- been
visiting Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Lucas_ Mrs. Adelia Kelley and children have reto a carriage, a light top-buggy and with his
Miss Lilia Morrow is visiting her friend, turned to their home in Brewer... .James
pair of spirited horses made the distance to
Searsport. 15 miles, in time to get him on Miss Pauline Read at Richmond... .Roy Marden left his position on a steamer bound
the boat here. This was thought at that Libby, who lias been with tn electric firm
from New York to Georgia, on account of
time to he a great feat and was heralded in
in Boston for several years, arrived
illness and arrived home last week_Mr.
recently.
ail the papers as a wonderful performance.
Last Thursday Fred F. Black, freight clerk Mrs. Libby accompanied him ami they will Lemuel Perkins, wife and sou of Monroe
on board the steamer City of
Bangor, got spend the remainder of the summer here_ visited friends in town, recently_Miss
left on the Winterport wharf. He went up Prof, and Mrs. B. A. Farnham of
Chicago Stella Nickels of Dorchester, Mass., is visittown, hired a bicycle and by that time the are
visiting their parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. ing Mrs. Hattie Calderwood and other
steamer was nearly to Bucksport. He startD. Farnham. Prof. Farnham has had
ed "lit, and although the day was very hot,
charge friends-Capt. Frank Marden has shipped
made the wharf in Searsport with five min- of the shorthand and typewriting depart- as first mate on a vessel bound from New
utes to spare.
ment at the Bryant & Stratton Business
York to South America.Miss Bertha
There wiil be a game of base ball Friday, College, Chicago, for the last three years. Partridge went to Searsport on business reAug. 13th, at Mosman Park. Merchants vs. His old classmates and friends are glad to cently
Mr. Leroy Nickerson is cutting
Mechanics will play for a supper at the welcome him....A young man seventeen the hay on Mr. Emery Calderwood’s farm
hotel.
Players; Merchants—J. H. Sulli- years old, by the name of Davis was drown- and will cut several other farms in this
ed Saturday while out getting pond lilies.
E. A. Bilker, p.; Wm. M. Parse, 1st
van, c.
vicinity.Mrs. Samuel
Phillips and
b.; J. A. Clement, 2d b.; Charles Monroe, His father and mother were over here at the family of Searsport visited at Mr. Henry
3d b.; C. O. Sawyer, s. s.; Clifton Whittum, races... .Mrs. Dora Lewis, who had a can- McCaslin’s
recently-Mr. Luther Grant of
s. s.; F. E. Whitcomb, r.
f.; C. E. Adams, cer removed at a hospital in Boston some- Sandypoint called on friends in town,
1. f. ; B. O Sargent, c. f. Mechanics—F. M. time within the
past year, is again very low Wednesday-The Bible class of the Centre
Perkins, c.; L. H. Rogers, p.; A. E. Trundy, with the same trouble and cannot
recover. district Sunday school met last Sunday
1st b.; W. N. West, 2d b.; Newell White,
3d b.: A. L. Mosman, s. s.; G. A. Bowen, s. -The fall term of Maine Central Institute evening at Mr. W illiam Smith’s to study next
W.
B. Sawyer, r. f.; G. P. Carter, 1. f. : begins Monday, Sept. 6th.
s.;
Mr. Pike of Searsport
Sunday’s lesson
E. J. Wentworth, c. f. Substitutes—A. J.
Harbor was in town last Saturday buying
Nickerson, L. M. Sargent, L. W. Wentlambs and cattle-Mr. Wilbur Staples acworth, S. A. Prescott.
Coachers
P». O.
Sargent, F. E. Whitcomb, A. E. Trundy, for those who will
companied
by his cousins, Chester and Herand
a
go to-day
get
G. P. Carter.
package of
Kickers—J. A. Clement, GRAIN-O. It takes
the place of coffee at about bert Porter of Salem, Mass visited Mr. and
Wm. M. Parse, E. J. Wentworth, W. N.
1-4 the cost. It is a food drink, full of health, and
Mrs. Arthur Moore of Monroe recently_
West. Scorers, Capt. Chas Nichols, Capt. can be
given to the children as well as the adult
Frank Colcord;
Umpire, A. M. Kane; with great benefit. It is made of pure grains and Elder Rice of Prospect Ferry visited at Mr.
W.
looks
J.
and
like
tastes
the
finest grades of Mocha
referee,
Black; collector, F. B. Smith;
Freeman Partridge’s last week... .Mr. and
attending physicians, W. B Flint, E. H. or Java coffee. It satisfies evervone. A cup of
is better for the system than a tonic, beMrs. Wm. Smith called on Miss Amy Lane
Durgiu; ambulance in charge of W. E. Grin- Grain-O
cause its benefit is
permanent. What coffee breaks
ned ; special police, T. Russell Howe, B.
down Grain-O builds up. Ask your grocer for of Prospect, Saturday, who has so far reBartlett Gerry. Game called at 2 o’clock.
Grain-O. 16c. and 25c.
covered as to ride a short distance daily.
by

Absolutely Pure.

Centre Linvolnyillk. Mrs. Carrie Carle-

relatives in town....The harvest annual
picnic will be held at Adams’ Grove Aug.
lt>th. All are cordially invited to attend.
The program will consist of games, singing,
speaking, etc-The Messrs. Call worth of

I.ehigli 25c.

15 OFTEN VERY DESIRABLE.

most

Sands Farrar of Liueolnville_Frank O.
Allenwood saw a deer about one mile from
his home one day last week.... James H.
James of Belfast is at work for Hartson
Farrow duriug the hay season.... Willard
Morse and Fred Trask have bought new

h

s'

......

enjoyable affair_Dr. Nathaniel
Butler, President of Colby University, and
family, are at the Misses Allen's on High
street.
He preached at the Baptist church
Sunday evening to a large and appreciative
was a

Mrs. Martha McNamara and

Abbott of Belfast.One of the smartest
"Id ladies in town is Mrs. Mary Wyman,
who is *"• years of age and has tramped all
the loads of hay cut on her farm this season.
Her sister, who lives with her, Miss Keziah

Charles Adams and son, and Miss
Coles i Boston are
registered,at the Searsport House.
Mrs.

good.
Nancy, Maud and Grace Nichols rode
down from’ Bucksport on their wheels last

are

daughter Addie of Camden are in town | ton and family of Hyde Park, Mass., are the
! visiting Mr. and Mrs. O. F. Allenwood.... guests of F. H. Rankin-Mr. and Mrs. W.

Friday.

guests of Mr. and Mrs. S. A. Prescott.

Daily excursions

Stove ami

Chestnut.
Delivered and put in (in barrels).$6.00
in Dump Carts,
5 85
Prices at Wharf,..

Mrs. Addie Harriman, the wife of Frank
Harriman of Swanville, whose sad death audience-Rev. F. C. Haddock of Brooklyn, N. Y., preached at the M. E. Church
was reported in last week's issue, was the
I
only daughter of J. E. Marden of this town# Sunday morning. A temperance rally was
I held in the evening-Miss Angie Flye ol
His many friends extend their sympathy.
Providence, R. I., is visiting in town_
Mrs. Lyman Abbott has returned to Boston
COUNTY CORRESPONDENCE.
after speudiug several weeks here.

Capt. Charles M. Nichols arrived home
from Hong Kong via Sail Francisco Thursday.

and

Company.
Haddock’s, Plymouth Vein and Latter Leii|

iu Orlund for
Rockland-Oliver Perkins of Penobscot
visited his mother, Mrs. Harriet Perkins,
last Thursday and Friday... .Mrs. Emma
Luke saw two deer in the held just above
her house recently-Miss Inez Crockett of
Bangor visited Mrs. George Avery last
week.

Camden.

F. G. White

the

Harriman, is loading brick

Mathews,

Mrs. Jeanette Sheldon of Boston arrived
by steamer City of Bangor Tuesday.

the

BUY YOUR WINTER’S COill

Mr. and Mrs. Will Ray of Etna, anti Mr. Yinalhaven, via the electrics to Rockland,
and Mrs. Bert Ray of Simpson's Corner, and from there iu the steamer Gov. BodDixuiont, were in town Sunday, the guests i well... A German was given in Engine Hall,
of Mr and Mrs. H. P. Towle.
Wednesday evening of last week, by the
Miss Addie S.
who has a situa- Misses Prentiss of Brooklyn, N. Y., which

Dr. J. S. Ferguson and wife of New York
arrived by train Saturday evening.

Among
Wm.greu

Prospect Ferry. Mrs. Jessie Harding
and Mrs. Frances Harding arrived home
from Worcester, Mass., Aug. 3rd....Mrs.
Evander Harriman had a family gathering
at her home Aug <3th ; twenty were present.
A very nice supper was served at 6 o’clock.
-Sch. Queen of the West, Capt. Lester

is treasurer.

They

own

most of the

stock,

tirst-class harness store, keeping all kinds of goods
with that line.
A Harness that they sell in Belfast t.>
selling for 88.50. Vou will ask why I can sell the’
than they can in Belfast. I pay for them in Staples :
ters and it gives me a chance to make a profit on both *
a full line of trunks and valises.
Repairing done v.
and dispatch.
Please give me a call.

which is very valuable. Mr. Sargent has a
fine home in Evanston, a residential quarter New Haven; Helen G. Moseiev, Holt, New Bedford.
for Chicago’s business men. Mrs. Durham,
Bath, Aug. 8. Sid, sell. Young Brothers, Snow,
the mother of Mrs. Sargent, resides with Washington, I). C.
Bass River, Aug. f>. Passed, sell. Colin C. Baker.
them and though over 85 is in good health.
Port Tampa. Aug. (>. Sid, sell. Mabel Jordan.
Baltimore.
Holt,
Many of the older residents here will be
Charleston, S. ('.. Aug. 8. Sid. sell. Abbie C.
pleased to learn of their pleasant surround- Stubbs, Bennett, Norfolk.
Jacksonville, Aug. 7. Ar, sch. Sarah I). J. Rawings. Mr. Sargent spent a week or two at his son.
French, St. George.
old home at Sargentville. lie left for home
New London, Aug. 0. Ar. sch. Abraham Richardson. Wi de, Bangor.
after
on
his
old
Thursday
calling
acquaintPort Reading, Aug. ('•. Sid, sell. Chas. E. Rayances.
He was much pleased with the tidy mond. Pendleton, Ruekport.
Calais,
Aug. d. Ar, sch. Alice T. Boardman,
and progressive appearance of our village
i
Rich, Searsport.
and prophesied prosperity for us iu the near
Vineyard Haven, Aug. 7. Passed, sell. A. W.
Rockland
for
New
York;
d.
Ellis,
Ryder,
future.... Mrs. Crockett, an aged citizen of
passed,
the village, died at the home of her sou, soli. Flora Condon, Sellers. Perth Amboy for BanCapt. Charles Crockett, Monday morning gor.
Providence, Aug. 8. Ar. seiis. H. F. Kimball.
after a long illness... .The funeral services Lane,
j of
Roekport: Frank’.iti Nickerson. Ha-kcll.
■C
Courses.
Mr. Patrick Cuddy took place at the Bangor; Webster Barnard. Marsha l, dEllsworth. Aug. d.
Shi. sch. Nellie Grant.
| Catholic Church Wednesday afternoon. Mr.
Rondout.
Dodge,
was a good citizen and will be missed
j Cuddy
FOltEKiN pours.
by his many friends. .Miss Clara Knowles
j arrived from New York last Wednesday
( liarlottetown. P. E. 1.. July Jo.
Ar, sch. S. C.
[ and wili remain at home about a month.... Haskell, Richardson. Baltim nv.
Mrs. A. A. Doe of Worcester, Mass., is visitSaigon. .July 18. Sid, hark Adoiph obrig, Am
ing friends in town... Mr. George Grant bury. Ninh-hoa.
l’oit Natal. July 1(3. SI I, ark Herbert Fullei,
i and family and Mr. and Mrs Philo Blaisdell
of
j
Bradford, Pa., left Monday f r Brookliu, Nash. Barbal'oes. 28.
Ar, -hip Wm. 11. Conner.
Shangliae, July
| Me., for a short visit.... Mrs. Frank Collins New
York.
and two children of Brighton, Mass., visited
I
Mrs. Dr. Fellows last week... M ss Jennie
MARINE MJS( EI.LANY.
j
| Grant went to Bangor Saturday to sr >p
Spoken. Bark R. A. ( Smith, Honp,-r. from
East London for Brunswick. July 24. Tat. 22 S..
j over Sunday at H. T. Sanborn’s.. ..Miss Ion.
J. M.
7 E.
Birkeumeyer was the guest of
Portsmouth, N. 11.. Aug b. Sell. Florida, fr-m
Miss Ada Littlefield
last week.
.Mrs.
Fannie Eilingwood and sou of Pitts- Rockland, has put into the lower harbor here with
her cargo of lime on tire.
field, Mass., is visiting her parents, Capt.
Buck-port. Me.. Aug. d. Capt P.-r/io .,f the
and Mrs. N. A. Rich.... Frank Nichols was Italian
bark Vega, which arrived yesterda\ troiu
at home from Bangor on a visit iast week
Trapani via Canhagena. reports‘the dea'th ai d
"^*xsr rxtt *^T
Mrs. F. W. Merrill of San Fraucisc" visited burial at sea on June 24 ot Salvator Por>:i->. the
,■■
mate.
| her relatives, Miss E. M. Hall and Miss second
Harbor.
Me..
Aug.
Sell.
Henr\
W.
Boothlay
Nancy Merrill last week.... Miss Ella Longfellow.
Capt. McGinnis, from Gloucester,
: Sweetser of Lynn is spending a few weeks
Belfast Price Current.
it in here
to-day, having been ashoie. A
I with her aunt, Mrs. Jere Colson.... Mrs, ppiece of herleaking
keel is gone. She will go on the rail; Saunders and Miss Blanche Hutchings of way for repairs and then proceed.
Orland are the guests of Mrs. J. F. HutchCORRECTED WEEKLY FOR THE .l-H KN.Vi,.
Boston, Aug. d. Sell. Opal, Capt. Foote, arrived
ings.... F. C. Young and family have just at Moncton, N. 13.. Iasi week from Barbadoes. B.
W
with
of
and
was
I.,
a
seized
at
Product
Market.
/» .,/
molasses,
cargo
returned from a very pleasant trip to Bluethat place on Saturday last by the Cai idian Cus2"o 3" Uav.p- r
1
j
Apples. p> bu.
hill, Sedgwick and other places.... Dr. J. H. toms
officials for alleged violation of the laws in
4 a d -Hide*. p lb.
3 1-2
4
lb.
dried,
p>
Baker and family, Mrs. Josie Mason and
t*"al imiLaml'. p lb.
d:
Beans, pea.
selling liquors. A line of 840<> was imposed.
little daughter and Miss Carrie Ridley are
Sd « uL.unb skin*.
2d t/4>*
medium,
Bueksport, Aug. f>. A letter received here from
I at the cottage at Northport. They will he John S. Emery cc Co. of Boston, owners of the
vel wevesl On„i 101 Mutton. p* li
4 a d
Id l.s < »ats. p li i. 32 lb. 2d
3
Butter. j» li,.
I joined this week by Mrs. A. R. Fellows, soli. Charles Morford, commanded by Capt. D. R.
1
of
this
that
sell
f>
uf,
states
the
>oner
lb.
1-2
Beef,
je,
Mrs. L. A. Stokell, Miss Jennie Beuuoch
Potatoes,
P*
Hagerthy
pk4"./ 4d Round H-o,
4a4 1-2
Mrs. E. M. Littlefield, Miss Ada Littlefield has been wrecked on a reef olT the southe*'n coast Barley, j* bu,
'•>
•'<
h "7
of Porto Rico and is a total loss, the crew being
1-2
a
1«
Cheese.
lb.
'1straw.
t-m,
p‘
p»
;and others.... Eugene Dillaway has a po- saved. The Morford was
'• a is
loa 12 Turkey, j- It,
bound from Orchil.a to
Chiekeu. p> It.,
5< a 7d Tulh \v.
1 1 -2 a
Richmond, Ya., with phosphate rock. She was a Calfskins,
j sition at the Fort Point House.
•
three-master of 2b2 tons, and built at Chester,
14 q Id,Veal. p> tb.
Duck, p) It.,
14 Wool, luwasbe-l. 12
Id
E*rgs. p> doz,
your stomach begiusto trouble you, Pa., in 1871.
| it When
Charters.
State
of
to
arrive
F->wl.
Maine
So. 10 Woo
.•»>,- 1|
j' tb,
Ji needs help. The help it needs, is to digest "OM cases trornShip
New York to Hong Kong. 2" cv its. Geese, pi lb.
13a
-rt.
m-u/.<
Wood.
3
id.
until
it
your food, aud,
gets it, you won’t Hark
Megunticook, Turks Island to Baltimore,
Retail Price.
l:tai Market.
j have any peace. Stomach trouble is very salt, 5 cents. Sch. Senator Sullivan, Cedar Keys
distressing, very obstiuate, very dangerous. to New York, ties. 18 cents and half running ex- Beef,corned, p> lb, TaSjLime. p bbl. i*'1 <: 1
of
4 a "•
the
Butter
salt.
isioat
Me.2.
most
diseases
Many
j- lb.
14tbba^,
dangerous
begin penses. Brig Daisy, Brunswick to New York,
4;';
42 Onions. p It,.
with simple indigestion. The reason is that lumber. $4. Bsyk Grace Lynwood, same. Coal Corn, p> bu.
>.
11
a 12
Cracked
ne.
Corn.
2;u.
bu,
42;<>il,ken
to
45
p>
Bangor,
indigestiou (>2o£-digestion /<oGuourishment) freights: Sch. .Etna, Hoboken
3 '. 2 a 4
42;Pollook. p lb.
ivcakt/is thesystem and allows disease germs cents. Sch. Grace Webster, Port Reading to Ban- Corn Meal, p bu,
a s
7
It.,
It..
Cheese,
131Pork,
50
Sch.
C.
E.
Port
j'
cents.
p>
gor,
Raymond.
Reading
to attack it. The antidote is Shaker DigesI 12
to Rockport. 55 cents.
Sch. Flora Condon, Eliza- j Cottonseed, p> cwt, 1 25. Plaster, j' bbl.
tive Cordial, strengthening, nourishing, curdal* Rye Meal, p* It
bethport to Salem, 50 cents. Sch. Helen G. Mose- | Codfish, dry. p tt,
ative.
It cures indigestion and renews ley. Norfolk to New Haven, 70 cents. Sch. Anna Cranberries, p) qt. 5ai* Short'. p at,
7d ;Sdad 1-2
strength ami health. It does this by Pendleton, same. Sch. E. J. Pendleton, Newport Clover Seed, p* lb, 11 qlLbSuuar. j' It..
d
4
T.
d>0«
do,Salt.
1..
Flour,
bbl.
p>
p*
strengthening the stomach, by helping it to News to the Sound, 70 cents.
2 u 2
H.G.Seed. bu, l 75 a 2 OOjSweet Potatoes.
digest your food. It nourishes you. Shaker
3a3 13
Sal*.Wheat Meal.
Lard, p* ft,
Digestive Cordial is made of pure herbs,
plauts and wine, is perfectly harmless and
BOfiJS.
will certainly cure all genuine stomach trouble. Sold by druggists, price 10 cents to
81.00 per bottle.
Alley. In Searsport, July 9, to Mr, aud Mrs.
Martin Alley of Ellsworth, a'daugliter.
Billings. In Deer Isle, July 20, to Mr. and
SHIP NKWS.
Mrs. Emery M. Billings, a son.
Holt,
in Orland, July 29. to Mr. and Mrs.
PORT OF BELFAST.
Samuel B. Holt, a son.
Leach. In Penobscot, July 3o, to Mr. and Mrs.
ARRIVED.
William H. Leach, a daughter.
Aug. 7. Sells. W. T. Emerson, Ulmer, Portland;
Lapmhek. In Bucksport, July 30, to Mr. and
Geo. B. Ferguson, Ferguson, Bangor.
Mrs. Burt G. Lampher, a son.
0.
Sch. Henry Whitney, Welch, New York.
Aug.
Moore. In Cranberry Isles, July 2 3, to Mr.and
SAILED.
and Mrs. Benjamin E.' Moore, a daughter, Lizzie
Evelyn.
7.
A.
Schs.
Hattie
Marsh,
SufAug.
Mehaffy,
Perky. In Bucksport, Aug. 1, to Mr. and Mrs.
folk, Ya.; James Holmes, Ryan, Boston.
Aug. 10. Sch. W. T. Emerson, Ulmer, Rockiaud Harold F. Perry, a son.
Parker. In North Haven, July 23, to Rev. and
AMERICAN PORTS.
Mrs. C. A. Parker of Quincy. Mass., a son.
New York, Aug. 4. Ar, schs. Wm. E. Downes,
Pakkhcrst. In Ballard Yale, Mass., to Mr. and
Newport News to New Haven ; Charlotte T. Sibley. Mrs. vuee Hodgdon of Rockland) F. E. Parkhurst,
Jacksonville; Carrie E. Pickering, Swan's Island, a daughter.
Me.; James A. Parsons, Gardiner; S. M. BirdBoston; 5, sld. ship Henry B. Hyde, San Francisco ; ar,schs. Austin D. Knight, French, Jackson,
MARRIED.
ville: Rabboni, Lord, Bangor; Mark Pendleton,
Pendleton, do.; George Gurney. Closson, Clark’s
Eatun-Morey.
In Deer Isle, July 25, Charles
Island: Paul Seavey, Pattersliall, Swan's Island;
cld, sell. Carrie E. Look, Haskell, Jacksonville: E. Eaton and Miss Annie Morey, both of Deer
Isle.
and
0, ar, schs. Hattie McG. Buck. Melissa Trask
Fernalp-Sai nders. In Bar Harbor, July 28,
Lizzie Lane, Bangor: 7. cld, brig Telus, Parker,
Bahia; ar, sch. Helen, Batehelder, Bangor; 9, ar, Waldeana L. Fernahl and Lillian CL Saunders,
sch. Penobscot, Dodge. Brunswick, Ga ; sld, sch. both of Eden.
Chas. E. Raymond, Pendleton, Huston; cld, sch.
Tola, Wilson, bt. Pierre and Fort de France.
DIED.
Boston, Aug. 4. Ar. schs. Augustus Palmer,
Haskell, Norfolk; Willard Saulsbury, Jordan,
Weeliawkeu ; 5. cld, sch. Jose Olaverri, Kennebec
and Washington; 6, ar, sch. Sarah E. Palmer,
Cook. In Ellsworth, July 30, Mrs. Johanna J.
Whittier, Louisburg, C. B.; 5, ar, sch. Miantom
Cook, aged 84 years, 3 months and 29 days.
Clements. In Bar Harbor, July 20, Mrs. Sam’l
mail, Ryan, Rockport.
Baltimore, Aug. 4. Ar, sch. Norombega, Arm- J. Clements, aged 40 years.
BEST
Counce. In South' Warren, Inez A., wife of
strong, Bangor via Annapolis; 6, cld. sch. Star of
Bread.
the Sea, Hopkins, Boston; 7, bark Josephene, Mc- George E. Counce, aged 24 years, 8 months and
Clean, Bahia and Rio Janeiro; 9, ar, sch. J. Man- 10 days.
chester Haynes, Mathews, Washington.
Dow. In Tremout, July 30, Beatrice L. Dow,
Portland, Aug. 5. Ar. sch. Leander V. Beebe- aged 2 months and 13 days.
Makes
Dyer. In Eastbrook, July 22, Sylva May Dyer,
Daniels, Newport News ; 7, ar, sch. Mary E. Palm,
*fceM„s«
er, Haskell, Norfolk; 8, ar, sch. F. A. Palmer
aged 3 months.
Bread.
Gilmore. In Hampden, Aug. 9, Eva F., infant
Gardner, Newport News.
Bangor, Aug. 4. Ar, schs. Geo. B. Ferguson, daughter of Frank L. and Claudine Gilmore, aged
Ferguson, New York; Eagle, Cobb, Boston; cld, 1 year, 11 months aud 28 days.
sch. Edward Stewart, Annapolis; 5, ar, sch. Post
Grant. In Bucksport, July 28, Mrs. Martha C.
————“■““■“"■"■““I
Makes
Boy, New York; sld, schs. lzetta, Isaac Oberton Grant, aged 77 years, 9 months and 18 days.
and Menawa, New York; 7,cld, David Siner. Ferwh„trt
Haggerty, in Mansfield, Mass., Mary,'wife of
S
sch.
Maud
New
nald,
York; 8, ar,
Snare, Lowell, Charles Haggerty, a native of Rockport, daughter
Bread.
j
New York; 9, ar, schs. Marcellus, Larrabee.Sears- of the late and Capt. Chene and Helen Amshury
port; Lester A. Lewis, Kimball, Bucksport; 10,
Packard, aged about 36 years.
ar, brig Kataluliu, Scott, New London; sch. JonaPerky. In Bucksport, July 28, Mrs. Alvonia
_
than Cone, Lunt, Haverhill.
D. Perry, aged 71 years, 1 month and 28 days.
Post. In Owl’s Head, Scuth Thomaston, JulyCarteret, N. J., Aug. 2. In port, sch. Talofa,
Fletcher, from Port Tampa, dsg.
29, Enoch Post, a native of Camden, aged 8§
Washington, D. C., Ang. 3. Cld, sch. Yale, Ports- years and 1 month.
mouth, N. H.; 8, cld, sch. J. Manchester Haynes,
Post. In Knox, Aug. 8, Eliza J. Post, aged 70
Baltimore.
years, 2 months and 22 days.
Pressey. In Deer Isle, June 8, Asa S. Pressey,
Apalachicola, Aug. 4. Ar, sch. Melissa A. WilThere are many imitations of this
ley, Bafledger, Boston; sld. seh. Cora Dunn, Har- aged 71 >ears, 6 months and 10 days.
celebrated brand but none that equal it
Sheldon. In South Thomaston,'July 30, John
rington, Boston; 8. cld, sch. Morris W. Child,
either in quality or price.
Beck, Fall River.
Sheldon, a native of Rockland, aged 8o years. 11
Fernandina, Aug. 4. Ar, sch. Viola Reppard, months and 10 days.
Dunton, New York; 6, cld, sch. Carrie A. BuckTowle. In Bucksport, Aug. 1, Mrs. Mary A.
nam, Stubbs, Port Spain.
Towle, aged 29 years and 1 month.
Washburn. In Brewer, Aug. 7, Horace B.
Norfolk, Aug. 4. Sld, sch. Anna Pendleton,
Thomaston, New Haven; 9, ar, schs. C. C. Lane, I Washburn, aged 58 years.
■
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